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Hello everyone, welcome to the “Understanding esports” MOOC!

First of all, a big thank you for registering for this collective online learning expe-

rience and now it’s our turn to play and offer you a comprehensive educational edu-

cation on esports and its issues.

During these 5 weeks, we will together challenge our perceptions of esports and 

thus understand its ecosystem. Collaboratively produced by four European univer-

sities, the University of Caen Normandie in France, the University of Murcia in Spain, 

the University of Kajaani in Finland and the University of Glyndŵr Wrexham in Wales. 

This project has been supported since 2018 by the European Union, the ECSI project 

for Esports centers and social inclusion.

This MOOC offers a comprehensive education to discover esports and its multi-

ple challenges in Europe, through the expertise of each university reinforced by 

the intervention of players in the esports industry. Each university contributes its 

knowledge in a field revolving around esports: social inclusion, space planning, bu-

siness or even physical and mental training.

Coreso o Prifysgol Wrexham Glyndwr. Welcome from Glyndwr University. My name is 

Dr Colin Stuhlfelder and I am the Programme Leader for Architectural Design Tech-

nology at the university. My university sits in Wales, which is one of the four nations 

of the United Kingdom. So I thought you might appreciate a little welcome in Welsh. 

Don’t worry, the rest of this will definitely be an English. Myself and my students 

have been working on various aspects of this esports project, namely around the 

architectural design elements with regards to creating esports centre, the spatial 

requirements, etc, based also on my own research and background. I’ve been invol-

ved in some of the equality and inclusion aspects of this project too. I’m very much 

looking forward to working with you and engaging with you on the MOOC. Thank 

you very much. Diolch yn fawr iawn.

Hello and welcome to this massive open online course on esports. This course has 

been provided with the help of Erasmus+ project called Esports Centers and Social 

Inclusion. My name is Janus Pitkänen and I work as a lecturer and a project manager 

in Kajaani University of Applied Sciences. My specialty substance is esports. I will be 

with you this course mostly in the fourth week which is the esports business week. 

Once again, welcome aboard. 
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Welcome to this first online class on esports entitled “Understanding Esports”. In this 

class you are about to start, you will learn a lot about esports, what it is about, and 

what its implications are. My name is Alfonso Valero Valenzuela. I work as a professor 

at the Sports Science Faculty in the University of Murcia (Spain), and I’m expecting 

you in this MOOC so that we can exchange ideas. Don’t miss this opportunity! See 

you soon!

ON THE MOOC PROGRAM

In Week 1, we will focus on defining esports, comparing it in particular to the indus-

try from which it takes its name: sport. We will also seek to sweep away received and 

stereotypical ideas about this environment by relying on frequently asked questions 

that bring together all the clichés attached to esports . The objective of this first 

week is to build solid knowledge so that we can subsequently advance in knowledge 

and understanding of the industry, of the ecosystem and therefore to identify the 

real issues.

Armed with this knowledge base, we will begin Week 2 focused on inclusion in 

esports. We will approach the industry from a social angle: in particular, you will 

be able to discover, by carrying out a personality test, what type of player you are. 

The analysis of these social aspects will take us to the question of inclusion: how 

esports can address solutions, in particular on the under-representation of people 

from minorities in a context of discrimination. We will thus listen to the testimonies 

of militant actors within different associations. At the end of this second week, you 

will understand that esports, far from the clichés that surround it, is an industry that 

aims to be unifying, intergenerational, open and which is evolving towards a space 

of inclusion and ethics.

In Week 3, we will analyze the issue of the environment, which has the particula-

rity of being as much digital as physical. Whether it’s organization, fan experience, 

or even training for professional players. The use of digital spaces such as Discord 

or Twitch, essential in the sports world, will question us about their possible use for 

educational missions.

For physical spaces, we will listen to the testimonies of people who have created 

spaces 100% dedicated to esports, but also conversely how to adapt the existing 

space to this practice. Finally, we look at the issue of player training and the role of 

the environment in it.
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It is impossible to talk about industry without addressing the issue of economics and 

management. This fourth week will address all of the situations found in the es-

ports ecosystem, from gamer to publishers, managers and streamers.

The fifth and final week is a little bit special. It will be a week of restitution but 

also of opening up fields of reflection. It will begin with a live-debate retrospective 

of the four weeks of the MOOC to share together the evolution of our perception of 

esports . You will have the opportunity to share your impressions and ask your ques-

tions directly to specialists in these questions during this live.

Then we will focus on the importance of political recognition in shaping the esports 

industry. We will also discuss the difficulty of global standardization in the face of 

the plurality of models present in each country.

The content of the MOOC is shared via multiple media: videos, live, personality test 

or message on the forum. To be even more immersive, and more participatory, you 

will be offered in particular to discover, at our side, the competitive game of your 

choice on which you can compete and thus place yourself as an actor of the industry 

in the role of the player.

Each week will end with an assessment which may take the form of a multiple choice 

questionnaire. At the end of the last and fifth week, the evaluation will focus on the 

entire MOOC.

You have to be curious, tenacious, and not hesitate to ask for help from the community.

The whole ECSI team joins me in thanking you again and you wish you a good week 

with us.
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UNDERSTANDING ESPORTS

The project entitled Esports Centers & Social Inclusion (ECSI) consists of a European 

collaboration supporting the development, experimentation and diffusion of an in-

novating territorial concept in the emerging field of esports. 

Esports correspond to the competitive practise of video gaming. It is sparking an ex-

traordinary level of enthusiasm in Europe and around the world. Several key figures 

allow us to better understand the scale of the phenomenon in Europe : In numerous 

European countries, esports rank among the first two activities chosen for competi-

tion, and have already gone beyond tennis financial stakes. Originating in South Korea 

ten years ago, esports represent a dynamic industry which raises as many questions 

as it stimulates European societies on a cultural, sports, educational, and economic 

level. The project is going to explore these different issues through cross research, 

local experimentation, and exchanges with socio-professional organisations.

The project is based on three concrete commitments:

1. To write a European charter managing professional and amateur organisations 

(associations, clubs, or educational institutions) with a view to contributing to an 

ethical, inclusive, and sustainable practice of esports. 

2. To create educational material within the field of esports, and to promote skills 

throughout a MOOC on raising awareness about eSports, a pedagogical resourc-

es bank, and a game skills base. 

3. To create a European university network about multidisciplinary research in esports

Throughout the production and dissemination of open-source, high-quality academ-

ic resources in multiple languages and under the form of teaching scenarios dealing 

with esports related questions, the project aims at contributing actively to making 

Europe a reference area for these emerging practices. This will especially be under-

taken with reference to critical education, inclusion, regulation arising from the pro-

motion of best practices, or tools for sustainable management.
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Four universities are working together on this project, initiated by the University of 

Caen Normandie: 

• The University of Caen Normandie will bring a multidisciplinary perspective on 

esport, reporting on the many experiments carried out in its territory. 

• Through its Department of Sports Sciences, the University of Murcia will help to 

establish the link between sports practice and video games. 

• The Finnish University of Kajaani is one of the few European institutions to offer 

a full academic degree focusing on esports business. 

• Finally, Wrexham Glyndŵr University (Wales) will bring valuable expertise in the 

fields of space design and ergonomics to the project.

The project has been supported since its launch in 2018 by the European Union 

through the Erasmus + programme. This programme aims to support actions in the 

fields of education, training, youth and sport, particularly in higher education, for 

example by funding international partnerships, such as the ECSI project.  
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Hello and welcome everyone to this first week of the MOOC “Understanding esport”.

This first week is organized into four themes responding globally to the subject of 

the week: What is esports?

At the end of the week, you will be able to define precisely what esports is, what its 

history is and what its challenges are.

From its origins to its current development, we will see how the practice of competi-

tive video games has become a real industry and thus understand the functioning of 

its ecosystem with the help of Nicolas Besombes, researcher in sociology of esports 

and lecturer at the Paris University.

We will then, in the second theme, suggest that you explore your personal repre-

sentations and confront your possible stereotypes through a FAQ that will help to 

strengthen your knowledge of the sector.

For the third theme of the week, Janus Pitkanen and Elina Jääskeläinen from the 

University of Kajaani in Finland, will invite you to discover the game of your choice 

from three selected that they will not fail to present and explain to you beforehand. 

Followed by an exchange via a dedicated forum, you will then be able to share all 

your gaming experiences and your questions together!

At this fourth and final theme of the week, you will have a complete overview of the 

current esports environment. It will be time to deeper exploration: now that esports 

is a booming industry, players must put in place a number of tools to evolve towards 

a healthier, more ethical, more sustainable and more profitable sector of activity. 

As an opening to the next four weeks of the MOOC, we will be able to discuss here 

through a Live on the Twitch channel of the Esports Centers & Social Inclusion pro-

ject.

I wish you all a very good week of discovery!
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Whether esports is sports has been a matter of debate ever since the word esports 

emerged and gained popularity. According to researchers such as Seth Jenny, es-

ports has many elements found in traditional sports. Whether esports is sports is 

partly a matter of opinion. An important factor would be to try and change the opi-

nion of people, however this is not necessary. People also seem to think that exerci-

sing and sports are the same thing. The traditional sports can be related to exercise, 

but what comes to definition of sports, exercise only a small part of it. It can be said 

that esports is evolving with the help of traditional sports and for the most part it is 

a good thing.

Esports athletes are in some countries recognized as real athletes or sportsmen by 

law. There is a rising trend in acceptance of esports gaming into real sports and visas 

are granted under esports identifier. Institutions are also taking part of the rapidly 

growing trend that is interesting amongst young people. Robert Morris University 

was amongst the first to recognize esports as a varsity sport supported by the ath-

letics department offering gaming scholarships. Over 500 000$ were given out in 

athletic scholarships according to Wingfield.

As a side note on esports games. Games that are esports can be related to sedentary 

sports video games, or not. Esports is not bound in definition by a specific genre of 

a game and top esports games are not related to real-life sports. Esports games as 

we know can be related to simulating real-life situations, such as attacking a specific 

location in Counter-Strike, or pure fantasy in league of legends.

It is important to highlight what are the academically accepted definitions of sports. 

Practices of esports can then be compared to these traditional definitions of sports. 

In practice this means that whether esports can be considered as sports depends 

how sports is defined. Sports definitions and characteristics include play, organiza-

tion, competition, skill, physicality, broad following and institutionalization.

PLAY
Play forms the foundation for all sports, according to Guttman. Play is a voluntary, 

intrinsically motivated activity which is performed for fun or enjoyment. Esports ful-

fills this category even though competitive video gaming is far more than just mere 

child’s play or random fun activity. Even though play and video games are usually 

associated as not being serious, esports to many people is very serious activity. Ga-

ming as a word may also be perceived to be lower level than sports. There may be a 

shift on people’s minds and thoughts. What gaming is, really depends on the person 

asked.
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ORGANIZATION
According to Suits, sports are all goal-directed activities adhering to rules and as 

Guttman states sports are organized and governed by rules. Esports games are or-

ganized with rules. Tournaments have timetables which are usually flexible as games 

do not have predetermined length. Games are selected beforehand and are played 

with competitive in-game rule settings. Players practice according to the competi-

tive rules and must follow tournament guidelines and will be penalized when brea-

king them, by cheating or other misconduct.

COMPETITION
All sports involve competition. There needs to be a counterpart against which to com-

pete against. In esports this is another player or a team. Competition must include a 

winner and a loser. Esports involves a very intense competition throughout the world 

with the help of Internet infrastructure. Competition thrives people to exceed their 

physical and mental limits to overcome their opponents. Esports is seen as sedentary 

and whether physicality plays a role in winning in esports is debatable. Esports is men-

tally more straining but sometimes competing in esports can break a sweat. Physical 

wellbeing may reflect on mental wellbeing and is thus important factor in esports even 

though the gaming situation itself doesn’t seem physically demanding.

SKILL
Skillful play where chance or luck is not the sole reason of winning is a necessity in 

sports. In esports the player needs a skillful coordination of the game character. A lot 

depends on the design of the game, this means that for example in Counter-Strike 

the player is usually rewarded by winning in-game situations with fast reflexes, good 

manual dexterity and excellent hand-eye coordination – stated by Jakobsson and 

Pargan. A successful esports player, according to Hemphill, must also possess com-

prehensive knowledge and skills related to game sense including tactical and strate-

gic judgement to solve the game problem. Esports players and community usually 

talk about micro and macro. There is also the changing game meta which affects 

players’ decisions as well. Especially Starcraft alongside with other Real time strategy 

games require good micro and macro control of the game. In RTS games, macro re-

lates to understanding the game in the form of resources and map control and micro 

to commanding units in combat situations. Overall becoming an esports professional 

esports athlete is very marginal and requires huge amount of skill. Requirement for 

sports is that skill is physical, meaning that controlling your game controllers such as 

mouse and keyboard, requires physical skills.
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PHYSICALITY
It is generally believed that sport must consist of physical contests and it is deba-

table whereas interacting with mouse and keyboard is enough physical activity by 

sports definition. Arguably, for example in chess, moving the chess piece to a certain 

location is a physical activity but some researchers argue that it is not enough for 

the activity to fulfill sports requirements. In basketball throwing the ball requires a 

certain manner and execution when the ball is thrown such as the timing of the jump 

and throw, whereas moving the chess piece or pressing a control button it does not 

matter how the piece is moved or in esports how button is pressed.

Traditional sports are usually related to gross motor skills and fine motor skills and 

through masterful usage of both a top tier performance can be achieved. Gross mo-

tor skills associate more with athletic activity. Traditional sports also relate to face-

to-face aggression, power and body contact which are missing elements in esports 

but are replaced with virtual violence. There is also a very clear difference in contrast 

of physical reality and virtual reality when it comes to skill building. For example, 

a gymnast trains for years to gain control of his/her entire physical being with the 

risk of an injury whereas in esports the avatar of virtual character can die multiple 

times without any harm to the player. Esports players may sustain long term injuries 

to their wrists, back or hearing, so saying that you cannot injure yourself by playing 

esports is not true. However, it is less likely to be seriously injured playing esports.

Mainstream society may see videogame as antithesis of sport. This is perhaps, be-

cause research shows that sedentary screen time is linked with obesity and de-

creased exercise. However, esports teams usually have detailed plan for players 

which includes also physical exercise. As your body is content your mind is at ease 

and it helps you focus during the gaming sessions. With the absence of gross motor 

skills, the general public may find it hard to accept esports as real sports.

BROAD FOLLOWING
A sport must move beyond a game that is merely a local attraction or a “fad” and 

must have broad following. Given the numbers associated with esports players and 

fans it can be said that esports is doing fine on this sector. Teams, tournaments, lea-

gues, prize monies, management and sponsorship agreements are on the rise. As dis-

cussed before esports communities have developed thanks to the Internet and is a 

very global market area. For example, league of legends world championship viewer 

numbers reached 100 million. As a statement, esports has multinational reach and 

broad followership. 
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INSTITUTIONALIZATION
Institutionalization refers to an activity having a long history with developed and 

standardized rules, formalized game learning, developed expertise and coaches, 

trainers, officials and governing bodies.  Popularity of esports is undeniable but the 

stability in institutional organization and regulation are still unproven. It can be ar-

gued that with such a large international esports competitive presence it would lo-

gically indicate the existence of well-developed governing bodies that oversee rule 

creation, standardization and competition. This is not the case.

In traditional sports, there are governing bodies such as IOC, USOC and so on wor-

king independently sometimes even competing, and it is very different from esports 

industry. Esports industry’s rapid growth has spurred several competing organiza-

tions with their own championship events and leagues. Esports governing bodies 

are private companies owned by private investors. Esports needs to be recognized 

by sports, and other associations for efficient management of esports and its insti-

tutionalization. Game developers usually set the rules for their games and bigger 

tournaments for the most part. Since the meta game is changing and games are 

constantly updated, the rules of the play are altering. One good point can be found 

in literature; how do you spell esports? There is no common term or rule on spelling 

esports. There is a lot of variance for example it can be called cybersports, gaming, 

esports with a dash in between or with a capital S. More academic research on diffe-

rent contexts within esports is needed as well.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, esports includes a lot of traditional sports elements such as play and 

competition. Esports games also organized with rules, require skill and have a broad 

following. It seems that esports lacks physicality (gross motor skills) and proper insti-

tutionalization. It may be that someday we will see these elements as well, however 

the gross motor physicality may be far in the distant future. Clearer institutionaliza-

tion may arrive sooner. It all comes down on shaping esports in the minds of majority 

of the society.
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Although esports became globally popular at the turn of the 2010s, as evidenced 

by the many articles and reports devoted to it in the general press over the past ten 

years or so, the roots of this competitive video game practice go back well further 

upstream, in the early 1970s to be precise. Indeed, the history of esports is intrin-

sically linked not only to the history of video games, but also to the development 

of technologies, as well as the emergence of certain video game titles which have 

constituted real tipping points over time.

1. THE PRE-HISTORY OF ESPORTS

1.1.  1962-1972: 
THE LABORATORY PERIOD

At the end of the 1950s, in the midst of the Cold War and the race for the moon, Nor-

th American universities gradually equipped themselves with computers with hither-

to unmatched computing capacities. Students and young researchers then seized on 

these new tools and in order to present the possibilities offered by these machines in 

a fun way, program the very first video games: OXO in 1958 but especially Spacewar 

in 1962 at the famous MIT. It is precisely on this space war game that we find ten years 

later in Rolling Stone magazine the very first trace of video game competition: the 

Intergalactic Spacewar Olympics, bringing together 17 participants, and won by Bruce 

Baumgart at the Stanford University.

1.2.  1973-1983: 
THE ARCADE PERIOD

The 1970s also marked the appearance of video games in North American malls, 

thanks to the very first arcade terminals. If Pong, the very first of them in 1972, was 

immediately successful, it was not until Sea Wolf in 1976 to be able to record his 

best score in the machine, and especially Asteroids in 1979 to personalize it with his 

initials, thus democratizing the practice of performance on video games. From then 

on, for several years, many players clashed by delayed highscores in arcades on titles 

as varied as Pacman, Space Invaders, Centipede, Galaga and Donkey Kong. As early as 

1974, SEGA organized the All Japan TV Game Championships, a competition taking 

place in Japanese arcades, the final of which was held in Tokyo.
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In the early 1980s, several competitive events were held, organized by the publi-

shers of some of the most famous of these titles: the National Space Invaders Cham-

pionships in 1980 which brought together nearly 10,000 players on the eponymous 

game and won by Rebecca Ann Heinemann (considered to be the first champion of 

a video game tournament), but also the Atari World Championships, notably on the 

Centipede and Pac Man games in 1981 and 1982 or even the International Konami 

Track & Field Challenge in 1984. Particularly demanding, these games require on the 

part of the competitors skill, coordination, strategy, memory, anticipation and dexte-

rity. The best North American gamers have been brought together in the US National 

Video Game Team by Walter Day, founder of Twin Galaxies. Life Magazine devotes 

its cover of November 1982 to them, symbol of a first recognition of stardom for 

these champions, like Billy Mitchell, and of these places of mythical practices, like the 

arcade of Ottumwa, in Iowa.

1.3.  1984-1994: 
HOME CONSOLES PERIOD

At the turn of the 1980s, video games moved from the public sphere of shopping 

centres to the private sphere of homes thanks to the appearance of home consoles. 

Although the years 1983 and 1984 saw the video game industry undergo a major 

economic crisis, the firm Nintendo and its plumber Mario offered a new impetus by 

proposing a new video game experience adapted to the greatest number of people. 

Building on its success, the Japanese publisher organised the Nintendo World Cham-

pionships for four years between 1990 and 1994. The competition took place in 

some thirty American cities, and saw competitors divided into three age categories 

(under 11, 12-17 and over 18) compete in three games: the first level of Super Mario 

Bros, the first race of Rad Racer and 6 minutes 44 seconds of Tetris. The winners 

of each stage meet in a national grand final to crown the champion of all cities and 

categories.
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1.4.  SINCE 1995: THE AGE OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
AND THE INTERNET 

The 1990s saw the proliferation of personal computers and personal Internet connec-

tions that allow gamers to compete against anyone from their home, anywhere in 

the world, and at any time of the day or night. The videogame confrontation the-

refore takes place in new genres of games, in two distinct geographical areas: in 

North America first of all, on first person shooting games, or FPS for First Person 

Shooting Games, such as Doom. , Wolfenstein 3D then especially Quake and Unreal 

Tournament, and in South-Pacific Asia on the one hand on fighting games, or FGC 

for Fighting Games Communities, such as Street Fighter II in Japan, and on the other 

on games Real Time Strategy Games, or RTS for Real Time Strategy Games, such as 

Starcraft Broodwar and later Warcraft 3 in South Korea.

2. THE EMERGENCE OF ESPORTS
The year 1997 marks a turning point in the history of esports. It was on this date that 

the industry agreed that esports as we know it today emerged. Two major events 

are at the origin of this: the first is the Red Annihilation tournament organized by ID 

Software, the publisher of the game Quake, during E3 which was still held in Las Ve-

gas. The competition, the main lot of which is the Ferrari of developer John Carmack, 

brings together a multitude of competitors, including Dennis Fong as the winner. A 

few months later, Angel Munoz founded the very first regular professional competi-

tive circuit: the Cyberathlete Professional League (CPL) whose first tournament, the 

FRAG (for Foremost Advance Roundup Gamer), draws a radical change in video game 

competitions: the tournaments are no longer episodic events, but become recurring 

and organized in the form of seasonality.

2.1.  1997-2007: 
THE STRUCTURING OF AN INSIDER’S PRACTICE

Therefore, many event organizers around the world will develop and create their 

own circuits, whether national or international: the Deutsche Clan League (DeCL) in 

1997 since renamed the Electronic Sports League (ESL) in Germany, the World Cyber   

Games (WCG) in 2001 in South Korea, DreamHack (DH) in 2001 in Sweden, the Evo-

lution Championship Series (EVO) in 2002 in Las Vegas, Major League Gaming (MLG) 

in 2002 in North America, or the Electronic Sports World Cup (ESWC) in 2003, since 

renamed the Electronic Sports World Convention in France. These competitive cir-
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cuits, for the majority of them multi-gaming, are then a real success (WCG, ESWC and 

CPL in the lead), and bring together hundreds, even thousands of participants who 

qualify step by step. for world finals with bigger financial gains every year.

At the same time, the players come together in structures and teams which for some 

have now become real institutions: Fnatic, Ninjas in Pajamas, SK Gaming, or even Evil 

Geniuses.

For ten years, esports as it has been called since 1999, although already filling cer-

tain major sporting and cultural arenas in certain regions of the world, developed in 

relative anonymity, remaining a niche activity reserved for initiated, and carried by 

enthusiasts.

2.2.  2008-2009: 
THE ESPORTS RECESSION

Despite steady growth, the sector remains fragile, as several points attest: the multi-

plication of unpaid cases of player salaries and especially of competition cash prizes, 

the relative lack of interest and lack of support from publishers for competitive sce-

nes is increasing unfolding on their games, and finally the lack of diversity in the 

sources of economic income in the sector, greatly dependent on sponsorship and 

making its players precarious. This last point will therefore constitute a tipping point 

at a time when the whole world is hit by the subprime financial crisis of 2008.

Private investors in the sector then carry out economic arbitrations and withdraw 

from the sector, at the same time signing the cessation of the activities of many 

event organizers: the Cyberathlete Professional League (CPL), the World Series of 

Video Games (WSVG) and the Championship Gaming Series (CGS) in 2008, the Elec-

tronic Sports World Cup (ESWC) in 2009, then the World Esports Games (WEG) in 

2011 and the World Cyber   Games (WCG), true Olympic games of esport, in 2013. 

For the first time since 1998, the cumulative cash prizes distributed each year in all 

competitions were halved between 2008 and 2009.

2.3.  2010-2014: 
THE SPECTACULARIZATION OF THE PRACTICE

Even as the sector suffers from this crisis and its future is more than uncertain, se-

veral factors will allow esports to experience an unexpected revival and democrati-

zation.
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First of all, as the most played competitive games start to run out of steam (Quake III 

is in decline, CS Source is not unanimous and Starcraft Broodwar is in decline with the 

exception of South Korea), several games released during this period will radically 

change the esports landscape: the MOBA League of Legends in October 2009, the 

second iteration of Starcraft in July 2010, Counter-Strike: Global Offensive in 2012 

and Dota 2 in 2013. These four games are a resounding success and are thought 

from their conception not only to be played, but also to be watched.

This last point is essential and constitutes the second factor in the popularization of 

esport: from a simple competitive practice, esports becomes a mediatized spectacle, 

which is based on the emergence at this period of broadcasting and rebroadcasting 

platforms on Internet as in the West Owned TV, YouTube, or Justin TV since beco-

me Twitch TV in 2011, which make competitive video game content accessible to 

as many people as possible. The casters of these competitions, whose mission is to 

make virtual actions on the screen understandable for the public and to lead the 

meetings, become true ambassadors of esports.

Third factor at the origin of the globalization of esports: certain publishers and in 

particular Riot Games, choose to modify the economic model of their productions 

by making their game free (Free-to-Play), thus making it possible to attract millions 

of male and female players, and therefore to massify the number of potential spec-

tators.

Finally, the last factor explaining the renaissance of esports at the turn of the 2010s: 

the new involvement of certain publishers and rights holders in their competitive 

scenes, providing resources (human, financial and temporal) of which the sector had 

not until now never benefited.

2.4. SINCE 2015: THE POPULARIZATION OF ESPORTS
Finally, in recent years, esports has entered a phase of very marked acceleration in its 

growth, which is gradually enabling it to become a true generational phenomenon 

and to establish itself as a culture and mass entertainment. The takeover of Twitch 

TV just three years after its creation by Amazon in 2014 for nearly $ 1 billion sends a 

very strong signal to all potential investors that the esports phenomenon deserves 

their attention. Long stigmatized by the media, video games are gaining credibility 

with new players. Advertisers who do not come from the video game sector (so-

called non-endemic brands) with unprecedented financial resources invest in the es-

ports industry, thus contributing to the professionalization of all players in the sec-

tor and allowing the creation of new business opportunities. Competitive events are 
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becoming more and more spectacular, attracting more and more fans, thus creating 

the interest of new brands whose ambition is to reach this specific audience.

This snowball effect, coupled with the appearance of new games and genre of ga-

mes with unexpected success such as Hearthstone in 2014 for card games (CCG for 

Collecting Card Games) and especially Fortnite in 2018 for Battle Royale, is schema-

tically behind the explosion of esports today.

Of course, the history of esports is intrinsically dependent on the cultural, political, 

institutional and societal choices of each country in the world. This story is diffe-

rent between Asia, North America and Europe, as well as between South Korea, the 

United States and France. New geographies of esports are also emerging (Oceania, 

South America and Africa) and inevitably constitute a new history of esports. It will 

therefore be important to observe their development in the years to come.

It is truly paradoxical that esports is a relatively recent practice but that its history is 

already so quickly forgotten and unrecognized. The preservation and conservation 

of tangible and intangible esports data is therefore a major issue.
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One of the difficulties in understanding the esports phenomenon is the relative com-

plexity of its ecosystem. Indeed, the actors who constitute the value chain of the 

sector are multiple, scattered, and sometimes have, even more and more, various 

and varied activities (advice, creation of content, organizer of events, distribution, 

etc.) . This introduction to the sports landscape is not intended to be completely 

exhaustive, but should allow anyone unfamiliar with the sector to gain an overview 

of its main players and how they interact with each other.

1. PUBLISHERS AND THEIR GAMES
At the center of the esports ecosystem are game publishers. They are its cornerstone, 

as they are the intellectual property owners of the games in which competitions take 

place and in which players compete. Without them, there is no “virtual playground”. 

Historically, rights holders were little involved, if not absent, in the organization and 

regulation of the tournaments and competitions that took place on their games. But 

since the turn of the 2010s and the constant growth - economic and media - of the es-

ports phenomenon among investors and the general public, publishers have regained 

“control” of their intellectual property and work in concert to varying degrees with 

others. ecosystem actors.

While a multitude of games allow confrontation between players and are likely to be 

played in competitions, only a few are very popular. Thus some publishers, because of 

their games, are particularly renowned for their presence in esports. Let us quote for 

example:

• Riot Games with League of Legends, Valorant, Team Fight Tactics, Legends of 

Runeterra and Wild Rift games.

• Valve Corporation with Counter-Strike Global Offensive and Dota 2.

• Activision Blizzard with Starcraft II, Overwatch, Hearthstone and Call of Duty.

• Epic Games with Fortnite and Rocket League.

• Ubisoft with Rainbow Six.

• Electronic Arts with FIFA and Apex Legends.
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2. THE PLAYERS
The players are the most visible part of the ecosystem. They are its ambassadors and 

stars. Performance-oriented, individual or collective, they use their physical skills (dex-

terity, speed of execution, visual acuity, eye-hand coordination, etc.), cognitive (multi-

tasking, information processing, creativity, decision-making, etc.) spatial orientation, 

etc.) and social (communication, leadership, specialization of tasks, teamwork, etc.) to 

gain the upper hand over their opponents and win competitions.

Schematically, and varying with the different competitive scenes of each game, the 

player’s typical profile is a rather young young man (aged between 16 and 25). They 

are, with very rare exceptions, specialists in a single game, a single license, or a single 

genre of game. Their careers are for the moment relatively short because of the par-

ticularly grueling nature of the game. very high level and lack of prevention of their 

health. At the end of their careers, some of them switch to coaches, analysts, commen-

tators or streamers.

Finally, the players generally represent a club (a structure) which pays them for their 

competitive activity. Sometimes, some players supplement their competitive activity 

with an animation activity (called streaming).

3. SPORTS CLUBS
Sports clubs are in most cases made up of several teams in different games: these are 

clubs that could be described as «multi-esports». For example, they can have in their 

ranks both a team on League of Legends, another on Counter-Strike, a third on Rocket 

League, as well as players on FIFA and others on Street Fighter.

In the event that the club has a team on a game whose competitive circuit is orga-

nized in a closed league format, the team sometimes becomes a specific entity which 

will be qualified as a franchise. Thus the North American structure Cloud 9 with teams 

on League of Legends or Counter-Strike, also has a franchise within the Overwatch 

League called London Spitfire.

The clubs are generally made up of several departments: the coaches and techni-

cal-tactical staff in charge of the performance and health of the players, but also, a 

marketing unit, another dedicated to communication, and other support functions 

such as human resources or accounting.
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If the main activity of sports clubs is obviously to supervise athletes in order to see 

them perform in competition, it is not uncommon to see them diversify their activities 

by offering entertainment content, by hosting a channel on a platform. distribution, by 

creating merchandising, or sometimes by selling computer equipment.

Some of the most famous structures include, for example:

• In Europe: G2, Fnatic, Vitality, SK Gaming, NiP, Navi, Virtus Pro, Astralis, Mad Lions...

• In the US: TSM, CLG, Cloud 9, Immortals, Evil Geniuses, Optic Gaming, Team Li-

quid, Faze, 100 Thieves ...

• In Asia: T1, KT Rolster, Damwon, FPX, RNG, EDG, Gen G…

4. EVENT ORGANIZERS
The raison d’être of esports clubs is therefore to participate in competitions. Schema-

tically, two models of competitive circuits coexist today in esport, depending on the 

choice of publishers to take charge of their organization or not.

4.1. THE INTERNALIZED MODEL
In the first internalized, the game publisher itself regulates and organizes the major 

competitive events on its title. The entire organization of the competition is centra-

lized by the owner of the intellectual property of the game, who is responsible for its 

internal regulation.

Typically, the editor’s choice is a regular, and more recently closed-league, cham-

pionship format borrowed from the North American sporting model, such as the NBA, 

NFL, MLB or NHL. This is the case for the continental leagues of League of Legends 

(LEC, LCS, LCK, LPL, etc.) directly organized by the publisher Riot Games, or the in-

ternational leagues of Overwatch (OWL) or Call of Duty. (COD League), organized by 

publisher Activision Blizzard. Seasons are often broken down into segments (“splits”) 

or phases, after which the best teams qualify for the playoffs to determine the annual 

champion.
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4.2. THE OUTSOURCED MODEL
In the outsourced model, the game publisher this time makes the choice to delegate 

the organization of the competitive circuits of its game to third-party organizations, 

while keeping the regulation of these competitions. These operators specializing in 

esports events are qualified as event promoters or organizers. The organization of the 

competitions is therefore decentralized and the owner of the intellectual property of 

the game outsources their operationalization.

Generally, the game publisher opts in this case for an open competitive circuit in the 

form of successive qualifying tournaments (Minors, Majors and Premier Events) and 

points classification on the sports model of Tennis (ATP). This is particularly the case 

with the Counter-Strike: Global Offensive competitions from the publisher Valve 

Corporation. The beneficiary delegates the organization of the Majors and qua-

lifying events by region (the “Road to”) to different operators which may vary each 

year. These qualifying tournaments then earn points in a ranking, the Regional Major 

Ranking (RMR), with a view to qualifying for the most prestigious tournaments. Howe-

ver, at the same time, each organizer is free to propose his own circuits. Thus, the ESL 

Pro Tour includes an open championship (the ESL Pro League) made up of events that 

earn teams points for a ranking (the ESL World Ranking) allowing them, among other 

things, to qualify for Masters (the IEM or ESL One) in order to win the most important 

crown: the Grand Slam. Or the Blast Premier including a regular championship (the 

Premier Series) divided into two phases (spring and fall), to which are added qualifying 

events (Showdown) for the seasonal finals. At the end of these two periods, the best 

teams find themselves in the playoffs for the Global Finals which crown the world 

champion. Beyond these two examples, there are a multitude of events of all levels 

allowing to climb the ladders of the different rankings.

Other games whose competitive circuits are outsourced by their publishers include 

Street Fighter V and the Capcom Pro Tour, or Starcraft II from Activision Blizzard and 

ESL Pro Tour.

There are many organizers of esports events around the world, such as ESL, Starladder, 

Blast, PGL, ESWC, Flashpoint, Eleague and even Face It.
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5. STREAMING PLATFORMS
This multitude of competitions taking place on the many games of esports is in turn 

generally broadcast over the Internet through broadcasting and rebroadcasting plat-

forms: streaming platforms. The latter emerged at the end of the 2000s and made it 

possible to make esports content accessible to as many people as possible. The first 

were called Owned TV or Justin TV, but today the most important in the West are de-

finitely Twitch TV and YouTube, while in Asia, Huya, Bili Bili, Afreeca TV or Garena Live 

are the most popular. respectively in China, South Korea, Vietnam and Thailand.

While for the biggest international tournaments, it is generally the publishers and 

event organizers who operate the audiovisual production, in the case of national 

competitions, the latter is sometimes delegated to local agencies who know both 

the cultural codes and the language of the targeted area. These include, for example, 

Freaks 4U Gaming, LVP or Gozulting.

6. BRANDS, ADVERTISERS AND INVESTORS
The esports ecosystem has always been extremely dependent on private funding 

(from dedicated esports investment funds such as Bitkraft or Trust Esport, or brands 

and advertisers) which constitute the main source of income for the sector. However, 

the nature of partnerships and forms of sponsorship with the esports sector can take 

very different forms.

Thus, an advertiser can:

• Sponsor a player directly through an image contract (like Nike with Chinese 

League of Legends player Jian “Uzi” Zihao).

• Sponsor a team of a specific game within a club (like Renault with the Rocket 

League team of the French structure Team Vitality).

• Sponsor the whole club and therefore all the teams (like the phone builder One 

Plus with the European team Fnatic).

• Partner with a publisher to make their brand appear within the game’s virtual 

universe (as the NFL did with Epic Games to allow all NFL fans to wear their 

team’s virtual jersey favorite inside the Fortnite game).

• Sponsor a competition, league or tournament (like Louis Vuitton does with 

League of Legends Worlds).
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• Partner with an event organizer (like what Intel does with ESL for the Intel Extre-

me Masters).

• Partner with a broadcast platform (like Samsung with Twitch for Twitch Rivals).

If historically it is first of all brands linked to the world of video games (Logitech for 

example), IT (for example Intel) or telecommunications services (like AT&T) which have 

invested in esport, since the takeover of Twitch by amazon in 2014, we are witnessing 

the gradual investments of many so-called “non-endemic” advertisers (ie outside the 

world of video games and esports). Their objective is therefore to promote their brand 

image to a population that tends to escape them (schematically, Millennials and Gene-

ration Z). The sectors of activity from which these brands come are as diverse as pos-

sible: the automotive industry, banking, cosmetics, beverages, fast food, aeronautics, 

insurance, sportswear, betting and games chance, luxury, etc.

7. FANS AND SPECTATORS
Finally, the last key player in the esports ecosystem: the fan and spectator of esports 

competitions. The latter, a consumer of esports content, also greatly participates in 

the ecosystem’s economic model on several levels:

• He enjoys watching his favorite players train when they are live on a streaming 

platform. He can subscribe to their channels and donate to them (eg Jacob 

«Jake» Lyon, Overwatch League player for the Houston Outlaws),

• He can then buy products derived from his favorite teams and players (jerseys, 

caps, hoodies, mugs, key rings, etc.)

• He plays the game himself and can make purchases inside the game (for exa-

mple, personalization elements or “skins” in the colors of his favorite team),

• He travels and buys tickets to the biggest international events (for example, the 

Overwatch League Finals),

• Finally, if he cannot make it to the competitions, he follows the event from home 

and can subscribe to the channel that broadcasts the tournament on a streaming 

platform (for example, the official Overwatch League channel ).

To conclude, it should be noted that around these key players in the esports ecosys-

tem, there are others who also have an important role to play:

• Consulting agencies that are the link between investors and the ecosystem

• The investment funds that finance the various projects
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• Player agencies that support players’ careers

• Providers of statistical and analytical tools that allow players and staff to do their 

jobs

• Tournament management platforms that facilitate the organization of compe-

titions

• Specialized media reporting the competitions

• And many others...

It is important to keep in mind that these different actors are interdependent. This is 

why we talk about an ecosystem. Without publishers, no games. Without players, no 

competitors. Without event organizers, no competitions. 
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AFK : 

Away from keyboard
This term is used to refer to someone who is absent during a game.

Anti-cheat Software implemented by developers in their game to detect cheating software.

Ban Banishment. When a player has cheated or insulted an opponent (also valid for a spectator 

with toxic behavior), he may be sidelined from the game, from the competition or from 

the game itself depending on the seriousness of his actions.

Batte Royale A type of game where you have to remain the only survivor at the end of the game against 

dozens of opponents. As the match progresses, the playing area narrows until there is only 

one head-to-head clash. Example: Fortnite.

BO (BO1, BO2, BO3...): 

Best-of
Winning a Best of 3 match is winning 2 out of 3 rounds of a match.

Bot Refers to all characters controlled by the computer.

Brain This involves anticipating the movements of your opponent in order to gain the advantage 

over them.

Buff Give bonuses or improve certain aspects of the game (characters, actions, objects ...) to 

make them fairer, more balanced or more competitive. Opposite of nerve

Camping Action of "camping" in a place, without moving, to wait and set a trap for opponents. 

Strategy frowned upon in gaming.

Cash-prize Prize pool which represents all the rewards that will be awarded during the tournament. 

Teams receive a portion of the prize pool based on their final position in the tournament. 

The amount of the prize pool as well as the breakdown according to the ranking are always 

indicated in advance.

Caster (1) Person who comments on a match.

Caster (2) Term grouping together all the character classes doing ranged magic damage.
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Deathmatch Multiplayer game mode where you have to eliminate as many people as possible, every 

man for himself. Very close to the Battle Royale.

LMS: Last Man 

Standing

Multiplayer game mode where you have to eliminate as many people as possible, every 

man for himself. Also available as a team.

Draft Phase during which the choices and bans of characters or maps are made. This is a 

preliminary phase to the game.

ESL: Electronic Sports 

League

Biggest esports league in the world, which brings together many games such as Starcraft 

II, Counter-Strike, League of Legends, FIFA.

F2P: Free to play Free games whose financing depends only on internal micro-transactions. Example: 

DOTA2.

FGC: Fighting Game 

Community

Umbrella term to cover everyone interesting in any of the fighting game titles. Popular 

games include Tekken and Streetfighter.

Flanking Strategy of converging on enemies from a different direction from your allies, to surprise 

them.

Flood Player who constantly sends messages on chat channels.

FPS: First-person 

shooter

A type of shooting game where the point of view is placed in place of the eyes of the 

character you play. Example: Call of Duty.

Free-for-All Multiplayer game mode where you have to eliminate as many people as possible, every 

man for himself. Very close to the Battle Royale.

Gaming House Training center for professional teams but also amateurs for some of them. It allows 

players to train in the best conditions.

Gank Coordinate an action to kill one or more enemies.
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Gather Improvised match between people who do not necessarily know each other.

Glitch Minor bug allowing a player to have an advantage in the game. Their use is often frowned 

upon for the sake of fairness. (Exception made of speedruns)

HP: Health points Number of points supposed to represent the state of health of the character. When this 

number reaches zero, the character dies.

AI: Artificial 

Intelligence
Refers to all characters controlled by the computer.

Juke An in-game dodge or escape considered difficult to perform.

Kitting The act of running and moving to ensure that you are always out of reach of your enemy.

Ladder Classification of a competitive and often temporary game (operation by “season”). This 

corresponds to the "official" classification of the game. Winning a game increases the 

rankings, losing lowers the player. Many games organize their ladder by a system of 

divisions (bronze, silver, gold, platinum, diamond, legend for example).

Lag Significant slowdown in the game due to a bad connection or a server problem.

LAN: Local Area 

Network

Events physically bringing together several players, especially during competitions, but 

only on a local network and not on the Internet.

Loot Item picked up from a character or from containers.

LOS: Lign of sight Line of sight, very important in an arena match. Managing your lines of sight well is 

probably one of the first qualities of a very good player.

LU: Line-Up Composition of a team

Lvl-up: Level up Take it to the next level
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Matchmaking Balancing mechanism allowing to play with people of the same level and / or of the same 

seniority in the game and also to have opponents of this same level.

Meta Refers to everything that influences the game but is not directly part of the main part of 

the game. For example, in a card game type game like Hearthstone, the creation of the 

deck is a part sometimes considered as meta, because it does not part directly from the 

confrontation against another player.

MMORPG: Massive 

Multiplayer Online 

Role Playing Game

A type of game that takes the basics of classic role-playing games while opening it up to a 

very large community of players who can play simultaneously, in cooperation or by fighting 

each other. Example: World of Warcraft.

MMR: Match Making 

Rating

Balancing mechanism allowing to play with people of the same level and / or of the same 

seniority in the game and also to have opponents of this same level.

MOBA: Multiplayer 

Online Battle Arena

A predominantly multiplayer type of game, which is usually played with two teams of 

five players. The objective for each team is to destroy the main structure of the opposing 

team, by means of the characters controlled by each player and with the help of the units 

controlled by the computer. Example: League of Legends

Money-prize Prize pool which represents all the rewards that will be awarded during the tournament. 

Teams receive a portion of the prize pool based on their final position in the tournament. 

The amount of the prize pool as well as the breakdown according to the ranking are always 

indicated in advance.

MVP: Most Valuable 

Player
Best player of the match.

Nerf Give penalties or deteriorate certain aspects of the game (characters, actions, objects ...) to 

make them fairer, more balanced or more competitive. Opposite of buff.

Newbie New player and therefore: inexperienced player in a game.

Nolife Person who devotes a very large part (if not exclusivity) of his time to practice his passion, 

even his work, to the detriment of other activities. This addiction affects their social and 

emotional relationships. Term generally referring to players who seem to only live by and 

in the game.
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Noob No one who knows nothing about the game played or as bad as you might think.

NPC: Non player 

Character
Refers to all characters controlled by the computer.

Patch Downloadable modification made to a game.

Ping Latency time between the server and the player's computer. The higher it is, the poorer 

the playing conditions.

Push Refers to going on the attack.

PvE: Player versus 

Environment
The players oppose the AI. Example: Guild Wars.

PvP: Player versus 

Player

Refers to any clash between two players, solo, or two teams for team combat. Example: 

Street Fighter.

Ragequit A term that defines the act of suddenly leaving a game feeling nervous.

Ratio In multiplayer games with a scoring system, like Counter-Strike, refers to the number of 

kills divided by the number of deaths. For example, a player with four kills for two kills

Respawn Reappear after death in-game.

RNG: Random number 

generation

Device or algorithm that generates numbers by chance. In terms of play, this therefore 

refers to events that are not the same in each game, such as damage for example.

RTS: Real time 

strategy
Real time strategy game. Example: Total War.

Rush In all games, denotes a very fast attack.

Scouting The act of taking the information in play, of going to observe the field before taking 

action.
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Skillcap Term meaning "maximum level" that a player can have.

Spam Repeat the same action.

Spawn point Defined area where players respawn in a game.

Speedrun Practice in which the goal is to reach a given goal as quickly as possible, most often to 

finish the game.

Stack Layered objects, bonuses ...

Stream-sniping Consists of spying on a game broadcast by the opponent live on a platform in order to gain 

information and in-game benefits.

Tank The term tank is present in various esports games, it refers to a very aggressive style of 

play. A tank is a durable character that is used to absorb large amounts of damage and 

aims to protect other team members.

Taunt Taunt your opponent by mocking or performing certain actions in the game. For example, 

rolling in Street Fighter.

TBS: Turn Based 

Strategy
Turn-based strategy game. Example: Heroes of Might and Magic.

TPS: Third person 

shooter

Third-person shooter, the player sees their entire character from an external view. 

Example: Fortnite.

Twitch Broadcast platform created in 2011 and become essential for esport. Live broadcasts of 

games and shows on the subject.
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JENNIFER ANES GOMES AKA AMELITHA 
VERSUS FIGHTING PLAYER, FRANCE

Of course we can consider esport as a sport. Even only because it requires discipline 

like any other sport, and it requires training. You must be physically prepared, and 

you must be mentally prepared too. I don’t really see the problem, except that it is 

not played on a real field : it is a sport, we can’t deny it. To me it’s even obvious.

VINCENT BLANCHARD 
CHAIRMAN OF SILVER GEEK, FRANCE 

To my mind, we can consider esport as a sport. First because we consider chess as a 

sport, and also, if I remember well, bridge as a sport. Competitive practice, whether 

it is amateur, semi-professional or of course professional, requires so much training 

and discipline to be able to reach those levels of performance that I really assimilate 

it to the involvement that a sport project requires. To me, esport, in competition, is 

a real sport since it requires the same constraints and the same focus for the partici-

pants as in a “physical” sport.

SERVANE FISCHER 
IN CHARGE OF WIG ESPORTS, FRANCE

Esport is a field of study in itself, since I’ve been following esport for 20 years now, 

and I really think it is a discipline that has its own existence and draws from sport. Ac-

tually sport may also draw from esport. So there are values that we share with sport, 

but in my opinion esport remains a full field.

THÉO JORDAN 
CO-FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN OF REBIRD ESPORT, FRANCE

The abnegation from the players requires a team spirit for team players, but also a 

really strong competitive spirit, notably for the on-site LANs (Local Area Network 

parties). Many challenges to take up. And to do so, as in any field, you need training 

sessions and people behind you who can coach you and help you excel yourself. All 

these features end up concluding that esport is actually a sport.

OPHÉLIE ALLASSEUR 
HEAD OF COMMUNICATION, LEVEL 256, FRANCE

People have been asking that question for years, and it’s been creating quite heated 

debates on networks among others. And that is a question that begins to be tiring 
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as well, because obviously there are similarities that can be found between the two 

fields, of course. Sport also needs esport, in some way and some elements. We can 

see clubs, among others, that get digital through esport. But today youngsters who 

practise esport do not wonder about that question, to them esport is only competi-

tive practice, just like competitive tennis practice, or football, for instance. And so I 

think that question is becoming more and more old-fashioned, and people who are 

asking it are rather people from outside the field. To try and identify links, among 

other things. There are links of course, but anyway we’ll never find a clear answer 

to that question, and regarding the institutions that also wonder about that, the 

changes are going to be gradual and we’ll see what esport will be in 50 years.

LUTFIL HARDY 
ESPORTS BUSINESS DEGREE STUDENT, KAJAANI UNIVERSITY, FINLAND

Yes, I believe esports is sports because it has elements of sports. It requires a lot of 

organization and team cooperation; it also has sponsors as well as physical sports 

teams. So there are a lot of elements of real life sports that you play today.

LEEVI JÄRVI 
ESPORTS BUSINESS DEGREE STUDENT, KAJAANI UNIVERSITY, FINLAND

I think it is sports but not like traditional sports. It’s not a sub-genre, it is its own 

branch of sports.

KATJA SALMINEN 
ENGLISH TEACHER, KAJAANI UNIVERSITY, FINLAND

For me, yes as much as motorsports is sports, I think esports is also a sport.

JOHN WIDEMAN 
BUSINESS TEACHER, KAJAANI UNIVERSITY, FINLAND

Good question. Perhaps, due to my experience with esports, I can say yes, especially 

when I think about the professionalism it requires. Yes, it is absolutely a sport. 

EDUARDO SEGARRA 
HEAD OF SPORT SERVICE, REGION OF MURCIA, SPAIN

The first transfer is formative. The electronic-informatic support is being used by 

various sports such as chess in the form of esport. It is a way of beginning tactical 

strategies or learning about traditional sports. 
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SALVADOR ANGUSTO 
ESPORTS FAN, SPAIN

This is the successful reality that gives the sensation of being teleported to the 

playing fields themselves.  

FRANCISCO FERNÁNDEZ 
CEO OF LK GAMING CLUB, SPAIN 

They are exactly the same. From the organisation you need a manager, and a scout. 

You need a coach. You even need data analysts to collect the raw data from each 

game. You can get hours and hours of analysis out of a five-minute play. 

VICTOR GALIAN 
FIFA PLAYER AND CONTENT CREATOR, SPAIN

Mainly, I think that camaraderie is the most important thing. We are talking about 

the same values, related to fair play or partnership. Everyone fights for the same 

goal, which is to want to win the game, as, for example the match in football. 

The similarities are basically that they both focus on competition, wanting to be bet-

ter in order to win the maximum number of matches and tournaments. 

FRANCISCO FERNÁNDEZ 
CEO OF LK GAMING CLUB, SPAIN 

The mental effort of an esports athlete has the same load as that of an elite athlete 

in the world, whether alone or on a team.  

FRAN SANCHEZ 
HEAD OF SPORTS, REGION OF MURCIA, SPAIN 

The vocation of any athlete that not only focuses on personal training, on being able 

to improve oneself, but also on the ability to compete as a team also happens in 

e-sports. 

EDUARDO SEGARRA 
HEAD OF SPORT SERVICE, REGION OF MURCIA, SPAIN

There would be a double scope: first, there is the formative or support to traditional 

sport with an electronic - informatics support ; another is the definition of a new 

modality or speciality that could be considered to be recognised in the future as a 

sports modality.     
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MEGAN HUGHES 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN TECHNOLOGY STUDENT, 
WREXHAM GLYNDŴR UNIVERSITY, WALES

I would say that esports is a sport because you’ve got that, you know, that conscious 

intention of really developing and training your skills to have a cultural impact with 

another person. It might not be as physically demanding as football but there have 

been a lot of studies that would prove otherwise. 

EVA MAJOR 
GAMER, GREAT BRITAIN 

You still have to train yourself mentally and physically, for both. Because,  if you’re 

not in a good physical state for playing video games, your mental state would corre-

late with that. So you still have to be a well-trained person for both but once more, 

focus is on the mental side. Physical sport is based on more running around and stuff 

like that. It’s definitely a sport because chess is considered a sport, so it’s basically 

the same. 

RICHARD HEBBLEWHITE 
PROGRAMME LEADER FOR COMPUTER GAME DEVELOPMENT, 
IMMERSIVE TECHNOLOGY & CREATIVE COMPUTING, 
WREXHAM GLYNDŴR UNIVERSITY - WALES

You will have one side of the debate that would say “Unless you’re kicking a football 

around or doing something to get really sweaty, it’s not a real sport”. But, you could 

argue that there are many sports in life that are equally not very physical. And, I 

would say, that there is not much difference between them. I think esports is highly 

competitive and actually, if you do esports right, you do get a little sweaty because 

it’s quite tense and it’s quite a physical thing, genuinely a physical thing. I would say 

that there is not a huge amount of difference at all between esports and competi-

tional esports, except of course, maybe the reputation and the way that it is viewed, 

globally. It’s just viewed a bit differently because it’s all new!  
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1. DEFINITION
La littérature scientifique a produit de nombreuses définitions différentes mais un 

consensus permet, malgré tout, de cadrer très clairement ce qui relève de l’esport 

(Hamari, J., & Sjöblom, M., 2017) :

Esports is the competitive practice of video games.

This implies three essential attributes:

• A support structure: the video game. It is a digital or electronic environment that 

opens up a space of freedom to play, framed by a legality (usually a technical 

legality). All types of video games can therefore be included in the definition of 

esports, and therefore not only those which are simulations of sports;

• Activation agents: the players. They will play alone or in teams. Players use 

controllers (keyboard, mouse, joystick, motion sensor, etc.) to interact with the 

video game;

• A logic of use: confrontation. The player is systematically in opposition with 

other players, either directly as for PvP (Player versus Player), or indirectly as for 

PvE (Player versus Environment) or speed-runs (the goal is to achieve goals as 

quick as possible). The outcome of the game always makes it possible to identify 

a winner or a ranking among the participants.

 

A VIDEO GAME

A CONFRONTATION

PLAYERS
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2. A COMPLEX REALITY
Beyond this summary and operational definition, esports reveals a plural, complex 

and changing reality because we can practice:

• On a local network or even on the same machine or on the Internet;

• On a computer, console, tablet or phone;

• Alone or in teams;

• With or without audience; audience physically present in a place (from the es-

ports bar to the esports arena) or remotely on a streaming platform (Twitch for 

example);

• With or without competition, with or without ranking;

• Amateur (with winnings or cash prizes that do not allow a living) or professional 

(with very high or stable income).

3. TYPOLOGY
The variety of video games played is considerable and reveals the extent of commu-

nities and gameplay (ways of playing). It is possible to identify several large families...

MULTIPLAYER ONLINE BATTLE ARENA (MOBA)

Online real-time strategy games in which two teams of characters compete in an ef-

fort to protect their home base and destroy the towers and other structures of the 

opposing team’s fortress.
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FIRST PERSON SHOOTER (FPS) GAMES

Shooting games in which the player perceives the environment from his character’s 

field of vision. The game camera always includes the weapon the player has in hand. 

FPS is often a team game.

THIRD PERSON SHOOTER GAMES (TPS)

A type of 3D action video game in which the character is seen externally with a 

third-person view (or objective view), and whose gameplay consists mainly of shoo-

ting at opponents.

REAL TIME STRATEGY GAMES (RTS)

Each player leads a faction and fights one or more others factions. He must increase 

the size of his troops, research technologies, and accumulate resources to fight his 

opponents.
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FIGHTING GAMES

Ground, air or platform showdown game in which players control a single character 

with whom they face off in a virtual 2D or 3D arena.

ONLINE COLLECTIBLE CARD GAMES (CCG)

Before the game, each player builds up a collection of cards with complementary 

power and skill values. This deck allows them to challenge their opponent in a duel 

of decks.

AUTO-CHESS OR AUTO-BATTLER

In teams of 8, players fight a duel by taking turns placing a defined number of units 

on a board. These units then fight each other automatically at the start of a round 

until one of the players is eliminated.
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MULTIPLAYER ONLINE ROLE PLAYING GAMES (MMORPG)

Within a virtual open world, communities of thousands of users play simultaneously 

to socialize and explore, but can also to compete in direct or indirect duels.

SPORTS GAMES

Realistic or fantasy sports simulation based on real physical activities such as football 

or motor racing.

EXERGAMING

Fusion of gaming and exercising, a type of video game where the gameplay is based 

on controlling the game by activating and moving the player’s body. Sensors record 

the performance of each player and compare them.
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4. IMPLICATIONS
To finish defining esport, it should be noted that these video games:

• Require a wide variety of cognitive, motor and social skills - which makes it ne-

cessary to specialize in a few games for players who aim for high performance;

• Unveil a wide variety of content in terms of graphic violence or hyper-sexualiza-

tion of the characters - which makes it necessary to supervise the practice;

• Are the property of publishers, who can freely modify the balance and the rules 

of the game. They can also authorize, limit or prohibit the use of their game in 

competition - which makes it extremely difficult in this perspective to integrate 

these practices in the traditional sporting or Olympic setting.

5. IS ESPORTS A SPORT?
First of all, you should know that the question does not arise very much among the 

practitioners themselves. Among the authors and specialists (Mariona Llorens, Max 

Sjöblom, Nicolas Besombes, Yuri Seo), opinions are divided between a total assimi-

lation to a sporting practice to a more restricted vision around the competitive act.

In fact, it all depends on the previous definition given to the word sport. For exa-

mple, in the definition of Sarremejane (2016), “sport […] is a “controlled rivalry ”wit-

hin a regulated, organized (championships), paid practice, mobilizing techniques of 

the body with a view to victory over others within the general framework of a public 

spectacle.“ Esport ticks a lot of the boxes here and can therefore be considered a 

sport. However, these “body techniques“, even if they are mobilized (dexterity, sen-

somotricity, reaction time, visual acuity, dissociation of the hands, eye-hand coor-

dination, etc.), they do not predominantly involve movement and motor skills. This 

leads to maintaining in general opinion a normative separation between sport and 

esports.
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Stereotypes are defined as: ‘a fixed idea or image that many 
people have of a particular type of person or thing, but which 
is often not true in reality’ with these often relating to cultu-
ral, gender or racial factors.

All gamers are pale skinned unhealthy people who stay at home 
all day playing games

As with any stereotype, there will be someone for whom this is a reasonable des-

cription, but like every stereotype, it is a nonsense to  label all gamers and esports 

athletes the same. For example, any examination of the wider public would show 

many different people are gamers and esports athletes, with the training regime 

such athletes engage with involving their mental and physical health.

Gamers are anti-social and cannot form normal relationships

Such a stereotype assumes only relationships made face to face are “real”, ignoring 

the social skills needed to engage with fellow players across virtual environments, 

requiring communication skills, strategic thinking, forward planning as well as other 

cognitive skills. It is also ignorant of the full range of people who consider themsel-

ves gamers who are in the “normal” relationships the stereotype sets out; married, 

co-habiting etc.

Playing violent games makes people, young men in particular, violent

This is one of the most damaging stereotypes and another that does not stand up 

to scrutiny. While anecdotal evidence could be found to point to a violent individual 

and say “they played a violent game”, to draw a direct link solely from this to their 

actions, and then onward to all players of violent games, is a nonsense.  This claim is 

sometimes made to young players, however age limits and classifications on games 

indicate they should not be accessing them anyway.

All gamers are boys or young men

This is not backed up by the statistics. While this will vary, country to country, fe-

male players make up nearly 50% of gamers in nations like the United Kingdom and 

Germany. Where there is still a significantly higher number of male to players is in 

the area of esports, with recent United States of America figures suggesting 30% of 

esports players are female, this is a situation many are working to address.

1

2

 3

4
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Online games drive players to gambling

There are a number of games where in-game purchases are possible, as well as the 

potential for gambling against games and tournaments. To simply suggest anyone 

who engages with gaming and esports will gamble ignores the many factors involved 

in addiction, as well as setting aside other pressures and influences on an individual’s 

life. As with the tenuous link to violent games, while for some people gaming may 

play a part, it could only ever be as a factor in a much larger set of circumstances, and 

is not representative of the majority of gamer’s experiences.

Online gaming drives people to suicide

There have been a number of tabloid press stories linking gaming, as well as the 

perceived social isolation (see points 1 and 2), to suicide. This, like most of the points 

above, makes far too simplistic a link to conditions such as depression, anxiety etc. 

There are studies as well as anecdotal stories of people finding community and 

comfort, as well as a means of dealing with their depression, through gaming.

Gamers should get jobs and stop wasting their lives away

As with any stereotype, this is presented in ignorance of any true survey or proof 

of the economic and employment history of gamers, without considering also the 

growing industry around esports. Furthermore, no one should be in a position to 

judge if a pastime that brings joy to millions of people is a waste of time. 
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If, since the emergence of the term “esport” in 1999, reflections on the competi-

tive practice of video games have continually been swallowed up by the debate re-

lating to its very sports dimension, it turns out that today the sector is facing multi-

ple challenges that will need to be overcome in the coming years and decades. We 

therefore propose to present the most decisive current issues that esport is facing, 

without this constituting an exhaustive list.

1. MAKING THE SECTOR DURABLE
First of all, one of the major challenges that esport is facing is that of its sustaina-

bility. Indeed, although the practice as we know it today has been existing for two 

decades, its sustainability depends on little, as the various crises it is going through, 

especially economic ones, remind us of. While the esports industry has experienced 

exponential growth for over ten years now, it remains a volatile and unstable sector 

on several levels.

1.1. THE PLAYERS
First, we can ask ourselves the following question: how can we improve the longevity 

of players’ careers at the highest level? Today, although there are counter-examples 

on certain competitive scenes, it is not uncommon to hear about the end of a player’s 

career when they are around 25 years old, as recently the Chinese star of League of 

Legends Jian “Uzi” Zi-Hao at only 24 years old. There are many reasons to explain this 

phenomenon, and we will come back to some of them a little later. Nevertheless, 

the demanding conditions associated with practicing esports at a high level within a 

context where professionalization is still very recent, strongly dependent on which 

game is being played, and extremely limited, explain among other things the fee-

ling of exhaustion experienced by players. Belonging to a club can never be taken 

for granted; competition is fierce, and few places are available in an industry where 

playing at a lower rung is synonymous with financial instability. At the same time, un-

til recently, the health and well-being of players were not taken into consideration. 

However, their body and mind remain their working tools, just as it is the case for any 

other athletes. As they are getting more and more subjected to economic, competi-

tive, or media issues, players tend to over-strain their bodies until, over the span of 

a few years only, it starts malfunctioning, thereby signing the end of their activity, if 

not definitively, at least among the elite.
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1.2. THE ESPORTS CLUBS AND EVENTS ORGANIZERS
Second, we can wonder how the economic models of esports clubs and events or-

ganizers can be made even more sustainable. The esports market has been growing 

rapidly since the turn of the 2010s (although the health crisis linked to COVID 19 has 

had a strong impact to the point of making it decline slightly in 2020). However, the 

market is small (barely 1 / 500th of that of sport in general) and highly dependent on 

private investment. While publishers and a few rare players can rejoice in enjoying 

significant income, the economic model of clubs and organizers does not allow them 

to be profitable. Compared to professional sport, the sources of income are not 

very diversified: media rights are marginal, ticketing is minimal, esports betting is 

certainly growing but not authorized in all countries, public subsidies are rare, and 

merchandising is still far from reaching the amounts of those in major sports. Ba-

sically, fundraising, sponsorship and content creation are currently the three main 

sources of income for sports clubs, while the room for maneuver of events orga-

nizers is shrinking as game publishers regain control over their intellectual property. 

Today, almost every esports club and events organizer is losing money and chasing 

more and more investors who will ensure their short stability the time of an event 

or a season.

1.3. THE GAMES PUBLISHERS
Third, how can we ensure the sustainability of the competitive circuits that take 

place on publishers’ games? In December 2018, game publisher Activision Blizzard 

announced to everyone’s surprise the end of the professional Heroes of the Storm 

circuit, the HGC. A little more than three years after the official release of the game, 

the competitive scene made up of high-level players and clubs is left without any 

activity. At the same time, however, the two most popular esports games, League 

of Legends and Counter-Strike, are celebrating their 12 and 22 years respectively 

in 2021. The choices of a publisher are intrinsically guided by the search for profits. 

However, by removing an entire competitive circuit, its responsibility for the careers 

of players and their staff is undeniable. The decisions made by Nintendo regarding 

the Smash scene or those made by Activision Blizzard on the Overwatch League will 

have a major impact on the future of many players in the industry.
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1.4. THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
At the same time, it is impossible to overlook the major ecological crisis the entire 

world population is facing today. Although little is known about the impact of the 

esports sector on the environment, academic work has already seriously highlighted 

that of digital infrastructures and video games (rare earths, servers, streaming, 

cloud, dematerialized video games, etc. .). Esports players will not be able to ignore 

this challenge indefinitely and they will have to think about an answer to the ques-

tion of the infinite growth of the sector.

2. GOVERNANCE AND INSTITUTIONALISATION
The growth of digital industries, and in particular esports, needs to be regulated 

and supervised, not only from a legal and economic point of view, but also in order 

to promote its social impact. However, the lack of connection between the various 

stakeholders in the esports ecosystem reveals the absence of formal governance of 

the sector, resulting in drifts in terms of ethics and integrity to which we will come 

back a little later.

2.1. GOVERNANCE
The esports ecosystem is made up of a multitude of interdependent stakeholders. 

Since the turn of the 2010s and the publishers’ “takeover” of the competitions taking 

place on their games for which they own the intellectual property, the sector has 

been fundamentally oriented towards commercial practice and market dynamics. 

Game publishers are therefore the regulators of their own games and the associated 

competitive circuits. They occupy a central place in the governance of this network 

of stakeholders and are its most influential players. However, although their objec-

tive lies in the pursuit of profits, each publisher has its own esports strategy (interna-

lized or externalized model), creating de facto a lack of uniformity in the regulation 

and governance of the sector.

Simultaneously, while game publishers are quick to regulate the high profile pro-

fessional competitive scenes of their games, they seem to have lost interest in the 

lower echelons, and especially the amateur level. Their lack of interest for this part of 

the ecosystem gave birth to an emerging multitude of operators, driven by diverse 

and varied interests, and wishing to position themselves as parallel regulators of the 

ecosystem. This is the case for national and international sports associations (often 
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self-proclaimed federations), whose composition and the missions they give them-

selves vary greatly from one country to another: they can be composed of represen-

tatives from the ecosystem or not; they can organize national competitive circuits 

or not; they can offer training or not; they can seek to get closer to the traditional 

bodies of sport governance or not.

Currently, six international federations claim to be the governing body of esports at 

a global level. Among these, two of them stand out, either because of their relative 

longevity (this is the case of the IeSF created in 2008 and composed of around 100 

member countries), or because of their relative representativeness (this is the case 

of the GEF which includes some of the most important editors of the esports indus-

try among its founders and members). Yet, both use the same strategies and pursue 

the same objective: to get closer to sports and Olympic movements. Despite this, 

none of these entities appear to have acquired the necessary legitimacy with the 

entire sector to be the governing body. These same issues also exist at the national 

level, with some countries in which up to five self-proclaimed federations coexist.

One of the common points of all of these national and international associations, 

however, lies in their desire to create bridges with the public authorities and govern-

ment administrations in their respective countries.

2.2. THE RECOGNITION BY THE PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
Government recognition of the practice of esports is in this case an issue for these 

national entities but also for the development of the sector at the local level. Forty 

countries around the world have already provided their support for esports practice 

in their territories. While recognition by traditional sports governance bodies (sports 

ministries or national Olympic committees) seems to be the most widespread and 

sought after model by national associations (as is the case in South Korea, Russia 

or Turkey for example), other models coexist throughout the world: in Finland, the 

supervisory ministry is the Ministry of Education and Culture, while in France it is the 

Ministry of the Economy, Industry and the Digital Transition.
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Government recognition of esport therefore makes it possible to implement public 

policies that can non-exhaustively promote:

• training and talent identification (as in South Korea),

• facilitating the reception of foreign players thanks to specific visas (as in the 

United States),

• the construction of infrastructure and places of practice (as in China),

• social protection for players by setting up a professional player status (as in 

France),

• the development of school initiatives (as in Great Britain),

• hosting major international events (as in Poland),

• the development of an attractive and innovative economic sector (as in France),

• or the exemption from military service (as in South Korea).

If the initiatives of national associations to try and get closer to the public authorities 

of their respective countries deserve to be praised, they can nevertheless lead to 

tensions which they will have to acknowledge in the years to come: as a commercial 

practice governed by publishers whose objective is the maximization of profits, the 

intervention of the State in the regulation of the sector is not always welcome (as 

the lawsuit between the KeSPA (Korean federation recognized by the government) 

and Blizzard Entertainment (publisher of the StarCraft II game) in the mid-2010s exa-

mplified). The fundamentally international and fragmented nature of esport there-

fore constitutes an additional challenge with the view to standardizing esports go-

vernance.

3. HEALTH, WELL-BEING AND PERFORMANCE
As we have previously mentioned, the health and well-being of players is now a cen-

tral issue for the sustainability of their careers, but also for their performance. Beyond 

discussions about public health issues linked to video games that research has been 

studying for nearly 40 years now (excessive practice, exposure to the violent content 

of certain games, or the social isolation of certain players), esports as a specific com-

petitive practice has revealed traumas and pathologies that are peculiar to it, both at 

the physical level, as well as at the psychological or social level.
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3.1. PHYSICAL HEALTH
Physical injuries are certainly the most visible traumas experienced by players whose 

practice is intensive, and this whatever their level of play. Historically, it is these dys-

functions that have received the most attention from the media and staff.. Many 

top-level players have publicly spoken of the pain in their arms, elbows, forearms, 

wrists and hands, which sometimes put their careers on hold, or lead players to put 

an end to them. No genre or game medium is spared: Lee “Flash” Young Ho (arm) on 

StarCraft II, Hai “Hai” Du Lam (wrist), Aleš “Freeze” Kněžínek (wrist), Mihael “Mikyx” 

Mehle (wrist ) or Jian “Uzi” Zi-Hao (arm) on League of Legends, Clinton “Fear” Loomis 

(elbow and forearm) on Dota 2, Tommy “Zooma” Paparatto (thumb and wrist) on Call 

of Duty or Aziz «Hax» Al-Yami (hand) on Smash Bros Melee.

Beyond these injuries mainly affecting the upper limbs that are the most used, aca-

demic work reveals problems concerning the eye fatigue of players, musculoskeletal 

disorders linked to excessive training load and physical inactivity, neck pain. and back 

pain linked to uncomfortable positions maintained for too long, joint inflammation 

linked to the over-straining activity of certain short muscle chains, or even sleep di-

sorders linked to deregulated chronobiological rhythms.

To remedy these disorders, professional staff are now more and more often accom-

panied or made up of physical trainers, physiotherapists, osteopaths, or occupational 

therapists.

3.2. MENTAL HEATLH
More recently, high-level players have reported professional exhaustion (or burn-

out), which preoccupies the industry and highlights the importance of taking their 

mental health into account as well. Lukas “Gla1ve” Rossander and Andreas “Xyp9x” 

Hosjleth on Counter-Strike or still Lukas “Perkz” Perkovic and Yinliang “Doublelift” 

Peng on League of Legends have all announced at some point in their careers that 

they needed to step back from competition in order to get pleasure and motivation 

to play again. Among the factors which may explain this phenomenon, we can find 

the always heavier fixture lists, notably when the organizers leave it up to a third 

party to organize the tracks and multiply the number of competitions, but also the 

numerous trips all over the world on very short periods, as well as the pressure of 

always growing financial stakes.

However, players’ mental health is not only about those cases of professional ex-

haustion. Today, the industry must also particularly pay attention to eating disorders 

linked to unusual training times and a lack of knowledge in nutrition, to players’ emo-
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tional dysregulation and depressive episodes related to sometimes demanding trai-

ning conditions, or still to cognitive doping cases (using methamphetamins) because 

of the duration of the competitions which require considerable sustained attention.

Here again, mental health professionals are integrated into professional staff, 

whether they are sport psychologists in charge of the optimization of players’ per-

formances, dieticians and nutritionists responsible for their balanced diet, or mental 

coaches in charge of their self-fulfilment and well-being. 

3.3. SOCIAL HEALTH
Finally, still incorrectly identified and too frequently neglected, the disorders linked 

to the social and cultural dimensions of often young players’ health constitute a real 

stake for an esport practice which is intrinsically globalized and without borders. 

Their being away from their families, cultural differences, disrupted couple lives, or 

staggered lifestyles due to different time zones are all elements which are likely to 

have a bad influence on players’ well-being. For all these reasons, Overwatch player 

Damien “Hyp” Souville prematurely ended his career right in the middle of the cur-

rent global health crisis.

In the next few years, the industry will have to pay particular attention to the prac-

tice environment of these players, and more still to their lifestyles (shared between 

training sessions, competitions, transportation, leisure and personal life), the role of 

the parents and friends background in their development at the top level and their 

well-being, as well as the social cohesion of groups of players between them, with 

their staff and the culture (language, food, codes, values, etc…) of the country in 

which they stay.

4. DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Although the findings are schematic, it must be acknowledged that the esport indus-

try is mainly composed of young, white and able-bodied men. Of course it is not dif-

ficult to find counter-examples, but still the facts are obvious : at the top level, there 

are few female players, few black people on the scenes on PC, few players over thirty 

years old, and even fewer players with a disability. In the same way as any cultural 

or sport activity, esport is only the magnifying mirror of the societies in which it has 

emerged and developed.
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The esport practice is theoretically a unique space for inclusion : the required compe-

tences to perform in video games do not discriminate against individuals in relation 

to their gender, the color of their skin or their age. Yet, actually in practice there are 

still many obstacles to overcome in order to reach this ideal. Besides, so as to get to 

this objective of diversity, many support networks promoting it have seen the light, 

and many initiatives are led throughout the world.

Beyond the ethical aspect, the diversity within a group contributes to stimulate crea-

tivity, innovation and efficiency. From that perspective, the fact of uniting diversified 

profiles within teams, clubs, organizers and game editors will then enable to draw 

from a larger range of experiences and competences and, if there are problems, pro-

pose creative adapted solutions.

4.1. GENDER DIVERSITY
Even if half of the video gamers are women, they are only 6% of those who take part 

in online or on-site competitions, only 4% in LANS over the last years, and hardly a 

handful in the major leagues or competitions (Kim “Geguri” Se-Yeon on Overwatch, 

Sasha “Scarlett” Hostyn on Starcraft II, or Li “Liooon” Xiaomeng on Hearthstone, only 

to name the most famous). The reasons are varied : social construction favoring coo-

peration more than competition among little girls, gendered marketing of video ga-

mes targeted at little boys in the 1990s, absence of female characters to play with or 

“hypersexualized” ones, toxicity of online spaces, lack of moderation, etc…

Many associations like Women in Games, Women of Esports, Anykey, Queer Women 

of Esports and many others still, are at work to promote the place of women in this 

industry in which they have been present from the very beginning. Each scene has 

its female support network, and they have various types of action : promotion of 

role-models, creation of tracks favoring gender mixity or benevolence towards wo-

men, tools aimed at the actors of the industry, mentoring programs, etc...

4.2. ETHNIC DIVERSITY
Even if this aspect is less tackled in the industry, the fact remains that there are diffe-

rences which are clearly marked in terms of the representation of black or Latin-Ame-

rican people according to the competitive scenes and game media / support(s). Sche-

matically, the PC scenes are mainly composed of white and Asian people, while the 

scenes on consoles and notably those of the combat games are more diversified. 

Then the absence of clearly racialized players at the professional top level takes its 

roots both in the lack of support for the game developers for their competitive sce-
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nes on consoles (in relation to those on PC) and in the discriminating statements that 

these people experience online.

Combat scenes and sports simulations on consoles are much more diversified spaces 

than those on PC. The former because they historically favored face to face clashes, 

that way circumventing the toxicity of online spaces, and the latter because their 

value is starting to increase in their developers’ opinions (it is the case, for instance, 

of the 2K League). Players like Dominique “Sonic Fox” McLean on Mortal Kombat, 

Injustice, Skull Girls and Dragon Ball FighterZ, or Artreyo “Dimez” Boyd on NBA 2K 

are deeply inspirational for Afro-American communities.

Simultaneously, several associations, sometimes intersectional, promote ethnic di-

versity in the industry, like Black Girl Gamers, Latinx in Gaming, Melanin Gamers or 

Afrogameuses.

4.3. GENERATIONAL DIVERSITY
Although video gaming has already made the most of two (or even three) genera-

tions of male and female players and the average age of the European player is 31, 

esport is an activity which is mostly followed by Millenials (people from 26 to 40) but 

practised by Generation Z (those from 10 to 25). Apart from a very few exceptions 

(notably on combat game scenes), the highest level of competitive scenes is made 

up of players aged less than 25. The relative youth of esport, which emerged at the 

end of the 1990s, explains such findings at first, while the childlike representations 

related to this practice, the necessary time to be able to get better and perform, and 

the age-related decline of physical performances emphasize those.

Yet, video gaming can turn out to be a great tool to fight the decline of elderly 

people’s physical and cognitive skills, while its competitive practice can foster the 

intergenerational link and social competences. A few initiatives promote esport 

among elderly people, like Silver Geek in France or the Grey Gunners and Silver Sni-

pers in Scandinavia.

4.4. INCLUSION OF PEOPLE WITH A DISABILITY
Contrary to sports competitions which almost all make disabled and able-bodied 

people compete on parallel tracks, esport does not make any distinction. People with 

a disability have always taken part in esport competitions, and some at a high level 

like Mike “Brolylegs” Begum on Street Fighter or Dayton “Wheels” Jones on Killer Ins-

tinct. However, people with a disability have always had to adapt to esport, and not 

the contrary, even if they are confronted with a triple obstacle :  the inaccessibility 
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of video games (level of difficulty, key settings, subtitles, sound design, etc…), the 

inaccessibility of control devices (designed for people with ability in both hands), and 

the inaccessibility of competition venues (ramps for people in wheelchairs, Braille 

signage, free entrance for the accompanists, times of the tournaments, etc.).

Even if they are concerned by video gaming and esport practice, people with a disabi-

lity should be able to enjoy a global design of gaming softwares and control devices, 

while the events should be able to welcome any player, whatever their deficiencies 

are. Several specialized actors are developing projects on each of these levels, like 

Able Gamers, Special Effects, Cap Game, Rebird or still Xbox.

5. TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Another important stake for the industry is related to future professional esport ac-

tors. The development of training fields dedicated to esport jobs in line with the 

needs of the industry, and of adapted and understandable curricula for players from 

leisure to high level must come and support the process of professionalization which 

the whole ecosystem has started since the middle of the 2010s.

5.1. PLAYERS
As an intrinsically dematerialized practice, esport has developed during its first de-

cade (2000-2010) outside of any formal framework, which has become one of its 

strong points. Nevertheless, the free practice, from home, without any framework, 

can brake the learning and improvement of the required skills for good personal 

development and to reach high-level performance. Following the rules, rationalizing 

the training sessions, warming up, having breaks, learning to win or lose, working in 

a team, playing a part in a group, all those skills are know-how and know-how-to-be 

which esport can help to develop.

School, university and associative environments then make a judicious basis to pro-

mote a healthy and responsible practice of esport. By structuring the framework of 

esport practice from a very early age, it becomes possible to act on different levels: 

conveying good practice, preventing excesses, developing skills, spotting the high 

potential players, and hence favor the sustainability of the professional ecosystem. 

Leaning on the use of digital tools, esport can also be a tool to develop skills which 

will be transferable to other fields, notably in sciences, technology, engineering and 

mathematics (STEM).
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5.2. STAFF AND RELATED JOBS
Supervising players requires to lean on competent trainers both regarding the tech-

nical particularities of esport practice and as experts of their respective fields : didac-

tics and pedagogy in coaching ; psychology and social psychology in mental prepa-

ration ; physiology, anatomy and biomechanics in physical preparation ; economics, 

marketing and communication in business development ; or project management 

and network engineering in event organization, etc.

As a consequence, it is indispensable to identify the needs of the industry in terms of 

trades, to develop adapted training curricula, to build coherent teaching contents, 

and to identify adequate teachers in order to valorize and train both the staff super-

vising the players (from beginners to high level) and the future professionals who 

will be actors in the industry in the years to come.

Many training courses, whether at school or university level, have developed over 

the world from 2017 onwards, mainly in Western Europe and Scandinavia, or in Nor-

th America and Southeast Asia. Those courses offer different formats, are based on 

various disciplinary fields and train the students for a whole lot of jobs.

6. ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
The questions about ethics and integrity in the industry and esport competitions 

are also a major challenge to take up for all the actors in the industry. Indeed, since 

there is no legitimate international unifying body, when it comes to esport equity 

the responsibility lies on the shoulders of the actors themselves. And as soon as hu-

mans can be confronted, cheating phenomena appear. In esport it can have many 

different forms.

6.1. EXPLOITING BUGS
In video gaming, softwares are the field of the clash between players as well as the 

referee of that clash. The code created by the developers is the guardian of the pos-

sibilities inside the game. To put it more simply, everything that is possible in the 

game is allowed. However there may be mistakes in some games (called bugs or glit-

ches). In that case, players immediately turn those to their advantage. That is called 

“exploiting” bugs. If the glitch only affects some characters or objects in particular, 

its “exploitation” by a player who would have access to it, contrary to his or her op-

ponent, would be harmful for equal opportunity in the game.
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6.2. USING THIRD PARTY SOFTWARES
In other cases, players set up third party softwares on their game media or control 

devices, which allows them to make actions or have access to information that the 

other players do not have. It may be a targeting software, an omniscient sight sof-

tware covering the game space, or a software allowing the configuration of com-

plex combinations of keys. Now if, in the case of on-site tournaments, the anti-cheat 

controls of the organizers generally happen to be efficient to deter players from that 

kind of tricks, when the competitions are online it becomes much more complicated.

6.3. GAME-FIXING
As a real burden in some regions of the globe and some competition scenes, ga-

me-fixing is directly linked to bet-fixing. In some games, it is sometimes more eco-

nomically profitable to lose and bet on your own defeat than win the game. When 

betting platforms collaborate with competition organizers, the former can warn the 

latter about potentially dubious transactions. But when it is not the case, or when 

the bets are not regulated, it becomes almost impossible to fight this phenomenon.

6.4. COGNITIVE DOPING
Finally, the last way of cheating is surely that on which the industry has the least 

concrete information, that is to say only a few testimonies from players (exclusively 

from shooting game scenes) when their careers were over. That is the case of co-

gnitive doping. Taking performance-enhancing substances is as much of a stake for 

integrity in competition as for public health because those products entail both po-

tential and real risks for health. Now until today, esport actors (and more particularly 

editors and competitive tracks organizers) don’t do enough to better understand 

and fight this phenomenon.

Still, since 2016 there has been an independent organization which took up the 

challenge to try and prevent all forms of cheating in esport and promote esport in-

tegrity in competitions. The Esports Integrity Commission (ESIC) in fact gathers as its 

members the ESL or the BLAST Premier for which ESIC participates in competition 

regulation. 
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7. CONCLUSION
As a conclusion, although the comparison between sport and esport has taken such 

a long time thinking about video game competitive practice, the industry is currently 

facing a whole lot of various and crucial stakes for the future. Far from being com-

prehensive, the aforementioned list of challenges could be completed with the eco-

nomic stakes (short-term interests versus perpetuation of patterns), mediatic stakes 

(TV broadcasting of competitions), legal stakes (players’ contracts, or conflicts of 

interest for actors leading multiple activities), or still sport stakes (performance opti-

mization and heading for the Olympic Games).
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The future of esports will be determined by a number of issues, which do not include 

the ultimately incidental question of whether it is a sport or not.

1. SUSTAINABILITY OF THE SECTOR
If the esports industry has experienced exponential growth for more than ten years 

now, it remains a volatile and unstable sector and this on several levels.

• The players: how to improve the longevity of their careers at the highest level? 

• Clubs and competition organizers: how to ensure the sustainability of their 

economic models?

• Game publishers: how to ensure the sustainability of the competitive circuits 

that take place on their games?

• Ecological impact: what impact of digital infrastructures and video games on 

the environment?

2. GOVERNANCE AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION
The esports ecosystem is fragmented among many stakeholders and no formal go-

vernance has yet taken hold. However, the sector needs to be regulated and super-

vised, not only from a legal and economic point of view, but also in order to promote 

its social impact.

• Federations: will a federation succeed in being sufficiently legitimate with the 

actors to ensure a single governance?

• Editors: how to standardize regulations for private actors with their own com-

mercial strategy?

• Governments: what recognition of public authorities?
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3. HEALTH, WELL-BEING AND PERFORMANCE
Beyond public health issues relating to video games (excessive practice, exposure to 

violent content of certain games or social isolation of certain players), esports as a 

specific competitive practice has revealed  distinctive traumas and pathologies.

• Physical health: upper limb injuries, eye strain, musculoskeletal disorders, neck 

and back pain, joint inflammation, sleep disturbances.

• Mental Health: burnout, eating disorder, emotional deregulation.

• Social health: isolation, family estrangement, cultural uprooting, jet lag.

4. DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Even though there are many high-level counter-examples, we have to admit that the 

esports industry is predominantly made up of young, white and able-bodied men. 

Like any cultural or sporting activity, esports is only the magnifying mirror of the 

societies in which it has emerged and developed. However, the practice of esports 

constitutes in theory a unique space of inclusion: the skills required to perform in 

video games do not discriminate between individuals on the basis of their sex, skin 

color or age.

Threats to inclusion

• inaccessibility (video games, control devices, competition venues)

• gendered or even racialized marketing of video games

• absence of playable female characters or they are «hypersexualized»

• toxicity and lack of moderation of online spaces

Opportunities for inclusion

• rely on a unique circuit where everyone can compete

• fight against the decline of cognitive and physical skills of seniors

• promote intergenerational bonding

• benefit from the networking of many associations, sometimes intersectional as-

sociations, which actively promote diversity and inclusion

• promote role models who manage to perform in esports

• understand that diversity within a group helps stimulate creativity, innovation 

and efficiency
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5. TRAINING AND EDUCATION
• How to train all the actors of the ecosystem so it can be more professional?

• How can we bring about the emergence of professions that provide a framework 

for performance, entertainment and also leisure activities?

• How to identify future talents and how to support them?

• How and where to promote esports skills?

6. ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
As in any competitive practice between humans, there are phenomena of cheating 

in esports. These are all the more reinforced in the absence of a legitimate interna-

tional unifying body.

• Bug exploitation

• Use of third-party software

• Match manipulation

• Cognitive doping
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Welcome to Week 2 and this session where we will consider the question:

What is Inclusion?

My name is Dr Colin Stuhlfelder, Programme Leader for Architectural Design Tech-

nology at Wrexham Glyndŵr University, which sits on the border between England 

and Wales in the United Kingdom. The overarching theme for this second week of the 

MOOC is esports and Inclusion.

Inclusion is a subject I have an academic and a personal interest in, with my PhD ha-

ving examined numerous equality issues. Therefore it is my great pleasure to welcome 

to this second week, and I hope you’ve enjoyed everything you have engaged with 

already, and are looking forward to this next stage. 

Across the week there will be videos relating to the typology of esports players and 

their motivation, the experience of fans and spectators, an examination of just what 

we mean by inclusion, how we link education and esports, as well as engagement with 

players, an examination of intergenerational scenarios, and how the Ethics Code in 

Esports was created. 

These videos will be a mix of academic presentations, and those of people who parti-

cipate in esports. Each will be accompanied by a Course Sheet setting out some of the 

key information from each presentation, and I recommend you have these at hand 

when you watch the videos.

You will also find here the Ethics Code in Esports, setting out a fair and equitable way 

for esports to be played and organised in the much the same way many traditional 

sports are.

The week will conclude with a multiple choice test based on elements of these presen-

tations that I will be setting, this will help you summarise what you have learned before 

you move on to the third week.

I hope you enjoy the week and its content, and I wish you all the best with the rest of 

the MOOC, as we say in Wales, Pob Hŵyl, Good Luck!
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We all have our preferred game orientations. Personally, I like playing strategy and 

programming games where I can interact in real time with my opponents, in order to 

dominate them. Conversely, I get bored quite quickly in games that are only based on 

chance or dexterity, even if there is an attractive graphic environment. In the same 

way, you must have preferences that will lead you to prefer certain types of games, 

or more exactly, that will lead you to play games in a certain way.

In this video, I will introduce you to what are ludic motivational profiles or ludo-pro-

files and give you some answers to the following question: “what type of gamer are 

you?”.

We should keep in mind that a game – whether it is a video game, a board game or 

an outdoor game, and whether it is played competitively or not – is a human activity 

linked to the sphere of pleasure defined by three constitutive attributes:

• First, a game is a regulated activity. The game is a game, i.e. an activity that is 

framed by a rule, more or less tacit, transparent, or less known to the players, 

and within which they can evolve. The framework of the game is common to all 

and is imposed on all. It marks the beginning and the end of the game in relation 

to usual temporality. It reveals, according to philosopher Colas Duflo’s beautiful 

expression,  a space of freedom within legality. More simply, it answers the ques-

tion “how do we play?“.

• Second, a game is a valued activity. The game has a stake - an “outcome” in En-

glish. The question is no longer “how do we play?”, but rather “why do we play?“, 

“what will motivate us to engage in the game?” or “what will be my source of 

pleasure through this game?”. In that case, we no longer focus on the game as 

a framework for the activity, but on the players who will, each in their own way, 

conquer this framework to take pleasure in it. The game is now translated into 

English as “a play”, that is to say a personal interpretation defined in a given en-

vironment.

• Finally, a game is an empowering activity. The game allows the development of 

competences – “skills” in English. However, the interest and transferability of 

these skills in other fields than games, such as education for example, is another 

subject that I will not deal with here.
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All the discussion I will develop will focus on the second attribute, i.e. on this variety 

of profiles that consequently means that we will not play the same way nor for the 

same reasons. Because of all these different factors, some will consider an activity 

playful while others will not. For game designers, taking these profiles into account 

is essential in the act of producing a game. We will never be able to design a game 

that pleases everyone, but we must be careful not to make a game that pleases no 

one; hence the importance of knowing motivational profiles.

From this point of view, many game studies researchers have explored the possibility 

of defining a typology or taxonomy of players. Among those that have generated 

the most literature, the model proposed by Richard Bartle indubitably deserves our 

attention. Richard Bartle is an English game designer who participated in the crea-

tion of the first virtual world where online players could interact in 1978. The game 

was called MUD for Multi-User Dungeons and thus preceded the release of World of 

Warcraft in 2004 by almost 25 years. Bartle will empirically establish a classification 

of the users of his game through two axes that will define four archetypes of players.

The vertical axis defines the desired modality of action or interaction in the game. 

Players are classified here according to their main tendency to act on or act with.

The horizontal axis defines the orientation of the action which will be mainly direct-

ed either towards the other players or towards the environment or the game world. 

Here, it is the subject of the players’ attention which is evaluated.

This score thus allows us to determine four profiles:

• The achievers are players who want to act on the game environment. Achievers 

are focused on achieving goals that they set for themselves. Their logic leads 

them to collect rewards exhaustively, as well as unlock and reach the highest 

levels. To them, success in the game depends on the achievement of these goals, 

hence their efficiency-oriented strategies.

• Explorers are players who want to interact with the environment and the game 

world. Explorers aspire to be surprised, and even amazed at the world in which 

they play. To this end, they will be less concerned with rewards and point sys-

tems than with trying to explore the breadth and depth of the game. Their goal 

is to master the game environment through an exhaustive knowledge of it.

• Socialisers are players who want to interact with other players. What consti-

tutes the source of pleasure here is the contact with others, cooperation and 

teamwork, or clan dynamics. For socialisers, the richness of the game comes 

from the quality of the community they will be a part of, and the quality of com-

munication between players.
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• Finally, killers can easily be translated as... killers! They are players who want to 

act primarily on other players, most often without their consent. Their aim is not 

to help others but to dominate them and impose themselves upon them. The 

player’s pleasure comes from his ability to constrain the actions of the other 

players up to their eventual elimination or defeat. Note that this pleasure di-

sappears almost completely when the killer finds himself in front of a non-hu-

man opponent. Killers often look for games that allow them to clearly identify a 

winner or a ranking. It is the most agonistic of the four profiles, and one might 

imagine that esports would particularly appeal to these competitive players. This 

is of course only partly true, because few players can actually be defined by one 

profile only, as we are most often composed of a combination of two or three 

trends.

Bartle’s typology is based on a short questionnaire that is easily available online, and 

you may want to go beyond this description and do a personality test yourself to try 

and find out where you stand.

First of all, it is important to specify that this typology has been thought of as an em-

pirical framework and for a single type of video game, developed at the end of the 

70s. Then, this classification, just like any other test - I am thinking about the MBTI 

test (Myers Briggs type indicator) - only brings a superficial light on the reality and 

the subtlety of the motivations of the analyzed person. Finally, the last element to 

bear in mind is that there is no moral dimension to this test. Bartle does not seek to 

identify guilty pleasures in his profiles. On the contrary, he is convinced that a game, 

like his, is only interesting with a balanced mix of motivational profiles. I would add 

that the toxicity of a player does not come from his or her motivation to play and that 

each category can carry excessive and therefore harmful practices.

It should be noted that Bartle’s typology is not the only reference nor the first one. 

I am thinking of the work of the French sociologist Roger Caillois with his typology 

of games, which indirectly described player profiles. Closer to home, and in the more 

operational fields of the game industry, Andrzej Marczewski has reworked Bartle’s 

model by suggesting not 4 but 6 ludo-profiles. He identifies six sources of intrinsic 

player motivation (change, autonomy, mastery, reward, relationship or ambition). In 

this context, the Killer becomes a disruptor.

In his typology, Dominique Mangiatordi has also tried to rework Bartle’s model by 

suggesting 8 archetypes that bring nuance to the initial approach. For example, the 

socialiser profile is split between coaches who want to have a sense of usefulness 

in the game with respect to others, and rockstars, who want to be recognized and 

appreciated in the game by others. He also changed the vertical axis from action-in-

teraction to mastery and adaptation.
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Of course, research does not only produce variations from Bartle’s work with ele-

ments that move away from a graphic point of view, away from the matrix logic as 

is the case for Rob Beeson’s gamer brain, or that target more specifically a certain 

type of ludic situations as for Robin D. Laws’ typology which deals with the profiles 

of tabletop role-playing game players.

In my opinion, for those curious to learn more, you will find one of the most in-depth 

contributions in Chris Bateman’s work, with an approach that is no longer based on 

archetypes but on multidimensional positioning in relation to the game (openness 

to imagination, relationship to frustration, relationship to immediacy in the game, or 

willingness to play as a team or solo).

To conclude, we can insist on the fact that the esport framework is certainly likely to 

attract the most competitive game profiles – Bartle’s killers and achievers. Neverthe-

less, we must keep in mind that this is especially true for competitors who play at a 

high level or professionally – with a frequency of ultra-competitive killers that is ul-

timately comparable to what we find in elite sports or high-level music practice. For 

the majority of esports players, those who play with or without any ranking, but who 

do not compete, we find a fairly balanced dispersion across the four profiles and, in 

any case, little differentiation compared to other activities.
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The company newzoo considers that in 2021, esports could count an audience of 

474 million viewers, an increase of 8.7% compared to last year. This audience would 

be composed of 240 million casual viewers, i.e. those who watch esport competi-

tions less than once a month, and 234 million enthusiasts who watch it more than 

once a month. 

Newzoo also think that the overall audience could reach 577.2 million by 2024. Es-

ports is also be a market worth more than 1.7 billion dollars. 

Esports continues to grow even though traditional sports leagues have suspended 

or cancelled their championships due to the global pandemic. Esports competitions, 

because they are consumed online and do not involve physical confrontation, have 

been little affected by the current health situation. In some ways, esports, and more 

broadly video games, have even addressed the gaps of traditional sports. Let’s take 

the example of the NBA which organized an NBA 2K tournament with professional 

players to make up for the suspension of its championship. The Sky Sports channel in 

England also partnered up with publisher EA Sports to simulate the atmosphere of a 

packed stadium when the Premier League’s closed-door games resumed. 

This introduction allows us to take 3 important elements into consideration: 

• First of all, there is such a thing as a public eager for esports competitions. 

• Second, an esports show does not seem to be appreciated the same way a tradi-

tional sports meeting would be.

• Finally, watching a soccer game or a League of Legends competition is all about 

the atmosphere and the emotions that are felt and shared. 

Today, we can ask ourselves: “What is the Fan Experience in esports?”. We will try to 

understand what the singularity of fans’ engagement in video game competitions is; 

in other words, why and how do we watch esport?

FAN EXPERIENCE AND FAN ENGAGEMENT: WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?

Level 256, an innovation platform dedicated to esports, explains – and I quote: “Fan 

engagement means, for any activity, hosting a community through various inter-

actions between fans and teams or event organizers. Here examples of contests, 

communication, participation in events are given...” let me resume the quote: “Fan 

engagement allows a team, a league or an organizer of competitions to manage its 

fans or its audience. The goal is then to create loyalty among the spectators, to invite 

them to interact frequently and to encourage them to consume (by watching com-

petitions via a screen, by moving around the stadiums or by buying goodies)”.
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In a 2017 review article1, Daniel C. Funk, a specialist in sports entertainment consum-

er behavior, explains that for the most part, fan experience is about interactions; for 

example, and I quote him, “these interactions may consist of searching for informa-

tion about a game, buying tickets online, traveling to the game, enjoying pre-game 

entertainment, listening to music and announcements, watching the game or digi-

tal content on the screen, performing a stadium wave, using one’s smartphone to 

tweet or post a photo on instragram, interacting with other spectators, buying food 

or merchandising, using the restrooms, participating in a tradition, and finally leaving 

the venue”.

Because of the great diversity of interactions between the actors of the experience – 

in the stadium as well as outside, during the game as well as during another moment 

in the week, or online as well as offline – the way of seeing a sports show is becoming 

more complex. In short, the fan experience is evolving, as it becomes digital and mul-

tiplies possible interactions. As we will see, the Fan Experience of an esports show is 

not so different from the sports show but it presents some singularities. 

THE FAN EXPERIENCE IN ESPORTS

In eSports, the audience is mobilized in two ways. They can travel to the venue of an 

event or follow it on dedicated platforms. For example, the Intel Extreme Masters 

in Katowice in 2017 gathered 173,000 spectators on site for 2 weekends and 46 mil-

lion spectators online including a peak connection of 444,339 on Twitch. Katowice’s 

Spodek is a venue you may not be familiar with, but the Staples Center in Los Angeles 

hosted 20,000 fans in 2016 for the League of Legends World Championship2. More 

recently, the League of Legends World Finals3 at the Accor Hotel Arena in Paris at-

tracted about 17,000 people. 

Just as watching a soccer game is not the same thing as just watching what is hap-

pening in the field, attending a competition is not just watching a screen. In a recent 

interview4, Jud Hannigan, CEO of Allied Esports, a company that specializes in sports 

events, explains that his business is about: “providing an experience that you can’t 

get anywhere else”. He explains that he achieves this by creating “an authentic set-

ting in an environment where interaction with the pros is possible and the fan expe-

rience is ultimate”. He says he is telling a great story: “who is playing, why are they 

1. https://level256.parisandco.paris/A-la-une/Tendances-esport-innovation/Les-solutions-de-fan-rewards-

dans-l-esport-histoire-et-perspectives-d-un-modele-prometteur

2. https://www.lequipe.fr/Esport/Actualites/Esport-league-of-legends-chaos-autour-de-la-vente-des-plac-

es-pour-la-finale-des-mondiaux-a-paris/1060256

3. https://www.lunion.fr/id107513/article/2019-11-09/paris-va-vibrer-pour-la-finalede-league-legends

4. https://csmlive.com/news/the-interactive-esports-experience/

https://level256.parisandco.paris/A-la-une/Tendances-esport-innovation/Les-solutions-de-fan-rewards-dans-l-esport-histoire-et-perspectives-d-un-modele-prometteur
https://level256.parisandco.paris/A-la-une/Tendances-esport-innovation/Les-solutions-de-fan-rewards-dans-l-esport-histoire-et-perspectives-d-un-modele-prometteur
https://www.lequipe.fr/Esport/Actualites/Esport-league-of-legends-chaos-autour-de-la-vente-des-places-pour-la-finale-des-mondiaux-a-paris/1060256
https://www.lequipe.fr/Esport/Actualites/Esport-league-of-legends-chaos-autour-de-la-vente-des-places-pour-la-finale-des-mondiaux-a-paris/1060256
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special and what makes being here the only place you want to be at that moment. 

Many of our events are interactive, so fans in the audience can participate in the ac-

tion by competing in the event, being a part of the live stream or winning prizes just 

for being in attendance.”

Let us compare that to what Mark Cuban, the owner of the NBA Dallas Mavericks, 

said. This is how he defines his mission: “We in the sports business don’t sell the 

game, we sell unique, emotional experiences. We are not in the business of selling 

basketball. We are in the business of selling fun. We are in the business of letting you 

escape. We are in the business of giving you a chance to create shared experiences”. 

As you can see, that is the same thing, everything is about shared emotions and 

exceptional experiences. But if we had to spot an obvious difference, it would be 

that those do not have the same formats. An NBA game may last up to 2 hours and 

15 minutes and will be mostly watched on TV or in an arena. Now great esport events 

may be experienced on site but are mainly watched not on TV but on the streaming 

platform Twitch. A one day live broadcasting of LOL on OTP Twitch channel can last 

from 5 to 7 hours!

FAN EXPERIENCE IN SPORT AND ESPORTS: IS IT THE SAME THING?

Academic research studies are trying to understand whether fan experience in es-

port is really different from that in traditional sport, like that research study back in 

2018 which compares spectators’ motivation in sports competitions versus that in 

esport competitions. The authors come up with the following hypothesis : traditional 

sport and esport spectators would actually have the same sport consumption motive 

patterns. That research study was conducted in South Korea. It produced 517 ques-

tionnaires (187 about K League, which is soccer, 178 about Fifa Online 3 and 152 

about StarCraft II). The authors listed 15 types of motivation to attend events. We 

may quote, for instance, the interest, excitement, the fact of appreciating players, 

competitive intensity, meeting people, family gathering, athletes’ abilities, and so 

on. According to the authors, 11 out of the 15 motivations for the fans are common 

to the 3 events quoted above. To put it short and say it differently, there is no big 

difference between traditional sports fans and esports fans. Yet, the authors note 

that the fans of an esport competition related to sport (in that case Fifa online) have 

a closer profile to soccer fans.
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AND TO GO FURTHER STILL, VERY PRACTICALLY

Charlie Debs, OG Esports co-owner and CEO, explains that fan experience is based 

on 3 pillars5:

• Spending time and exchanging impressions with other fans during events

• Being on social networks : Charlie Debs mentions that there is a Twitter account 

per team but also Facebook pages, an Instagram account, a YouTube channel, a 

Discord channel and even Weibo, Wechat and Douyin accounts adapted to Chi-

nese fans.

• There is also an internet website

• And finally more innovative initiatives like Socios.com to involve fans in the club’s 

life.

THE EVOLUTION OF FAN EXPERIENCE IN ESPORT

To sum up, as you understand, fan experience is not only about producing impres-

sions during events in an arena, on Twitch or Youtube. It is actually about creating an 

affective bond with the fans so that they may still more appreciate a competition, a 

team, a female or male player and recommend them all to their friends. There are 

many ways to do so which are borrowed from traditional sports. Esport competitions 

have their casters (commentators) and are really theatrical. To go further, here are 

three axes of reflection on the future of fan experience in esport.

1. First of all, there should be sponsorship. In 2021, sponsorship in esport mi-

ght represent some 641 million dollars. It is by far the main source of revenue 

in the industry. In the last ten years, the modes of partnership activation have 

much evolved. The brands associated to a club do not only search for visibility 

but also wish to be seen as partners related to the fans’ emotions. That kind of 

partnership is much valued in esport, even by non-endemic brands, that is to say 

brands which are not intrinsically legitimate in the indsutry like mouse, keyboard 

or headset manufacturers. We may think about Mastercard during the World 

finals of League of Legends in Seoul in 2018 which promised unforgettable ex-

periences for the fan community.

They explained it as follows: “The ‘Mastercard Nexus’ will give fans the opportunity 

to meet professional teams, join panel discussions, and partake in an augmented 

reality experience. Mastercard is offering specifically designed fan experiences, such 

as viewing the World Championships final opening ceremony, and a backstage tour.”

5. https://level256.parisandco.paris/A-la-une/Tendances-esport-innovation/Les-solutions-de-fan-rewards-

dans-l-esport-histoire-et-perspectives-d-un-modele-prometteur
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2. The arenas. Great competitions have taken place in the most prestigious plac-

es like the Staple Center in Los angeles or the Accor Hotel Arena in Paris. But 

those facilities are still designed for tradtitional cultural and sports events. Huge 

recent facilities include esport in their exploitation strategy, such as the brand 

new Allegiant stadium which hosts the Raiders in Las Vegas and has created a 

partnership with Twitch so as to organize esport competitions6. 

But more interesting still, places specifically dedicated to esport have seen the 

light7. For instance, Shanghai, which aims at being seen as the the world capital 

of esport, is going to build a huge complex for 892.2 million dollars, the Shang-

hai International New Cultural and Creative Esports Center, which was designed 

to welcome 10 thousand spectators per day as soon as 2024. There will be an 

6 thousand capacity arena and a hotel.

In Philadelphia in the USA, the Arena Fusion has cost 50 million dollars. It hosts 

the Philadelphia fusion team playing in the Overwatch League. It was built just 

next to the other sports facilities hosting the NFL, MLB, NBA and NHL franchises 

and can welcome 3500 spectators.

3. The convergence of leisure industries. As we have seen, the originality of the 

fan experience in esport lies in the fact that it takes place online as well and 

notably on new platforms such as Twitch and Arena. The great esport events 

have largely drawn from traditional sports shows to organize their events. So for 

instance, music has a very special place. The organizer Riot Games has created 

the K/DA group just between reality, virtual reality and augmented reality8. What 

Riot Games do is building a huge multiverse like Disney or Marvel. It means that 

being an esport fan is not only enjoying video games competitions differently 

but also consuming culture differently and living a comprehensive brand expe-

rience.

6. https://www.raiders.com/news/twitch-kicks-off-partnership-with-the-raiders-allegiant-stadium

7. https://www.redbull.com/in-en/the-biggest-and-best-esports-stadiums-in-the-world

8. https://www.lemonde.fr/pixels/article/2020/11/12/aux-origines-de-k-da-le-groupe-de-pop-virtuel-issu-

du-jeu-league-of-legends_6059499_4408996.html

https://www.raiders.com/news/twitch-kicks-off-partnership-with-the-raiders-allegiant-stadium 
https://www.redbull.com/in-en/the-biggest-and-best-esports-stadiums-in-the-world
https://www.lemonde.fr/pixels/article/2020/11/12/aux-origines-de-k-da-le-groupe-de-pop-virtuel-issu-du-jeu-league-of-legends_6059499_4408996.html
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CONCLUSION: AND WHAT IF SPORT DREW FROM ESPORT? 

If fan experience in sport and esport have many common points, yet we need to 

take changes into account. A study conducted by Moring Consult in the USA show 

that generation Z members are  half as likely as generation Y to watch live sports on 

a regular basis, and even twice as likely not to ever watch them live. There are only 

2 sports shows that they seem to enjoy more than the rest of the population: the 

NBA and… esports.

As a consequence, if esport drew from traditional sport to create fan experience, 

maybe the contrary will happen any time soon.
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My name is Jennifer Gomes, alias Amelitha, I’m 36, I live in Metz in Lorraine (France), 

more precisely in Moselle and I am an unrelenting player: I started playing when I 

was 8 and I’ve never stopped since.

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE GAME AND CHARACTER?
As for competitions, I only play combat games. I mainly play on Street Fighter 5. My 

character is Ken, Ken Masters, the rival of the main character, Ryu. They trained to-

gether but there’s a fraternal rivalry between them. What binds me to the character 

is the fact I’ve played as Ken since Street Fighter 2, so it’s been a long time. What 

I liked in that character is that he was very self-confident, very funny, always with 

a wry smile on his face. He’s pretty much the opposite of the real me, as I’m a bit 

self-contained. To me he was the character that was self-confident and I found that 

very funny, hilarious. He’s a character that I like very much.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR CAREER
Well at the very beginning I really started video games with the first Nintendo con-

sole, with a classic, Mario, so I was really about platform games at first. I started 

playing combat games with the Super Nintendo. We got the Super Nintendo with 

my brother with the Street Fighter 2 pack so obviously that’s when I really discovered 

combat games and I’ve always loved that. So afterwards, generation after genera-

tion, with each new console, I needed my combat game.

My career in esport started as a coincidence because what happened is that I had tak-

en part in a documentary about people with a disability playing video games, so there 

was a team going all around France and meeting several players kind of everywhere 

in France, and at the end of the shooting we had the opportunity to meet at the Paris 

Games Week in 2018, and one of the participants in the documentary had the project 

to make an esport team made up of players with a disability, and he offered me to 

join in, and that’s how I entered the competitive world. I competed in my first tourna-

ments at the Gamers Assembly in 2019, so 2020 should have been a huge year for me 

about competition, I should have taken part in tournaments that I had never taken 

part in before in France and even abroad. So I really missed a lot of opportunities, but 

I hope I can make up for that in not too much of a far future. I became part of Unity, 

the Helios Gaming team, in May 2020, which is perhaps the only positive thing that 

happened to me in 2020. It is a local structure so they are based here in Moselle, and 

it’s really the biggest structure we have here. About how it works, there are different 

divisions, the “esport teams” division, the training division, so Helios Gaming School. 
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Also the events division, Co-Gaming Raising. That’s it, so there are different fields at 

Helios Gaming, notably its esport team to which I belong.

HOW DO YOU TRAIN ON A DAILY BASIS?
In my everyday life, training on top of my professional and personal life requires 

some organization, of course. It depends on how tired I am, of the day I’ve had obvi-

ously, but as for the training sessions, I try to keep 2 rather intensive hours per day, 

between the training sessions and the competitions. You also have to know how 

to analyze your competitions. Precisely if I’m too tired, I still go on watching videos 

or that kind of things, because there is still content to be assimilated and because 

what’s really different from the mere leisure practice is for me to improve my tech-

nical level.

ANY LITTLE RITUALS BEFORE TOURNAMENTS? 
I don’t have any rituals before the tournaments yet. I try to relax as much as possible. 

What is really helpful to get mentally prepared, even if that’s still difficult for me 

because I don’t have much experience, is trying to keep cool, breathe, and trying to 

relax my muscles. It’s a bit difficult but you get prepared for that. I don’t really have 

a coach for now, I hope I’ll have one in the future. 

WHAT RELATIONSHIPS DO YOU HAVE 
WITH YOUR COMMUNITY? 
I can’t really say that I have a community, I don’t have the required ego for that. But 

honestly, I used to be very self-contained, very discreet, and entering the compet-

itive side, moving, and meeting other people, definitely allowed me to open onto 

others. Without mentioning a community, I know that I have the necessary support, 

whether it is from players, my relatives or my team, so I believe that’s the most im-

portant, being surrounded like that.

ANY ADVICE FOR THE PARENTS 
WHOSE CHILD PLAYS INTENSIVELY?
For the parents indeed, if their child practices too intensively to their minds, it’s up to 

them to regulate. But then, it is not obviously wrong. As long as it is supervised; but 

of course, it can be scary, with school dropouts, and so on. They have to check that 

their homework is done, for instance, and if so then they may be entitled to play for 
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an hour! I guess that is how it has to be. But they should ensure that the child does 

not see it as a constraint, I mean doing their homework, on the contrary they should 

think that they are going to excel themselves for their homework so that they can 

play and do what they like afterwards. And the maximum would be to support them, 

still telling them that the most important is school. It’s parents’ job to set up rules, 

but no too strict, not too kill-joy either.

WHAT’S MISSING IN THE ESPORT INDUSTRY?
What’s the most interesting to me is the accessibility of video games. As a person 

with a disability, I’m particularly concerned about that, and I know that when I grew 

up there was no solution. It didn’t exist, people didn’t talk about it. But in the last few 

years it has evolved the right way. And I really hope I can contribute to it, at my own 

little level. There’s no way back, we really must go forward so as to propose as many 

solutions as possible. Though I know it’s not so easy to find something which may be 

suitable for all types of disability, because they can be really particular. But let’s try 

to find a comprehensive offer at least. I see that about softwares it becomes almost 

systematic now and must even be part of the requirements specification. What I’m 

focused on now is really the equipment, like the controller for instance, especially 

because I always had many problems each time a new console was released, like “Am 

I going to be able to play?”. And it can be very frustrating to think “I want to play, 

but maybe I won’t be able to”. There’s also the fact that you can try before buying. 

It’s the same for everything that is related to esport. So it’s all about making all that 

as accessible as possible. I believe that, for people with a disability, the most diffi-

cult thing first of all is to be able to move. Firstly it often requires, according to the 

disability, to be accompanied. So you need to have a member of the family that is 

available. We might be thinking about things like having people to help on the site. 

There should at least be a possibility and I believe it would encourage people with a 

disability to think “I can go there!”; while they should not have that problem. I mean, 

helping them to move around during the event, or on the set-ups in a tournament. I 

know that logistically it would require efforts, but to me it’s not impossible. It’s only 

about thinking and setting things up.

I am on Twitter and on Instagram mainly. So don’t hesitate, if there are players with a 

handicap or not, if you have questions in relation to that, or if you have suggestions 

to improve everything that can be, because even if I cannot answer I will try my best 

to forward that. I believe that if we manage to gather the information and  spread 

them to the right people, it will allow us to improve things.
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ANY SUGGESTION?
Well it’s going to be a very personal suggestion, because it’s about someone that I 

like very much, because in fact, when I started playing Street Fighter in competition, 

I found a player who uses the same character as me, so Ken in Street Fighter 5, and 

he is blind. And I believe he’s really a great player, who has his own channel on Twitch. 

His name is BlindWarriorSven, he lives in the Netherlands. He also plays other games 

on his Twitch channel. It’s very interesting, and he’s a very pleasant person, so if you 

have the occasion to watch his streams, don’t hesitate!

A WORD TO CONCLUDE?
My speech is really focused on the accessibility of video games and really, what I 

would say is that you should not think it’s only about the others because disability 

can really concern everybody, and if it’s not when you were born or in any other case, 

it can really happen to everybody, so even if you’re not concerned, you need to talk 

about it, and you need to spread the message to as many people as possible and 

hope that things change. 
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1.  DEFINITIONS, USING THE OXFORD 
LEARNER’S DICTIONARY

It is useful to start with some definitions of the key terms we are using here.

Inclusion is defined as ‘the fact of including somebody/something; the fact of being 

included.’

Additionally the definition states: ‘the fact or policy of providing equal opportunities 

and resources for people who might otherwise not get them, for example people 

who are disabled or belong to minority groups.’

When dealing with gaming and esports, there are a number of stereotypes asso-

ciated with gamers and esports athletes,  some are covered in the FAQ sheet for this 

week, and others, for example with the unflattering image on the course sheet from 

an article projecting what a gamer may look like after 20 years of addictive playing.

FROM 2020 ARTICLE, RESEARCHERS REVEAL PROBABLE PICTURES 
OF FUTURE GAMERS AND IT LOOKS TERRIFYING
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2. ARE ALL STEREOTYPES BAD?
Let’s start with what is a stereotype? 

The definition states: ‘a fixed idea or image that many people have of a particular 

type of person or thing, but which is often not true in reality’ with these often rela-

ting to cultural, gender or racial factors. 

Consider, some people believe gamers are like the future gamer above, which most 

of us would probably find insulting. However, some people believe gamers are all 

geeky nerds, which some of us would probably find a bit of a compliment. 

You cannot be happy with one stereotype and unhappy with another. If esports are 

to be inclusive, they must be open and welcome to everyone, and that means not 

only appealing to people who fit a poorly constructed stereotype. (Check out the 

FAQ for this week for more information on stereotypes). 

3.  HOW DO WE ENSURE 
WE PROMOTE INCLUSION?

This will vary from country to country, and is set by the relative legislation in each 

nation. The United Kingdom introduced The Equality Act 2010 as a single piece of 

cross-cutting legislation, drawing together some 70 older laws relating to Gender 

Equality, Disability, Race Relations etc.

If you are going to understand the best way to make sure esports are conducted fair-

ly and inclusively in your country, you should always start with the legislation. 

What you will find is various organisations will help you summarise key legislation, for 

example, the University of Bristol Law School produced the infographic in the course 

sheet to explain how this UK piece of legislation identities 9 Protected Characteris-

tics. You will find similar helpful information following your own nation’s laws, often 

following the same principles and protections.
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2019 UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL LAW SCHOOL INFOGRAPHIC 
SETTING OUT THE PROTECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EQUALITY ACT 2010

When trying to understand equality legislation, keep in mind, unless it states 

otherwise, equality legislation applies to everyone equally. Under UK law, as a 44 

year old white gay man in a Civil Partnership, my age, ethnicity, sexuality, gender 

and relationship status, for example are as equally protected as a 83 year old Asian 

heterosexual woman who is married.

Only where the law states otherwise would this be different. For example, if I was 

disabled, and the 83 year old Asian woman was not disabled, then the protections 

under the law for disabilities only apply to me. They would only apply to the 83 year 

old Asian woman if she developed a disability.

There is an excellent, award winning video you can watch through the link on the 

Course Sheet https://vimeo.com/39804150 explaining how Equality and Diversity 

works under this UK law. 

https://vimeo.com/39804150
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Do not make the mistake with equality legislation of thinking providing for gender 

equality, for example, only applies to women. While a law may have been produced 

because gender inequality required (and still requires) addressing because women 

are at a disadvantage, the legislation usually seeks to harmonise rights, not raise 

those of a disadvantaged group at the expense of an advantaged group.

4.  HOW DO WE PROMOTE INCLUSION 
IN ESPORTS?

Esports exist in virtual environments as well as physical ones, and certainly in the 

virtual arena, you might ask, why does it matter? Take the example of a 2021 news 

story titled ‘Quad Gods: The world-class gamers who play with their mouths,’ relating 

to gamers and esports athletes who are quadriplegic, experience paralysis of all four 

limbs. These players are able to compete and win against those who do not live with 

their physical disability. As the gamer Nyree Stevens states: 

“People wouldn’t think that the person on the other side of the avatar is beating 

them by playing with their mouth.”

Why does it matter? Why has this project produced an Ethic Code in Esports? Why 

has this project examined in detail the means of creating esports centres? Because 

we know, online and in existing settings, there are issues of discrimination across a 

number of areas, including gender, race and sexuality. 

We want to do better. We want esports to be inclusive so no one is left out or feels 

gaming is not for them.

One last set of considerations, and one of the reasons life is so interesting!

An early aims of this project was the promotion of social bonding through students 

participating with the project and then applying this onwards to esports. Such social 

bonding must come from respecting each other’s opinions and approaches in both 

virtual and physical environments. 

During a 2018 presentation in Caen, Normandy I asked where we should start with 

respecting each other and I opened by paraphrasing the opening to Charles Dickens’ 

1850 novel David Copperfield: 

“What can I do to put you at ease? 

… I am born, I grow.  

… That’s really where we should start, don’t you think?”
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One key means of supporting social bonding and inclusion is finding points of com-

monality, because millennia of human civilisations, hundreds of years of conflicts 

then peace, and then more conflict, and decades of legislation around equality and 

inclusion show us all being human beings is not enough to make us want to get along. 

We have to find other points of commonality. 

It is also the case,  when we do seek friends or social groups, we do so with people si-

milar to us, or who share our beliefs, our interests, in many cases our geography etc. 

From this there surely is hope we can use gaming and from that esports as a means 

of drawing people together from very different places, beliefs etc. through virtual 

engagement as well as at esports conventions and tournaments. Again, making sure 

this begins with respecting each other as a basic starting point is vital.

5. CONTEXT IS KING

Alongside Social Bonding is the need to remember and respect context. My favou-

rite slide when teaching is my Context is King slide. It notes you cannot understand 

a situation unless you take some time to appreciate the context it arises in, meaning 

you cannot simply judge that situation based entirely on your own perceptions. You 

should consider what your reaction is based on what you understand of the person, 

the situation. For example, my slide shows Prince William announcing to the press 

the birth of a 3rd child, while a photograph of the same incident would suggest Wil-

liam is presenting a very different gesture to the media. 

This is something, for example, referred to in the guidance produced for interpre-

ting legislation such as The Equalities Act 2010 when dealing with discriminatory lan-
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guage. If what is said can be dealt with by asking the person to explain why they think 

that, perhaps you can use the discussion to explain to them why it was offensive and 

to perhaps alter their perception. Equally, and again depending on the context, the 

correct act may be to report what was said to the appropriate authority, your boss in 

the workplace, an adjudicator or referee in an esports tournament etc.

While documents like The Equalities Act 2010 are good pieces of legislation, they 

are subject to the most significant variable in the world, you and me! The wonderful, 

complex, inconsistent, irrational, human being! Just like social bonding and all other 

aspects of life, how we are understood and perceived is not entirely in our control. 

Each and every person will interpret what you say and what it means in their own 

individual way, and how they react is governed by the your very own individual set of 

beliefs and informed by individual experience.

1892 ‘WHICH ANIMALS ARE MOST LIKE EACH OTHER? RABBIT AND DUCK’ 
OCTOBER ISSUE FLIEGENDE BLÄTTER
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Take a look at the sheet at the drawing of a duck. Or is it a rabbit? Or is it a duck 

again? Arguable it is both, simultaneously, and we would need a whole other MOOC 

to consider the subject of post structuralism and semantics this drawing often fea-

tures in. For our purposes it is useful to remember if we want to have an inclusive 

environment for esports, as well as all other aspects of life, we have to appreciate 

difference and diversity not only in each other as human beings, but also in the way 

we use and interpret language, and how we experience shared events through our 

own very personal lived life experiences. 
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My name is Servane Fischer, and I’m 34 years old.

I’m in charge of esports for the association Women in Games France. I also work as an 

esports legal counsel for a video game publisher. During my free time, when I have 

some left, I cast a game called Valorant.

TELL US MORE ABOUT “WOMEN IN GAMES”!
Women in Games France is an association that promotes gender diversity in the en-

tire video game industry, not just esports. It was created by women who have been 

working in the video game industry for a long time, namely Audrey le Prince and 

Julie Chalmette. Created in 2017, this association conducts a lot of actions around 

improving the place of women in the video game industry and especially their repre-

sentativeness so as to double the number of women within 10 years in the industry. 

Within the association, we have the esports pole which was created almost at the 

same time: it’s just a department of the association which focuses more on improv-

ing and increasing the representation of women in esports.

As far as means of action are concerned, we have several options to increase gender 

diversity in the video game industry and in esports, including a section on training 

to help young women train, or to know what jobs they can do in the world of video 

games and esports.

We meet, because we know that networking is very important in video games, and 

even more so, I think, in esports, because it is developing, and esports is very new. 

We necessarily try to raise awareness on the subject of woman representation and 

the lack of women. Why is it so? What are the reasons behind the factors of this 

absence of women in the world of video games and esports? So, there’s this whole 

awareness and education thing too, because of course we have to show young wom-

en and young girls that they can be part of the world of esports. And mutual aid is 

fundamental of course, since we are also here to share information, advice, or job 

offers for instance.

WHAT IS WOMEN IN ESPORTS?
We created the Women in Esports incubator because there are really not enough 

female players at a semi-pro level; in esports, when we look at the professional level, 

there are very few of them; they represent a tiny part of all the players; yet, we know 

that half of players are female video game players; so, we wondered why? What are 

the obstacles to the integration of these women in esports? There are a lot of criteria 
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and a lot of reasons why there are still not enough women in esports. We wanted to 

focus on the issues of the lack of supervision and support, the lack of future pros-

pects for these women, and above all, perhaps, the problem of level in the game, as 

women are less involved and train less; they are less coached, and as a result, their 

level is impacted, so we wanted to work on this aspect by offering them individual 

personal coaching to help them understand what their weaknesses are and try to 

increase their technical skills in their favorite game.

Then we also help them to work on their image and their communication because it 

is important in esports to be able to communicate. It’s not enough to be an extreme-

ly good or talented player; you also have to have soft skills, as they say. We also go 

with them to events - unfortunately, during the covid pandemic, this was a little less 

possible - but we go with them to events so that they can train, take part in tourna-

ments - and these tournaments have been online for a year now - so that they can 

also develop teamwork, feel that they are actually supervised, and in an environment 

of benevolence.

It was very important for us to bring this spirit of kindness; so it’s a safe space for 

these players, where they can develop their full potential, and then we also give 

them access to things they wouldn’t normally have access to, especially sports or-

ganisations, which are quite open to testing them, to seeing what they are worth, 

to meeting them, and to answering their questions. So, they also have the chance 

to answer questions or ask them to a set of esports professionals, which also brings 

them a certain motivation and the drive to continue, to break through in esports, 

we hope, in the years to come. The other objective of this incubator is also to make 

these talented women who have great skills visible, to also create desire, to make 

these women role models for other women and young girls in the future, and to 

really fire them with the desire to go into esports, play, and compete. So this is also 

one of the important elements of this program; this visibility is important to make 

young women want to be a part of esports.

HOW ARE THE PLAYERS RECRUITED?
It’s simply a selection process. We make a call on social networks. I also look for tal-

ented young players in our networks whom we might have heard of, and (we rely on) 

their motivation, their background, and their level of course. We set minimum levels 

to access the incubator. In the first year, we had 5 spots for 5 individual League of 

Legends players; for the second year we had 4 spots for League of Legends players, 

4 spots for Rainbow Six edge players and now, for this third year, it’s still a secret; 

I can’t tell you. But yes, we are trying and doing everything we can to come back with 
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a third season and welcome new young women in this program. They fill out a small 

form at the beginning, simply about their motivation, their level, and their experi-

ence: have they already worked on a team? Have they already participated in compe-

titions? Afterwards, there are several interviews to see their motivation, to try to dig 

a little deeper into who they are, and what they do in for a living, what their goals in 

esports are, as it is very important for us to know that they have goals and that they 

have a drive, a desire to succeed. Of course, we also ask them to be as available as 

possible to participate in this program. We know that it is not always easy for these 

people who, apart from that, have a job or are studying. We need this availability so 

that they can fully benefit from the coaching. After these interviews, we can also 

have in-game tests, we’ll go and get VODs, get games that they’ve played and look 

at the mechanics a little bit. We are helped by our entire network and particularly our 

coaches who can watch and try to detect the potential of the candidates.

HOW ARE THE PLAYERS SUPPORTED?
Each player is assigned a personal and individual coach since we have chosen a one-

to-one system as we do not form a women’s team. We help each player to join a 

mixed team in the long run, and those who coach them are simply professionals from 

our network who have been lucky enough to be able to recruit people thanks to our 

contacts or ads that we also post on social networks. We select them for their seri-

ousness, for their commitment to gender diversity and they are all really happy to 

participate in this program and to help gender diversity. It is above all a commitment 

that is done with the heart.

We look at their experience: we were able to have coaches who had more or less 

experience, some of whom were professional players first, and then changed to be-

come coaches, and others who have always been coaches on the scene for a long 

time now. We were lucky to have two female coaches this year for example, which is 

very rare. It’s very hard to find female coaches; there are very few of them in the field 

at the moment compared to the number of coaches, so we were delighted to be able 

to welcome these two professional coaches, who have been on the scene for a while 

training professional players. They are real professionals in the coaching world.

ANY PLAYERS THAT STOOD OUT FOR YOU IN PARTICULAR? 
This year we had players who participated in the incubator who were particularly 

motivated and really impressive in the work they were able to produce; I’m think-

ing in particular of Cosmïc who is a 19 year old League of Legends player. She has 
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enormously progressed and reached the Master level on League of Legends;  she 

was able to join the Gaming campus in the Gaming Academy in Lyon, which is a pro-

gram where she will receive support for League of Legends. It’s a bit like an “es-

port-études”, or an esports school. She will be able to focus on improving her skills, 

and will also work on a team, so that one day, hopefully, she will be recruited by a 

professional organisation and become a real professional player. 

WHAT FEEDBACK DO YOU HAVE FROM THE PLAYERS?
They realize how lucky they are to be able to participate in this program and to have 

staff around them, who are here to help them, motivate them and surround them, so 

it provides them with great support. A very interesting element of the feedback we 

received concerning the incubator is that, at the beginning, the players were quite 

afraid of the image they could give as we make them do a lot of videos and photos. 

They put themselves forward to explain their background and their personality. They 

were a little bit afraid to do this exercise since they are not used to it; they were 

a little bit afraid of what people would say, especially on social networks since we 

know that twitter can react violently on the content that can be published. They 

were very well accepted and received a lot of support on social networks. I think 

they have unlocked something in communities which felt proud to have this type 

of person in their midst; it also really reassured a lot of young women by showing 

them that when they have the proper entourage and when they are correctly guid-

ed, everything goes well for them.

WHAT IS YOUR POLICY REGARDING GENDER DIVERSITY?
We support all actions that aim at putting women forward and we find that actions 

led around women’s tournaments, or women’s teams - all-female teams - are nec-

essary to put women forward and change mentalities. For our part, we made the 

choice to go immediately in favour of mixity because we think that the full-female 

models are models that must be used in the short term and must not be an end in it-

self. We are a little worried about a long term split between the male and the female 

sports scene. That’s why we decided to start with mixity and it goes very well. We 

manage to participate in tournaments and try-outs with mixed teams, and to bring 

up a lot of mixity too when we cast competitions. We manage to have mixed pairs 

involved in the commentary of competitions. Our main objective with the incubator, 

and all the actions we can take in general, is to inspire people and other associations, 

communities, organizations, and companies, i.e. the whole esports industry so that 

they can create or invent such initiatives, whether they are all-female or mixed. If 
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more and more actions putting women forward are taken, woman representative-

ness will increase, and more women will become esports players, especially at a pro-

fessional level.

DO YOU HAVE A MESSAGE TO THOSE WHO ARE STILL UNFA-
MILIAR WITH ESPORTS?
At Women in Games esports, we would like to bring the message to all those who do 

not know esport well and who do not really know if it is something serious. Indeed, 

we would like to bring credibility to esports as it is not a new practise at all, and has 

recently raised its level of professionalism. We intend to show that esports can be 

considered as a true leisure activity as sport or art can be, but that it can also accept 

guidelines. There is no need to worry. I am thinking here about parents who see their 

children behind their computer playing a lot. There are codes, but there is also a pos-

sible framework, so that you should not be afraid of this practice, whether it is as a 

hobby or perhaps professional for some lucky  esports players. We would also really 

like to show that esports represents a golden opportunity to provide a welcoming 

environment, especially for women, people with disabilities, all minorities and oth-

ers. It constitutes the ideal showcase for the diversity of our world. It can really be a 

world, a place, which brings us all together.

ANY PEOPLE WE NEED TO FOLLOW?
If I had to give a name of a person to follow in esports to help you understand a little 

bit more what esports is and how it works, I would give the name of Laure Valée who 

is an extraordinary esports journalist, who has also been able to popularize what is 

happening there and who also has hyper-developed expertise of esports. She speaks 

very well, she explains things well, and she is quite accessible even if we do not know 

esports. I invite you to follow her on Twitter because she interviews a lot of players 

from the esport scene for example; it’s very interesting. She does it in French and 

English, and then we can also find her as a Host, therefore a host on the sets of some 

official League of Legends competitions and it’s quite impressive to see. So this is a 

person that I would really recommend to follow. A second person would be Kayane, 

who is very well known in the esports industry as well for being a big Versus Fight-

ing player since she was very young; she has an incredible background, and she is a 

person who does a lot for the world of Versus and the world of esports in general.
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HOW CAN WE SUPPORT YOU?
Quite simply; we have a site womeningamesfrance.org, where you can be informed 

of all of our actions. You can join us as a member; there is a small form to fill out to 

register; you also have a link on the site to make donations for the association; since 

we are non-profit, we need donations to function. If you are a company and you want 

to become a partner of Women in Games France, you are also welcome. You can also 

follow all the actions of the incubator, perhaps follow the next season as well or the 

tournaments that we organise; if you want to participate, you are welcome; it is open 

to everyone!

A WORD TO CONCLUDE?
So the last word would be for all the people who have a project in esports, who want 

to do something in esports and who do not dare to do so. Know that you must try; 

we believe in our projects. At the beginning, we were very afraid to give it a try with 

the very few resources that we had, but the ultimate strength of esports today is 

that we have a very united community, people who are there to help and support 

you or give you advice. So if you have a project that supports some cause or that 

helps developing esports, don’t hesitate to give it a try, no matter how small it is. You 

can succeed! do not be afraid!

Esports is really an amazing field, an amazing playground and there are a lot of peo-

ple to help you out.
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My name is Vincent Blanchard. I am 37 years old and I am the co-founder and sec-

retary general of an association called Silver Geek. Silver Geek is an association that 

fights against the social isolation of the elderly, and that fights against the digital 

exclusion of the elderly while developing the intergenerational link by using video 

games. We organize fun digital workshops that are led by young volunteers complet-

ing their civilian service in senior structures and, on the other hand, our specificity is 

that we also organize esports competitions between teams of elderly people. So the 

story of Silver Geek started in 2014: it’s a group of company associations and com-

munities in the former Poitou-Charentes which thought about an innovative solution 

to meet two prevalent societal challenges in our territory: on the one hand, an aging 

population, i.e. to what extent can we age well? How do we support senior citizens in 

our territories as best as we can? On the other hand, we have the problems of digital 

inclusion. This group of actors therefore thought about a new way to address the 

problems of senior citizens’ isolation and digital exclusion by relying on all the fun 

uses of digital technology, and in particular on video games.

WHAT COMPETITION DO YOU ORGANIZE?
The esports competition that we organize is called “les Trophées des seniors” (“The 

Seniors Trophies”) and the idea comes from Futurolan, an association which has 

been organizing the Gamers Assembly for nearly 20 years or more in Poitiers and 

which was involved in the project from the start as part of the collective. They joined 

common reflexion to set up the project, and thus embarked on this opportunity to 

present teams of senior citizens in a competition on the Wii Bowling game, which is 

really the specificity of the Silver Geek since seniors will play and be encouraged by 

hundreds or even thousands of people in the arenas of Poitiers. This is a real time of 

celebration for all the project stakeholders. It generates commitment and motiva-

tion, both for the seniors and for the young people who participate in the project, 

and this is a very important element proving the social utility of Silver Geek.
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IN WHICH EVENTS DO YOU PROPOSE THE SENIORS TROPHY?
We started at the Gamers Assembly and we tested our concept for the first time 

during another event at the Paris Games Week on the invitation of the S.E.L.L, with 

whom we became partners for 3 years. Let me share a particular memory of the 

competition, i.e. the prefiguration of a French Silver Geek Cup that we organized at 

the latest Paris Games Week in 2019. We brought four teams of seniors with us to 

the Paris Games Week and organised a VIP visit of the show before the competition. 

The seniors were thus able to test games they had never tried before. We have me-

morable memories of the testing sessions we did in the Nintendo, Ubisoft or Xbox 

booths, and it was really a very warm and friendly time for what we call the Silver 

Geek community which gathers both the members of the association but also and 

above all the senior beneficiaries and the young people who are mobilized for these 

actions all year long with us.

HOW IS THIS TYPE OF COMPETITION ORGANIZED?
It is true that it is not the kind of public that spontaneously shows up to participate 

in this type of event and this type of competition. This is where the two pillars of the 

association, the two modalities of action of the association that are the workshops 

and the competitions, take all their meaning. Indeed, these fun digital workshops, 

which will be facilitated for 6 to 8 months on a weekly basis, will gradually become 

training grounds for the competitions that we will organize in major events, such 

as the Gamers Assembly, the Paris Games Week, the Dreamhack, and the Stunfest 

where we will be present this year. In terms of organization, it of course requires 

anticipation and preparation because the seniors will generally be accompanied by 

the staff of the structures in which we intervene - mostly facilitators. Whether it is 

in senior homes or in social centers for example, with which we also work, there will 

always be a staff member from the partner structure who will go with the seniors; 

sometimes, some will be accompanied by their relatives too. The events often welco-

me families, children often come with their parents, and it is true that grandparents 

are rarely seen in this type of event; it is really through the «co-construction» of the 

project with the organizers of the event that everything comes into place, and gene-

rally the organizers work hard to welcome our seniors as best they can.
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WHAT IS THE AVERAGE AGE OF THE PARTICIPANTS?
According to our latest season’s figures, the 2019-2020 season, more than half of 

the participants in our console workshops were over 80 years old. For the tablet 

section of our workshops, as we also offer activities on tablets, more than a third 

of seniors are over 80 years old. Overall, 75% of beneficiaries are over 70 years old.

WHAT GAMES DO WE PLAY?
The Senior Trophy is historically played on Wii Sport Bowling, which is a game that 

works very well with seniors for a certain number of reasons: it’s a game for which 

they know the rules; it’s a game where the rhythm is adapted to the elderly; it’s a 

game that allows them to move, so there is a form of physical activity adapted for 

seniors, and finally we chose this game because when we thought about creating 

Silver Geek, we were of course interested in what was already being done in relation 

to video games and seniors, and we had seen that there were already a whole bunch 

of studies that had been carried out internationally, which showed the positive im-

pacts of what we call «exergaming», games based on movement, on this population. 

That’s why we chose this game and it’s true that it allows us to reach seniors, young 

seniors, as well as very old seniors since the oldest participant in our competitions is 

95 years old! So we really reach all seniors, whatever their level of dependence is. We 

have competition winners at the Gamers Assembly; we had a team that was over 90 

years old with a lady who played with her walker on stage and a man who was visually 

impaired. So it’s really a game that is very inclusive and works very well with this kind 

of audience.

ON WHAT CRITERIA IS A GAME CHOSEN?
What motivates the choice of a game is how easy it is for the elderly to learn and use. 

What is very important in our logic of digital inclusion of seniors is not jeopardize 

people’s success with the tools. We have chosen to make the tools playful, precisely 

to demystify them and to ensure that the elderly are not afraid of using a controller 

or a tablet, or of breaking the tool. We are very careful about the complexity of the 

games and the time it takes to learn and appropriate the games we offer to our se-

niors alongside the traditional Wii Bowling game.
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NEW GAMES COMING SOON? 
For the last 3 years, we have been developing a partnership with the S.E.L.L., the 

Syndicat des Éditeurs de Logiciels de Loisirs. It started with an invitation to the Paris 

Games Week and for the last year or two, the S.E.L. L has been helping us to reach 

out to its members, and so we have several experiments in progress with a certain 

number of publishers to test new games and new platforms, but we are really adop-

ting an experimentation approach where we are going to test, evaluate, model, and 

then perpetuate and spread what we do in the different territories where we are 

present; together, we have chosen not to communicate on the announcements but 

only on the results, so we cannot expand for the moment on the publishers with 

whom we are working.

A TOURNAMENT MEMORY?
I’m thinking of a player who particularly struck me; his name is Bernard, 95 years 

old, and he is a member of the Poitiers CCS team that won the first Coupe de France 

that we organized at the Paris Games Week and who had partnered up with André, 

67 years old; so we had both the youngest and the oldest of our participants on the 

same team. They faced Maria and Jean-Claude in the final of this French Cup, both in 

wheelchairs, one of them with AMD, a sight problem, which did not prevent her from 

being an excellent competitor and it was a very tough final. I remember Bernard’s 

composure when he made 3 strikes with his last ball to give his team the victory and 

again, it was a really memorable moment.

WHAT MESSAGE WOULD YOU LIKE TO PASS ON TO PEOPLE 
WHO ARE SCEPTICAL?
The message we would like to pass on to people who are sceptical about esports is 

that it is really an inclusive practice and that competition does not necessarily mean 

performance; whatever our connection with esports is, the important thing is to 

share a convivial moment and to remain in a benevolent mindset; in other words, 

we celebrate the winners a little more of course, because the public will applaud the 

winners of the matches obviously, but, during the events, the public also applauds 

the losers; all participants are really rewarded and live a really exceptional moment. 

So the message I would like to pass on is to leave the clichés according to which 

competitors do not always show respect behind. This is the kind of things we can 
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hear, especially in the representations that adults and older people have about this 

universe. Silver Geek makes the evolution of the representations the young have of 

the elder, and the elder of the young possible, and it is only by mixing these publics, 

by making the seniors share the universe of the young, that we will be able to change 

mentalities, the representations that the ones have of the others.

YOUR VIEW ON INCLUSION IN ESPORT ?
What comes to my mind when talking about inclusion in esport is all the variety of 

initiatives that we have discovered because basically the founders of Silver Geek are 

not actors in the esport ecosystem and by getting into this field, we have discovered 

actors like CapGame, Women in games or Handigamer. We can see there is a whole 

lot of associations which make esport active in every class of the population. The 

actors in the industry have made a lot of efforts notably on the accessibility issues, 

whether it is the accessibility of the games or esport events, so things are moving 

forward from that perspective, and the fact that we are bringing a different type of 

public still challenges those actors to take account of the specificities of these new 

gamers who have the right to play as any other type of person.

ANY SUGGESTION OF PEOPLE TO FOLLOW ?
There is one person, a great personage that I met a bit more than a year ago, whose 

name is Mijo. She is a 77-year-old elderly gamer who claims herself as such and contac-

ted us about a hotline project for elderly gamers since when she is struggling on a 

game she uses tutorials on the Internet but does not always understand the type of 

language they use, and the pace is too fast for her to follow and really implement 

what she hears or sees. And when joining forums she has often been disrespected 

so she went to us with that project, and gradually we started working together on a 

Youtube channel project of which she’ll be the main character and presenter. I really 

recommend everybody to go and discover her on social networks. You just have to 

search for Mijo and you’ll get to her.
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HOW CAN WE SUPPORT YOU ?
So as to help us you may visit our website and make a donation to the association, 

there is a donation form to do so. Then we are thinking, and maybe we are not totally 

organized to do so yet, but perhaps equipment donations, like consoles that are not 

used any longer and might be of interest to us, so we are thinking about setting up 

such actions, because we are so lucky as to inspire sympathy and enthusiasm from a 

whole lot of people who all want to help as they can. So little by little we are trying 

to set up different channels to be able to get that support. But you see, only a “like”, 

a subscription to our Youtube channel, or on our accounts on social networks, all that 

is already an interesting first step for us.

A WORD TO CONCLUDE ?
What we would like for the future esport industry and video game industry in ge-

neral is really to see elderly gamers taken into account, notably in the design and 

pace of the games. The performance in games is still too much linked to speed and 

reflexes which as such exclude quite a number of players, notably elderly players. My 

dream would be that we could precisely set up that kind of elements so as to be able 

to adapt the pace to elderly people, even though the most skillful ones are doing 

really well on standard settings, for there is still a whole lot of players for whom the 

step is a bit high when it comes to discover a new game which is often based on so-

mething very speedy and lively and sometimes not obviously adapted.
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Hello, my name is Theo Jordan, I’m 25 and I am the chairman of Rebird Esport, which 

is a team that aims at promoting diversity and inclusion in the esport industry. So it’s 

a team made of players with a disability. We aim at showing that in spite of our diffi-

culties we can reach the professional level. I founded this organization in September 

2019, after another company, Hitclick, that I had founded with my father-in-law, Da-

vid Combarieu, in order to manufacture video game controllers adapted to disabled 

persons. We had done so because there was no other solution to play again, as I am 

quadriplegic, after an accident when diving in a swimming-pool which paralyzed my 

lower-limbs and also my fingers. So I could not play any longer. Gradually, we created 

controllers adapted to a lot of different disabilities, and we realized that there were 

players who managed to reach a very high level and were looking for an organization 

that could adapt to their disability and needs, but there wasn’t any. So we founded Re-

bird. Rebird today is a team made of about 15 players, both able-bodied and disabled, 

so mixed teams so as to promote inclusion on different games. We travel through 

France and Europe to compete and show we are able to get a very good level.

HOW DOES REBIRD WORK?
It works like a sports team : we have to search for sponsors, to enable the organiza-

tion to live and offer players the necessary comfort in terms of equipment, transpor-

tation, and training, because in the background there are training sessions, coaching, 

equipment to play with, and to be able to stream and show what we do live, how we 

play, how we train, how we manage to overcome our disabilities in the esport field. 

Rebird is now composed of 15 players with completely different disabilities: some 

people are quadriplegic, others are hemiplegic, some can only play with one hand, 

others have multiple sclerosis, or visual impairment. We have some players who can 

almost only move their heads and a few fingers. We try to show about all the existing 

types of visible and invisible disabilities, and show that in spite of that we can reach 

the professional level. It implies a team spirit. Because of the pandemic, and because 

there are fewer onsite LAN, what we’re trying to do is to show what we’re able to do, 

the training sessions and also to talk about the community, make people aware of 

disabilities because it’s really the aim of our team, thanks to live broadcast on Twitch.

 

WHICH GAMES DO REBIRD TEAMS PLAY?
In Rebird, we have about 15 players on different games such as FIFA or Hearthstone. 

We also play versus fighting on Soul Calibur, Tekken, or Smash Bros. We now also 

have a Fortnite trio, which is a mixed trio, with both able-bodied and disabled people. 

There are also our Rocket League and Call of duty teams. All those people stream on 

Twitch too, in order to show what they’re able to do.
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WHAT ABOUT THE RECRUITMENT OF PLAYERS ?
As a first step, we have to decide on which game we want to open. What are the 

games which will be the most present in the years to come, that kind of things. Then 

we make announcements on social networks, on our different media to ask the com-

munity to find players or people who would potentially be interested in turning pro. 

After that we examine the applications that we get, the track records of the differ-

ent players in competition or not, or their level. We organize training sessions with 

the team or with the coaches we have, so as to be able to check their level and if we 

see there is a real potential, he or she starts getting into the team and training. From 

then on, we announce them and get them into the new tournaments and competi-

tions. We also examine, in any case, the applications of all the players coming to us 

and saying: “well I have such and such disability, and I’d like to turn pro, but I can’t 

find any adapted organization.” According to that, we may be drawn to open onto 

new games.

WHAT ABOUT THE COACHES?
For the coaches it’s exactly the same, that is to say once we see we’re going to open 

onto a new game, we start looking for experienced coaches. There are generally 

former esport players who have been on the professional stage, and to whom we 

ask to come and have trials with us. They are not obviously only coaches specialized 

in video game training. There are also mental coaches, or sports coaches. Actually it’s 

pretty varied. We ask and organize recruitment sessions, we make tests to see how 

it is going, if there is a good feeling between the coach and the players, if they are 

regular and how it’s working. 

WHAT ABOUT TRAINING SESSIONS AT REBIRD?
The training sessions much depend on each player. We also adapt to the needs relat-

ed to the players’ disabilities, because some disabilities are heavier and make them 

easily tired more than other players. The players have training sessions with the 

coaches, and individual training sessions too, plus stream sessions. Between 4 and 

5 hours training per day overall, stream included, during the whole week. We don’t 

want to do more than that, so that the players have time to relax, do other things, do 

not get tired of their passion and do other things apart from gaming.
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HAVE SOME PLAYERS IMPRESSED YOU PARTICULARLY?
Well we’re rather proud of the achievements by Menton TV lately. Menton is a player 

with only one hand, so with a paralyzed arm and then playing with his chin. He start-

ed at first as a streamer with us, making videos. Afterwards he really went for it and 

wanted us to open a Fortnite team, his favorite game. So we created this first mixed 

team with both able-bodied and disabled players, which works really well, and thanks 

to that they have been able to make great achievements at FNCS (Fortnite Champi-

on series). They have been able to play with Top European players like Xsweeze and 

MCES team. They surpass themselves more and more to do really great things. They 

are passionate people always eager to show that they are always able to go further 

still and do great things, so I’m really happy to be able to help them, work with them 

to show what they can do.

ANY NEW GAME COMING SOON?
Now we are opening two new teams: a Rocket League team and a Call of Duty team, 

notably Call Of Duty: Warzone and on multiplayer mode, which will both be mixed 

ability teams. We have to see what game will be successful in esport in the future, 

what game will be willing to evolve. I would really like us to play League of Legends. 

At the beginning, we had stayed with more accessible games like Versus Fighting, 

FIFA and strategic games like Hearthstone. Then we made it through FPS, which is 

much more complicated for people with a disability, and we’re doing great with the 

Fortnite team and the Call of Duty team. 

WHAT ARE THE DIFFICULTIES IN TERMS OF ACCESSIBILITY?
An FPS, like fortnite or Warzone, requires performance speed on the different keys, 

and in relation to the number of keys, whether it is a keyboard or a controller, never 

mind. These are games which are more difficult to adapt to disabled people, and yet 

we’re making it happen. We have quadriplegic players who play Warzone with their 

mouth, or players who play with only one hand. But those are games that are more 

difficult to handle, when for instance you start playing this game with a disability. 

For example with this controller, that I adapted for myself, I can play almost all the 

games, except the FPS. For FPS, I have to add on this controller an articulated arm 

with some keys that I put on my chin, and also other keys that I’ll place at the level of 

my elbow so as to be be more reactive. Because it all requires a bigger responsive-

ness, and also more accessible keys. So since I can’t use my fingers I have to find other 

means to be as efficient on the games. 
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Esport is still a young field and has much progress to make in terms of inclusive-

ness and adaptation to disabilities. For example, when we went to LAN, there were 

many spaces that were absolutely not adapted to go around with a wheelchair, for 

instance, or for a blind person. So that’s a work, a fight that we must lead so as to 

make those places accessible for all. We have players that qualify for finals, but the 

finals take place on a broad stage, and the stage is not accessible for wheelchairs. 

Then there is also the problem of how people see disability in esport, and teams 

must accept to get disabled players into their teams. It is a real asset to have dis-

abled players, we choose them because they’re good. Of course it entails physical 

constraints, because we have players who need some logistics to move, so we’ll need 

a person to accompany us, some medical staff, and a car to transport the disabled 

player. We’ll also have to rent some medical equipment, rent an extra room for the 

medical staff, and adapt either the controllers or the equipment. So it means extra 

costs. That is why some teams are reluctant to take on disabled players, because its 

costs them more than an able-bodied player. It is important that mentalities should 

change, and that is what we’re trying to do, to show that indeed it is an extra cost, 

but is is less important than the quality of the player. 

HOW ARE THINGS EVOLVING?
We can see that mentalities are changing, and we can see some work is being done, 

notably at the level of the LAN. We can also see that even among video game pub-

lishers, people are starting to work on the situation, on how to adapt video games 

to different types of disabilities. The LAN do take that into account, even though it is 

still minimal, but yes, mentalities are changing and evolving.

ANY MESSAGE FOR THE SCEPTICAL? 
It is really the only field, among all the existing sports, in which, whether you are a 

man or a woman, or a disabled person, everybody plays in the same professional 

circuit and side by side. That is really good and it’s the power of esport: inclusiveness. 

We often hear in the media that video games are harmful, that they can make players 

violent, and so on. Now we have studies which prove them wrong, and that video 

games have positive aspects for the brain, that they improve our responsiveness, 

our physical and also intellectual abilities. I can see it, when I see my players coming 

out of a training session and exhausted, because it required huge concentration and 

work. I believe esport is a real discipline, with a great future lying ahead, and which 

is extremely inclusive.
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ANY SUGGESTION ABOUT PEOPLE TO FOLLOW?
There are great associations like E-quals, Capgame, Handigamer, Be Player One, 

Silver Geek and many others. There are also great video makers working on video 

games and disability, showing that they are complementary, like Flavien Just One 

Hand. You also have super streamers, like Five TV, Menton TV, and Sans les mains 

too, who are really good streamers. They do great things and I definitely advise you 

to go and see those.

HOW TO SUPPORT YOU?
The best way is to follow us on social media, notably Twitter, Instagram or Facebook, 

because this is how we can gain influence, and it’s very important that we should get 

famous in order to get sponsors and support our players, and take our adventure as 

far as possible. Also do come and see what we do on Youtube and Twitch. We have a 

Twitch channel where we do live shows, several lives a day, all week long, on differ-

ent games with different types of disabled people. You’ll discover different worlds, 

different ways of playing and team members, and you’ll see how they train and what 

their level is. It’s a huge support to us, we really enjoy it, and I think it’s the best way 

to help us.

A WORD TO CONCLUDE?
To conclude I believe what is important is to be able to reach your objectives and fulfil 

your dreams. Don’t be scared, go for it. Whether it is to start a company that matters 

to you, an association, or become a professional player, get onto Youtube, become a 

video maker, a streamer, or whatever it is. I believe the most important is to go for it, 

to try hard to reach your targets and afterwards it’s nothing but happiness.
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INTRODUCTION
At present and as a result of the technological advance, new practices of leisure oc-

cupation in society are beginning to appear as a result of this advance. The global 

community is immersed in a process of change in which physical limitations are be-

ginning to be overcome thanks to the technological implementation in the day-to-

day life of the human being.

One of the fields that is starting to experience changes at a dizzying rate is the so-

called «video game industry». In its beginnings, this industrial area was based on 

the individual experience of the player as a mere activity with which to occupy his 

or her free time. However, thanks to the widespread appearance of the Internet in 

homes in the 1990s, this relationship changed in such a way that the concept of the 

«network player» appeared (Lafrance, 2003), bringing a series of advantages which 

were unknown until then, and which led to a change in the gaming experience. To-

day, this experience is based on the so-called multiplayer modes in which the person 

without having to leave his or her home can interact with others, share equipment, 

play games, exchange messages, etc. 

As a result of this profound change in the virtual entertainment industry, what is now 

known as «esports» began to emerge, adding a competitive aspect to video games. 

The growth of this field, in recent years, has been such that a whole underworld has 

developed in the form of virtual leagues, event promotion and marketing companies 

around video games and professional teams. In fact, the expansion and economic im-

pact has been so great that a debate has opened up in society as to whether esports 

can be considered a sport.

Traditionally, sport has been granted to that motor activity with a competitive cha-

racter which is characterised by a great deal of clear regulation and which was pro-

tected under the halo of an association or federation. However, following the pro-

posal made by Wagner (2006), with the emergence of electronic games and their 

economic boost, it is necessary to redefine the term sport, emphasizing the elimina-

tion of the motor section. Thus, sport can now be understood as:

«Cultural field or activity in which there is a voluntary exchange with another person or 

persons with the conscious intention of developing and training skills of cultural impor-

tance and comparing themselves at the level of these skills according to a regulation 

and without the deliberate intention of causing harm to the person with whom they 

interact». 
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Following this definition, esports would fall into the category and could be consi-

dered as a sport because, besides the simple fact of virtual interaction, there are a 

series of factors that involve it within this consideration such as: cultural and social 

interaction, following rules established by the developers of the video games or the 

promoters of events, leagues or federations, require skills mainly of a cognitive na-

ture and fine motor skills which will be compared with the opponents and are prac-

ticed by a multitude of people.

Currently, there is a general lack, worldwide, of federations or associations that 

preserve the values and essence of esports. Therefore, and in view of the growing 

social demand and the great influence of electronic games, it is necessary to draw 

up a code of ethical conduct aimed at both competitive players and managers to 

ensure the proper development of the values and aims of esports for those people, 

especially children and teenagers, who practice this activity in their free time. Ensu-

ring the inclusion of the social and ethical aspect of electronic games will follow the 

guidelines set by the traditional sports federations which have ethical codes at an 

institutional level to ensure good practice during the competitive development of 

their discipline.

OBJECTIVES
The following objectives are derived from the elaboration and compliance with this 

code of ethics:

• To establish a framework of conduct in the competitive field of esports focused 

on sporting values, fair play, comradeship and social inclusion.

• To serve as a reference for future practitioners by preserving the above-men-

tioned values over time.

• To categorise those types of electronic games which, due to their structure and 

format centred on violence, racism, unsportsmanlike behaviour or others, are 

not in line with the original values of sport.

• To categorise those typologies of electronic games that are considered suitable 

for the achievement of appropriate values.
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ETHIC CODE
The esports will be considered as ethically responsible based on the possibility of 

achieving the different aspects of the following code of ethics: 

SPORTSMANSHIP IN ESPORTS
Sportsmanship is understood as a principle of positive conduct based on respect for 

established rules and for the competent authorities in charge of moderating the 

different sports practices, respect and understanding of differences with colleagues 

and rivals. So-called sporting behaviour arises from sportsmanship. For example, af-

ter winning a match the winners encourage their teammates of the opposite team 

or know how to handle a defeat respecting the members of the opposite team and 

the team itself. 

INTEGRITY IN ACTIONS
All actions of people involved in sport must be characterised by maintaining beha-

viour based on good faith and honesty. In the sporting environment, fair play is the 

basis of confidence in the game and any form of alteration of the normal course of a 

sporting competition may constitute fraud. 

REJECTION OF AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOUR
All conduct which is intended to harm either physically or mentally an opponent, 

teammate, coach, referee or members of the public either during or outside the 

competition will be rejected and penalised by internal rules.

REJECTION OF SEXIST OR MARGINALISED BEHAVIOUR
In a plural and tolerant society, those behaviours that aim at segregation on the 

grounds of gender, ethnicity, disability, ideology or religion through the use of diffe-

rent means of communication (verbal, written, online, etc.) towards any participant 

in the competitive activity will be rejected and penalised by the rules and regulations 

or competent body with the stipulated measures.
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COOPERATION IN THE ACHIEVEMENT 
OF COMMON OBJECTIVES

Electronic games have a great potential in terms of cooperative and collaborative 

work due to the very nature of competitive games (games with stable teams, charac-

ters with a certain role in the game, with a specific function or characteristic, etc.). 

One of the main objectives of regulated competitions in esports should be the pro-

motion of teamwork towards the achievement of victory. This competitiveness must 

be worked from the teams in a competitiveness towards the respect of the oppo-

nent.

SOCIAL INCLUSION
Electronic games remove various limitations that motor sports have been experien-

cing, such as: the possibility of physically disabled players to participate under the 

same conditions as those without physical limitations, the ability to be able to com-

pete virtually by eliminating border restrictions or large movements, the inclusion of 

women in traditionally competitive teams under equal regulatory conditions, etc. es-

ports must promote, as far as possible, the inclusion of those sectors of society with 

a greater risk of social exclusion, taking advantage of the characteristics of electronic 

games in order to achieve greater inclusion and integration of these social groups, 

using competition as a space for recognition.

EQUALITY IN TECHNOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Equity in sports practice is a reference value in motor sports. In the field of electronic 

games, this equity must be built around the same playing experience for all team 

members. Therefore, as the main material, the organization of the different events 

must provide the members with the necessary technological resources to guarantee 

a quality experience at the same level as the rest of the components of the same 

team and the opposing team.

On the other hand, as far as the characteristics of the game itself are concerned, 

no alterations will be allowed in the game’s commands that help or facilitate the 

player’s work by giving him an advantage over his opponents beyond those stipu-

lated at the organisational and regulatory level.
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ON THE LICENSING OF LANGUAGE IN ELECTRONIC GAMES
The different electronic games have a fundamental aspect, which is the interaction 

between the participants. This interaction can be mediated in three ways: without 

language, with set or prescribed sentences or with open language. 

It will be fundamental that in this type of games, language licenses are taken into ac-

count where the use of inappropriate language between participants is not allowed, 

and sanctions may be imposed in the case of using this form of dialogue both orally 

and in writing.

PROMOTING RESPONSIBILITY IN PRACTICE
Nowadays, the practice of electronic games is carried out by a large number of 

children and adolescents. For this very reason, clubs should encourage responsible 

and moderate practice of these games to avoid vicious behaviour. The professional 

players themselves must become social references and examples in which these ado-

lescents will have as a reference for their behaviour.

ESPORTS CLASSIFICATION
In order to ensure the promotion of values by esports, a categorisation is proposed 

below in terms of the promotion and educational potential that they can have on 

youth:

• Educational games. These are games based on values such as self-improvement, 

teamwork, sportsmanship, companionship, solidarity and tolerance. In these ga-

mes there is no predominance of violence, although certain actions can be used 

to overcome the opponent, which do not involve aggressive verbalization or the 

presence of pixels in the form of blood. Some of these games are: Heart Stone, 

Zelda or Mario Kart.

• Games aimed at leisure with a possible orientation towards educational values. 

They are games in which the innate aim is not to promote educational values, 

but that, by the very organization of them, it would be possible to obtain edu-

cational values depending on the objective that the player has. Some games be-

longing to this category are: Clash Royale, League of Legend, Gifted, World of 

Warcraft or Minecraft.
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• Games aimed at leisure with transmission of negative values. These are games 

in which the presence of acts of attack, verbal language or actions are not consi-

dered appropriate for the transmission of educational values. Some of these ga-

mes may be: Fortnite, Call of Duty or Counter Strike.

• Sports games. These are games based on traditional motor sports. The main 

ones are the following: Fifa, Pro Evoltion Soccer ,NBA,Formula 1, etc. Within this 

category there would be no place for those sports based on combat with explicit 

acts of bloodshed or verbalization of insults or inappropriate language.

CONCLUSION
Esports can be considered as sports as long as they meet a series of criteria that 

mainly refer to the promotion of positive values that can be included in traditional 

sports activities. Although the physical component is small compared to most sports 

activities.

But, the most important thing within any sport activity is the work of aspects that 

can be useful for people in their current and future development. It could be worked 

with this type of sports if it is properly oriented like in any other sport. For this it’s 

important classify and understanding, as well as adapting it to the age of the partici-

pants. Esport does not educate by itself, but well done, with an adequate methodo-

logy, if it can promote positive values. 
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Welcome to the third week “Physical and digital environment for esports”!

In this week we are going to develop some tasks. Here you have some examples.

One of them is “digital environment”. In this task, we are going to analyse through a 

video-tutorial some examples of tools for studying and gaming. For example, Discord 

or Moodle.

Another task is “physical environment”. In this activity we are going to know the acade-

mic analysis conducted by an expert, Colin from Wrexham University, in Wales, who is 

going to share with us the experience of different students who have been studing for 

three years this concept. We are going to know examples of different environments 

and if it would be better to create, to build a new building for esport or if it would be 

much better to regenerate a building which is already built.

Another task is training. In this activity an expert in training, a coach called Ricardo 

Morán from Murcia University, is going to talk about perception and training fatigue 

with an analysis from scientific evidence but from that we’re going to have infogra-

phics about perceptual and physical skills for esport gamers.

And finally, we are going to know the opinion of an expert about training and physical 

activity.



Digital environments

Common digital tools 
between esport and education ...........p.118
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In this section we talk about tools that students can use for both gaming and stu-

dying. Gaming is a hobby for everyone, even for students. Directly, game developers 

and school institutions such as universities have quite little in common. As community 

members of both, gaming communities and study communities, students may be able 

to use similar tools for gaming and studying. These tools will here be categorized into 

peripherals and software. It is possible to study gaming and habits of your opponents 

with different analytics tools, but our way of studying refers to more traditional stu-

dies.

Especially PC-gamers have specified equipment they use to play their games. A wire-

less mouse and a mechanical ten keyless keyboard are tools that work well in study re-

lated matters. They are simply more convenient to use. Gaming monitors with higher 

refresh rates ensure that your eyes are not as easily fatigued. Gaming laptops are also 

increasing in popularity and if the laptop has power to run modern games, then it most 

likely has the power to run study related software as well.

In-game analysis tools are more common nowadays than they were a few years ago. 

Still there is a chance that someone uses Microsoft Excel to track and analyze the data 

from in-game. Excel has become slightly less used as some games, such as League of 

Legends, offer an analysis tool within the game client. For some item-builds and other 

type of data tracking, Excel can still be very valuable. According to our students, there 

are some Excel users for card-games, such as Hearthstone. Also Excel spreadsheets are 

used in World of Warcraft for anything you can imagine, for example searching specific 

gear combinations. Microsoft Excel is a commonly used tool in studying and can be 

used in various cases for example tracking hours used for study related projects or for 

accounting.

Communication is important in competitive video games as well as in studying as you 

have to work as a team for a common goal. It is possible to communicate by writing 

or by speaking. Discord can be regarded as a platform for different communities and 

at least in our case in our university there is a unified community for both gaming 

and studying. Via Discord, students can communicate in written form or by joining a 

voice-channel for discussion. Even if Discord is not an official tool for communication 

in a school environment, it has worked well alongside all the official channels such as 

email and Teams. It can be used for information sharing and announcements by stu-

dents and teachers.” 
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Finally, a website for learning firsthand “how to” in any subject, YouTube. Youtube 

is said to be the greatest teacher in the world and naturally this applies to learning 

concepts of business, building things yourself and using tutorials to make you a better 

player in the game of your choosing. It is not used only by students and gamers, but 

students and gamers also can get a lot of information to help them understand study- 

and game-related matters.
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Esports centers ..............................................p.121

Esports facilities .............................................p.133

Create specialised spaces .....................p.134
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This session will reflect on the experience of Architectural Design Technology students 

at Wrexham Glyndŵr University who, as part of the Erasmus+ project this MOOC is a 

result of, have engaged in researching and designing esports centres. 

Since 2018, there have been two groups of students working on a variation of the pro-

ject, each individual student designing an esports centre, with a third group currently 

developing a final variation.

The first group developed a brand new esports centre, based in Wrexham, North Wales 

on a corner site off the major road in to the town centre. This site is the southern tip 

of the block the University Campus sits on, next to the Football stadium it shares the 

block with.  You can see the corner site (including a redundant car showroom) in the 

foreground of the photo on the course sheet, and the site the students used outlined 

in red on the plan. 

PROPOSED SITE FOR A NEW-BUILD ESPORTS CENTRE

With the site being on the main road into the town centre, right next to a mainland 

train station (bottom left of the photo), this project was an opportunity to develop an 

esports centre that was also a landmark building.  

From my perspective, a site perfect for a study of esports centres and how to make 

them inclusive spaces to prominently promote gaming and esports to a wider public.
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SETTING UP THE DESIGN BRIEF FOR THE PROJECT
All architectural design projects need a clear brief to establish what is required of the 

design by the client. For this project the students had more than 25 clients, me, as 

their tutor, and the academics and students participating in the Erasmus+ project from 

France, Spain and Finland.

2019 STUDENTS AND WORK FROM 2018 CAEN EVENT DISCUSSION NOTES

To aid the students, the esports project was adopted as a graded assignment task for 

their major second year project (the course runs for 3 years). This allowed for the crea-

tion of a 3 part brief:

• Adapting the original 2nd year assignment, to design a Community Building, by 

assigning the function of that building to esports as informed by the Erasmus+ 

project.

• A focus of all Architectural Design Technology projects is to ensure buildings 

are inclusive with regards to access and usability, as well as being designed and 

operated with regard to considerations of climate change and climate resilience. 

This remained a part of the esports project, particularly as inclusion is a key fac-

tor of the Erasmus+ project. 

• Finally, as this would be one of the first purpose built esports centre in Wales 

(and until 2000, the United Kingdom), this needed to be an event building, in the 

sense it celebrated in its form an ‘esports aesthetic’ (how we assess its beauty), 

as well as being a landmark building, as described earlier, because of its pro-

minent position in the town.
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DO YOU REMEMBER THE DUCK/RABBIT 
OF THE INCLUSION COURSE SHEET?

You may recall, when we were talking about inclusion last week, I had you closing 

your eyes and imagining trees… as well as trying to decide if a drawing was of a duck 

or a rabbit, or simultaneously both. 

One of our conclusions for that discussion was how open to interpretation language 

is, within a common framework (we all know what a tree is), how it is therefore sub-

jective, relying on our understanding and experience. You will not be surprised to 

realise this extends to architectural design and the aesthetic of the buildings resul-

ting from the process. If aesthetic is about perceptions of beauty, then it too is open 

to individual perception. 

WHAT COUNTS IN AN EVENT/LANDMARK BUILDING? 
WHAT IS AN ‘ESPORTS AESTHETIC’?

What does this mean for our esports centre in Wrexham? It means no project is ever 

going to come up with the perfect aesthetic design for an esports centre, and ar-

guably, even when we are examining the spatial specifications of the gaming space 

itself, there will always be variation between the requirements of one esports athlete, 

for example, and another. 

Take the proposal for the Fusion Arena, a purpose built esports arena which, once res-

trictions around COVID-19 are lifted and building work can resume, should be the lar-

gest centre in the Western hemisphere. Designed by Populous for construction in Phi-

ladelphia in the United States, it has been conceived by the designers based on their 

extensive work with traditional sports venues, including Yankee Stadium in the Bronx, 

New York for the baseball team of the same name. This is a significant development as 

it recognises the design of an esports centre as a direct relation to the design of any 

other sporting venue, validating architecturally the recognition of esports as a sport. 

The visualisations on the course sheet are taken from an article about the project in 

2019.

2019 VISUALISATION FOR THE FUSION ARENA, FROM ARCHDAILY
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The design is clearly new in form, and can be seen to draw some influence from both 

consul design and games. However, remember the duck/rabbit, these are just my 

words and opinions on the ‘esports aesthetic’ of this particular building. And, while I 

have an academic and a professional background in architectural design, perhaps the 

better question for you is, do you like it?

Before we move on to the somewhat safer, objective ground of what an esports 

centre should contain, and how student designs addressed this, let me tell you about 

a peculiarly British notion, the ‘Marmite Effect.’ Marmite is a food spread created as a 

by-product of beer brewing. It has a very particular taste which tends to divide people 

who love it and people who hate it, there is rarely anyone who just ‘likes it.’ 

This is often a term we use in the UK when discussing controversial subjects of taste, 

including buildings, often those falling under the label of event/landmark buildings. 

Some of our Erasmus+ partners should perhaps breathe a sigh of relief they were 

unable to come to Wrexham in 2020 as my colleague once explained the ‘Marmite 

Effect’ to two Catalonian students by feeding them Marmite on crackers…

   

Consider the image on the course sheet next to the poor Catalonian students (they 

also hated the Marmite). This is a proposal for the Atari Hotel in Las Vegas, United 

States. Released in 2020, this is a design inspired by the gaming and consul company, 

Atari, and loosely based on their logo. The designers, Gensler, state: “We assembled a 

multi-disciplinary design team with experts from hospitality to branding, sports, and 

digital experience design to develop a dynamic brand that is unmatched in the hospi-

tality industry.” (Leasca, October 2020)
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It will certainly be an event/landmark building, and being so closely linked to a logo, it 

will also spark some strong opinions, making it a clear candidate for consideration as 

a ‘Marmite Building.’ Is this a drawback to esports centres if they are seen as extrava-

gant, almost alien structures? If I can offer a professional opinion, then I would say no. 

While not all esports centres should strive to be like the proposed Fusion Arena and 

Atari Hotel, in the promotion of esports, such buildings arguably do no harm in drawing 

people to them.

THE 2019 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECTS
The first group of students set out to design an esports centre as a self-contained 

new-build, seeking to create on the site a facility meeting all the expectations of the 

brief, including those arising from engagement with the feedback from the Erasmus+ 

events in Caen, France and Kajaani, Finland. A summary slide of the some of the data 

they used is shown on the course sheet: 

SLIDE FROM A 2020 LECTURE 
LAUNCHING THE SECOND VERSION OF THE PROJECT1

1. Abbreviations in the slide: WGU = Wrexham Glyndŵr University, CPD = Continuing Professional Devel-

opment, CAD = Computer Aided Design, M&E = Mechanical & Electrical, SWOT = Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities & Threats, PEST = Political, Environmental, Scientific & Technological.
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The buildings designed by the students varied in scale and functions, often attempting 

to fit every conceivable operation and facility into the same site. Common issues were:

• A conflict in the design between figuring out what the building was, a commu-

nity centre functioning as a esports venue, or an esports centre with community 

centre elements. Few managed to create the goal, an esports centre with a pu-

blic-facing aspect to encourage people new to gaming, and amateurs, alongside 

the facilities needed to host esports competition, training and analytics.

• Many landed somewhere between a physical sports space, a venue for role 

playing activities, and an arcade without quite defining a clear identity.

• Many designed buildings focused almost solely on the arena aspect (as you can 

see from the plan proposal on the course sheet), at the expense of some of the 

aspects of engagement set out in the brief.

2019 STUDENT PROPOSAL FOR AN ESPORTS CENTRE, WREXHAM
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The first set of designs from 2019 gave rise to a useful discussion relating to the form 

and the function of an esports centre, and this first group undertook a reflective feed-

back process at the conclusion of their academic year. 

This feedback was analysed and presented to the second group of students and fur-

ther discussed at the next Erasmus+ event in Murcia, Spain at the end of 2019. This 

shifted the parameters of the design brief for the next set of esports centre designs 

in Wrexham.

THE 2020 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECTS
Using the same data, as well as the extensive feedback from the 2019 students, the 

2020 students approached the project, still to be designed at the same site in Wrex-

ham, with an amended aspect to the brief detailed earlier, following their visit to Spain 

(the group is pictured on the course sheet with the Erasmus+ delegation in Cartagena, 

Spain).

THE ERASMUS+ PROJECT GROUP, CARTAGENA, SPAIN IN OCTOBER 2019

At the event in Spain, I presented an option to the students and our Erasmus+ partners 

relating to how we could get a different set of feedback and analysis by amending the 

brief to create, again, a new-build esports centre but in this instance, integrated into 

the University campus it shares a block with. This is perhaps best summarised in the 

slide from the event on the course sheet.
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SLIDE FROM THE 2019 PRESENTATION DELIVERED IN MURCIA, SPAIN

The 2020 students were to take into consideration:

• The functioning spaces available on campus, including several large lecturing 

and theatre spaces, one in particular is used as one of the town’s main music and 

performance spaces;

• The extensive sports and sports science facilities;

• The Computing and Creative Technologies facilities, including an award winning 

gaming development department.

This amendment to the brief allowed the 2020 students to integrate their designs with 

local facilities, and arguably created a set of esports centres that functioned better 

and become an enhancement of those existing facilities. It made the esports centres 

part of a community of buildings and functions and therefore allowed for a greater 

level of openness and engagement with encouraging participation from people new 

to gaming, and amateurs.

As the next image on the course sheet from one of the design projects shows, equal 

thought was given to the design of the public spaces as was provided for the profes-

sional, and where necessary private spaces dedicated to esports.
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2020 STUDENT PROPOSAL 

While in Murcia, students also engaged in a practical exercise of using tape to try and 

set out various gaming spaces where spatial consideration was given to the esports 

athlete, their equipment and support team, as well as spectators.

THE ERASMUS+ PROJECT GROUP, CARTAGENA, SPAIN IN OCTOBER 2019

From these exercises, and further research including the ergonomics of the furniture 

and equipment often used in such settings, students were able to produce designs re-

flective of the specific needs of gamers and esports athletes. This then allowed them 

to examine further considerations around ensuring these spaces were also accessible 

and functional for people with specialised needs, for example for those living with 

autism as evidenced in the next image on the course sheet.
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2020 STUDENT PROPOSAL 

THE 2021 ESPORTS CENTRE PROJECT
The 2020 students have recently engaged in the same feedback process as their 2019 

counterparts, and the new students will be picking up the next version of the pro-

ject from them. To add to the development of the project, the 2021 students will 

be using an existing building on the campus, a large functioning sports centre as the 

site for their project. Like their predecessors they will be designing an esports centre 

for people new to gaming, and amateurs as well as for esports athletes. And like the 

2020 students, they will integrate this with the facilities available to them. Their added 

considerations will be:

• Whether it is possible to successfully adapt an existing building into a functio-

ning esports centre;

• What requirements will there be to expand the existing building upwards or out 

from its current form to accommodate this;

• How the design can maximise the benefits for sustainable design in the reuse of 

an existing building, and the repurposing, for example, of excess heat from the 

cooling of computer servers for other uses such as warming water.

The students are only at the start of this project, and I would be happy to share the fin-

dings from this final version of the esports centre development, as well as the detailed 

feedback from the 2019 and 2020 projects on request.
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CONCLUSIONS MOVING FORWARD
Moving forward, the projects so far have suggested:

• Where a new-build esports centre is proposed, the design must take into consi-

deration: 

 – How it attracts professional esports athletes and participants

 – How it also attracts people new to gaming, and amateurs

 – How the public, gaming, professional and support facilities meet spatial 

expectations and are also designed to be inclusive for all participants, re-

gardless of any physical on physiological differences. 

• Where a locally integrated new-build esports centre, or an adaptation of an exis-

ting building is proposed, the design must take into consideration:

 – All of the points detailed above

 – Ensure any reliance on neighbouring or local facilities also follows the points 

detailed above, as the successful integration of esports facilities with exis-

ting sports, venue and gaming provision, for example, will aid in embedding 

esports as a valued community facility. 

• For all versions of these projects, esports centres will always be consumers of 

significant amounts of power. Wherever possible, such facilities should seek to 

maximise power generation through renewable means, such as solar panels, 

and seek in other systems, such as heat recovery, water harvesting, the use of 

light-emitting diode (LED) lighting etc., to be as efficient as possible. 
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Esports facilities can relate to many things. Most notable esports facilities are esports 

arenas and centers built around the world. Gaming houses owned by top gaming or-

ganizations can also be regarded as esports facilities. In these types of gaming houses 

there are many different spaces used for content creation, training, meetings and cas-

ting just to name a few. A dedicated space for esports can be regarded as an esports 

facility and in Kajaani University of Applied Sciences we have two different types of 

esports facilities, the esports classroom and the esports laboratory. We will explain 

their functions and purposes next.

ESPORTS CLASSROOM
This is the esports classroom which we use for normal classroom teaching, mostly in 

the esports curriculum. It acts as a “home classroom” for the students in our esports 

degrees. It is also a community hub where all the students interested in esports can 

gather to play games together. People from multiple nationalities can be found here 

playing their favorite games alone or as a group. Student based events are organized 

in the classroom such as the community evenings hosted by the student-found Esports 

Club every Friday. The esports classroom has 24 gaming PC’s with gaming monitors 

and other peripherals needed for gaming. Students can also bring their own gear; it is 

all plug and play and you are ready to game.

ESPORTS LAB
In the darkest corners of our university, you can find the esports lab where we have 

conducted tests for esports players. Testing and analyzing services can relate to eye 

movement, accuracy, reaction time, stress control and communication. Previously we 

have used belts that monitor heartbeat and followed the heart rate in stressful situa-

tions. There are five positions to play and one place for the coach or the researcher, 

whoever might be observing. Testing can be done for individuals or for teams. Esports 

testing is something that has not been widely researched yet, we hope to some day 

find results for intriguing questions regarding esports 

players by using in-game testing.
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Hello, my name is Ophélie Alasseur and I am in charge of communication at Level 

256. Level 256 is an innovation and economic development platform dedicated to 

esports, which is attached to a parent company, Paris&Co, itself the innovation and 

development agency of Paris and its metropolis. In Level 256, we also have a place 

which is the house of esports which has several characteristics, that is to say that it 

gathers the various stakeholders of the sector, which can be part of the association, 

big groups, contractors or others. 

This initiative originates from the city of Paris, which, in 2016 after discussion with 

the actors, asked: what are the needs? 

The first answer of the stakeholders was «we would like money» and the second was 

«we want the sector to be promoted and more visible».  The community answered 

that, within the context, «we can’t necessarily have the money but we can support», 

in other words «what are the real needs, what are the other needs’?

And this place would be a showcase for esports, a kind of lighthouse in Paris where 

someone who wants to learn about esports, someone who wants to practice esports 

could show up. 

So, for that purpose, we have an incubation space with an open space ; we have an 

arena that can host a lot of different types of events; it’s flexible so that’s what’s nice 

too. And we have practice rooms, one that is more dedicated for associations, and 

one that is more dedicated for professional and amateur teams to carry out boot-

camp/training phases before a big competition or important qualifications. 

For the record, «Level 256» is the last level of Pacman at the time when the machines 

could not work anymore; the machines were not powerful enough for the game, and 

the game crashed. And so we thought, «we can tell a lot of things about Level 256». 

First, the story because people are going to ask the question and second, we can 

imagine that the entrepreneurs have to go up to Level 256, or even further, there’s 

a good story to tell about all that. 

WHY IS A PHYSICAL LOCATION ESSENTIAL? 
The development of an esports venue is very important in its development for se-

veral reasons: The first one is that we need physical places to supervise the practice, 

quite simply. We were in the middle of a lot of delocalisation, and today mainly com-

munities come to us because they have needs such as practice meetings, supervision 

with coaches and managers, etc. 

So this will allow us to lead the practice better from that point of view. 
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Then, there are also these clichés that existed in the video game sector, which today 

have been totally overturned: we see that esports and video game players have a 

higher level of sociability, or such a thing as sport practice. And, as a result, there is a 

need to meet in places dedicated to this. 

The whole «Innovation, economy, business hotel» part is going to work like a business 

hotel building. Entrepreneurs have access and come when they want. The interest 

of the building is that they can come 24/7. Entrepreneurs like that are in control of 

their schedules. But there is also an issue: esports is recognised internationally, so for 

structures that work, whether with Asia or the Americas, we have the jetlag issue; so, 

in order to work, it is easier to have a place that is always open but secure. We need 

to be able to supervise, not come in «cyber café» mode as we used to. So the practice 

rooms are reserved, just as you would reserve a space.

There are two ways of working: On the one hand, you have a year-long pedagogical 

program or a practice program, and you reserve certain slots at the beginning of 

the year by saying «I take my slots, I am an association, and I am going to come every 

Monday from 4 to 5 pm, at 7 pm on such typology of game». And that way, the gene-

ral public knows that they can come that day, there will be this game, with this asso-

ciation. It works as any cultural association would work, whether it is in music, graphic 

arts or sports. On the other hand, we have the possibility of coming punctually, as we 

would if we organised an event, whether it’s a weekend or even a one-time event; 

and there, we always book the same way, saying «I book this place occasionally.» 

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES FOR THE CREATION 
OF LEVEL 256? 

In addition to the covid, which is also a major challenge, the ecosystem is also un-

dergoing a period of education. Particularly at the level of the associative system, 

among other things. We are trying to follow the example of sports or at least cultural 

associations, when they need a place to practice or something else. There is a lot of 

education to be done with esports associations which used to function online mainly, 

or in any case which were delocalized. We are now getting closer to a more localized 

format, with stronger relationships with town halls, neighborhood centers. 

The challenge is also to be able to say you can access consoles or PCs, or that we 

offer them financial access to rather expensive equipment; we have this room which 

allows someone who could use it at low cost, free, to practice. Not every home is 

equipped with consoles; young people don’t necessarily have a PC to play with, and 

we know that for esports, you need quality or powerful enough equipment. 
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It must be a place where people can come easily, where you can move around. So-

metimes there are young people, so if it’s a young audience, they have to be able to 

come using public transport. There is a need for strong internet access and powerful 

fiber. And we can’t do it everywhere. So, when we looked for our location, we nee-

ded to know what access to fiber there was. The second issue is a completely opera-

tional and technical issue, but we need to perform audiovisual production that often 

requires sets, lights, and ceiling height.

DO YOU HAVE EXAMPLES OF RECENT PROJECTS?  
During the year, and despite the context, we welcomed professional teams who 

came to get ready at the beginning of the season or even during their season to play 

their matches in these dedicated spaces for professionals. 

During the vacations, when we could afford it, we welcomed young people, children, 

from 11 to 17 years old who came to play and practice - we will use the word practice 

instead of play - and be sensitized with a speech of prevention regarding screens. 

This is a plan initiated by the city of Paris and which is called «Paris sport vacances». 

We have hosted viewing parties in the Arena, where you can accommodate about 

100 people. So, the viewing party allowed people to come and watch reports and 

tournaments. 

Last year, the city of Paris hosted an NBA game at the Accor Hotel Arena, and so in 

parallel, there was as esports event that was a small tournament on NBA2K, which 

we hosted in the building.

WHAT IS YOUR DEFINITION OF ESPORTS? 
The definition of esports that we have at Level 256 is the competitive practice of 

video games, quite simply. But, for me, it also gives me ideas about innovation and 

about structuring; it’s an environment that needs to be structured, which is still in a 

structuring stage, even if we’ve been hearing the word «esports» in the media for 

several years, as well as everything else that is going to be developed, which is hap-

pening more and more, with a democratization that has really accelerated over the 

last year. That’s what esports inspires me. 
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WHAT IS YOUR APPROACH TO SOCIAL INCLUSION?  
The strength of esports is that, no matter who is playing, there is no barrier to entry. 

And that’s something that’s quite unique in esports, when you compare it to sport 

for example. We like to compare «sport and esports». However, esports can essen-

tially be played by anyone. There is normally equality upon entrance. And, as a result, 

esports has a very bright future ahead, but there is still a lot of work to be done on 

the themes of inclusion, hence gender mixity, but also accessibility. 

What is also interesting, speaking about Level 256, is that 17% of start-up founders 

are women, which is a figure we are quite proud of when we compare it with some 

of our counterparts at Paris&Co: when they started, the figure was 0%. So we were 

able to start having a positive rate of women invested and this is something we are 

very proud of supporting. In any case, we put it in the limelight during events. Every 

year, Paris&Co organizes «Option Innovation», and for two years in a row, women en-

trepreneurship has been put forward and we are very proud to show that there are 

also women who are behind the esports of tomorrow, especially through innovation. 

It’s not enough yet, so we hope that it will develop in the years to come ; at least we 

strongly encourage it at Level 256. And we hope that it will grow more and more; and 

we hope that there will be more women behind innovation in tomorrow’s esports.

WHO ARE YOUR INSPIRATIONS? 
There are teacher-researchers, I think there is a personality who is very well known, 

namely Nicolas Besombes. He is a person to follow on social networks, on top of stu-

dying his biblography or documentation about his productions. 

On social networks, who should we follow… ? Thomas Gavache who is a very interes-

ting person and who follows the economic ecosystem very well. 

A person who has been studying the sector for a long time and has a rather interes-

ting view on it is called Arnaud Rogerie; it is a person who has been for a long time 

in the sector and who also knows its positive aspects as well as its downsides. It is 

always interesting to have a relevant reading.

AaA is a historical media; Vacaarm is about Counter Strike. Breakflip is a regular me-

dia if you want to follow the news about games. 
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A WORD TO CONCLUDE?  
Level 256’s motto is: the development of esports by all and for all and to assist this 

development. And when we say «for all and by all» we mean everyone can practice, 

everyone can play, and if we speak about businesses or even associations, people 

can develop. There is an ecosystem that is more and more developing, we know that, 

the more years will go by, the more people will play and practice, because they will 

be born with it. For the moment, the sector is very small from an economic point of 

view. We are gastronomes at Level 256; we like to make a nod to food. We’re talking 

about cake or cookies, whatever you want, and so we shouldn’t be satisfied with 

the small crumbs from the sector at the moment; we have to think that the cake is 

huge, that there will be food for everyone and therefore, people have to think about 

helping each other to make this sector grow rather than trying to stab one another 

in the back. 

We are totally committed to having more people, well several entities, working to-

gether on calls for projects, things like that; we really want to encourage that. If you 

are really interested in all that, we can welcome you with open arms to work on sub-

jects. And in any case, this is really the image we want to give of esport, that there 

are many things to imagine, that we all have a place to play, and that we need to 

take in this role of empowerment in the construction of this sector which is still in its 

structuring phase as I said. So we will really need to collaborate together and really 

build tomorrow’s esports together.
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Welcome to this presentation about physical training on esports.

When we talk about esports we find a situation which we can describe.

A long time sitting, a long time in a static position and a long time staring at a screen.

As a consequence of this our daily physical activity can be reduced with the consequence 

caloric expenditure and the possible problems derived from them.

In addition, the muscles near our spine, as neck, back and lumbar area, which are res-

ponsible to maintain a correct posture can become excessively fatigued and may lose 

their ability to maintain the posture.

The main tool we have to combat this situation is fitness training or physical training, but 

the lack of physical activity is not only a problem in terms of health, we are also failing 

to take advantage of a tool to improve our condition that we are to allow ourself to be 

a better competitor and combat the specific fatigue that our work as esports athletes 

can generate.

Improve training increases the myelination process, which mainly improves our neu-

rotransmitter capacity which translate into an improvement of our nervous system 

which is in charge of control our muscles.

Some studies have indicated and improvement in the nervous signal associated with 

strength training, as well as, improved coordination and delayed fatigue when carry out 

medium or high intensity strength training programs.

The main objective of the strength training will be the correct maintenance of an active 

muscle mass, the correct support function of our body structures and the improvement 

of our nervous system both in delaying fatigue and our ability to maintain our attention.

To carry out this strength training, in a general way we must choose exercises that in-

volve a large part of our muscle mass, among them we can highlight the bench press, the 

squat and the deadlift. Also, as specific exercises, we must choose those that we allow 

strengthening the neck, shoulders, arms, forearms and the central part of the body. As 

auxiliary exercises we can choose stretching exercises and mobility exercises to improve, 

to develop the range of movement and our agility.
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As a main variable to take into account when stablishing and strength training program, 

we can name the training frequency, the training volume and the training intensity.

In the training frequency we need to work at least three days at week during a period of 

eight weeks to show positive changes in our physical level or fitness level. Furthermore, 

within these training sessions, we should choose 3 series of the workout of the selected 

exercises; this volume of work has been reported as an enough training volume to show 

improvements in our physical capacity.

But not only the frequency and volume of training are important, the training intensity 

seems to be the key to achieve significant improvements in our levels of physical condi-

tion, do at least 8 repetitions in each of this series, with the weight that allows us doing 

the double of reps seems to be the minimum intensity enough exercise to strength gains.

But not only our musculoskeletal system must be developed, the training of our per-

ceptual capacity is another of the key points to take into account for our training as the 

development, recovery and recalibration of our visual and auditory capacity, and these 

are key factors for the processing of the input information in our system.

The visual and auditory capacity are closely related to the ability to adjust the depth of 

vision, the dilations of the pupils and the perception of a stimuli, for their consequent 

resolution, and associated response.

Therefore, it’s mandatory to carry out plans of work focused on maintaining perceptual 

ability. The lack of ability to fix the gaze or to maintain and active point of view is one of 

the main things to take into account to carry out task that allow us to improve our cor-

rect perception of visual stimulus, which are a very important part of esports.

Some of the solutions to carry out this type of tasks will be composed of activities that 

allow us to have visual feedback, this visual feedback should be about the movements at 

the exact position in which we intend to fix our eyes, this type of activities can be passive 

or dynamics. 
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But not only our visual capacity must be worked, as we said previously, the vestibular 

apparatus it’s a fundamental part of our performance and his role in our perceptual ca-

pacity and in maintaining our position is very relevant. Vestibular apparatus needs to be 

properly maintained and trained for correct postural control.

Trying to progress in the different tasks that we are seeing on the screen will be the key 

to maintaining our coordinative and postural perceptual capacity as a fundamental tool 

for maintaining health and improving our capacities for esports.

Thank you very much for your attention and goodbye!
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I’m Miguel Betancor, I’m professor of University Las Palmas de Gran Canaria also I 

was ex international basketball referee moreover I’m president of the Esport talent 

Canary Island.

IS MULTIDISCIPLINARY ADVICE NECESSARY IN ESPORTS?
I would like to clarify some concepts. If we look at history, in the past we played, and 

finally we made sports. In this century also we play but we play with the videogames, 

like homo ludes and homo sportivus. In this moment we have “gamers” and profes-

sional people that use video games: esports in both sides they need professionals 

and specialists to care about these people. It doesn’t matter if you practice tradi-

tional sports or you practice electronic sports, you need physical training, you need 

nutritionists, you need psychologist people, etc.

   

HOW PRACTICING A PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
HELPS TO IMPROVE A PERFORMANCE ? 
Very simple, your way of life, you play the piano, you need physical activity, you’re a 

doctor, you’re a teacher..  you need and you must make physical activity.

If you want to be a good gamer, a professional gamer, you must train your physical 

condition. It’s very simple is like typical life, the physical activity is part of your health 

and also internally in your profession.

HOW IS A TRAINING DAY OF A PROFESSIONAL PLAYER?
We are talking about a professional player. To have good training or which kind of 

training they need. First we must clarify what “professional player” means. If you are 

a professional that means you live in this way, in this profession, you need practice; 

you need your preparation, like traditional sports. This is why, if you play one kind 

of esports, doesn’t matter if you use virtual reality or another type of video game 

or esports like League of Legends “LoL” : you need a specific preparation, and also 

you need a specific program because it depends which kind of esports you practice, 

you have your specific training preparation and also your specific timeline during the 

day, you need your physical training, you need your mental preparation, you need to 

analyse your performance every day, like traditional sports.
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IS PHYSICAL PREPARATION RELEVANT FOR ESPORTS?
To be professional players, or professional gamers, it’s the key. If you decide to be 

professional, you must decide that you need a specific preparation. You need to 

concentrate on your physical activity with your physical trainer, you need mental 

skills, also you need social skills and finally you need the traditional soft skills: com-

munication, to be creative, problem solving, even you need to know how to react un-

der pressure this is the map of the professional player, it is not only physical activity,

It’s a wide map, a wide map of education and training of the specific esports player. 

At the end of the day, if you want to be a professional, you must focus in your global 

and wise preparation, like a sportsman.

HOW DO PLAYERS REACT TO PHYSICAL TRAINING?
Regarding physical training and the physical activity for gamers, I had very good expe-

rience, in the last year. In Spain we organized the “Tops Gamers Academy”, it was a TV 

show. They were concentrated for four – five weeks, different gamers some of them 

they wanted to be professional players, some of them wanted to be streamers, the 

other ones they wanted to be programmers. They were living for four or five weeks 

in the academy. When they received our module, specific health and well-being for 

gamers. And they realized the need of the physical preparation, even we are talking 

about ergonomy to care of your body regarding your activity, we are talking about 

nutrition… really at the end of the session, we sent everyone one guideline and they 

were very happy. Why ? Because they realized they needed, they realized the close to 

then they must be people that support his performance and his preparation.

IS IT IMPORTANT TO HAVE A PERSONAL TRAINER?
Yes of course but, from my point of view is very important to have a coach, not only 

personal trainer, because in professional conditions you need good balance between 

training and coaching. Because when you are player or you are gamer you must use 

both sides. In the training, ok, you have specific training, physically, mentally, but 

also it’s very important how to mix this performance, with your mental and perso-

nal performance, how to coach your problems, how to take your mistakes and to…. 

convert these mistakes into positive solutions according to competitions. At the end 

of this comment, the idea is you have a personal trainer but also you need coaching 

that people that coach you and make together in good way in order to have, not only 

good but also professional performance.
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ANY ANECDOTE ABOUT EVOLUTION 
THANKS TO PHYSICAL TRAINING?
I would like to clarify and explain to you a very happy anecdote, two years ago the 

deaf people, the association of the deaf people come to me and said: look my people 

in the foundation… they want to play videogames, what to do? And I said, ok very 

simple, we create the team and after that they will play with everyone. This for me 

was a great experience, they create the first esports deaf club, related esports, it 

was fantastic because they played at the end of the day, these people play in inclu-

sive way, everyone can participate, this is for me a great advantage for the esports 

and videogame culture, the gaming culture, everyone can play, everyone cannot only 

play, but also participate together in one sport or electronic sport.
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Hello, we are going to interview Manuel, a physical trainer of an esport team at the 

UCAM university. Let’s go for it.

Thank you for your interest to talk about me and my project. Well, I am currently the 

health and sport specialist of UCAM esports.

I studied sports science at the Autonomous University of Madrid.

Then I specialized in high performance in the sports, through my master in the Pablo 

de Olavide University in Sevilla. And I am currently working on my PhD project which 

combines sports science and esports.

 My whole career was linked to high performance basketball and I worked in Movistar 

Estudiantes de Madrid, UCAM Murcia... but one day I started working with players, 

with gamers that were suffering from various injuries, different kinds of injuries.

As a result, I delved into the world of esports, I designed my own project and I pre-

sented it to the UCAM University and gradually I’m becoming a specialist in esports, 

well, I’m trying to do it. And I currently work and also, I’ve been working as a perso-

nal trainer and focus on the management of the Health and Sports Department of 

UCAM esports. It includes nutrition, physiotherapy, psychology and, in addition, I’m 

personally the strength and conditioning coach of the club and all its players.

At the same time, I’m carrying out a number of research projects related to esports, 

fatigue and this kind of things linked to the esports world.

WHO CAN ONE BE AN ESPORTS COACH?  
The most important thing, is that you have to know the environment and its parti-

cularities and you don’t have to be the best player or even play League of Legends 

or Counterstrike, but you have to understand the daily routines of the players, their 

environment, the needs they have, the general personality of the professional ga-

mers and their whole ecosystem as it’s not at all similar to traditional sports. At the 

moment, there is no possibilities to talk to experts with many years of experience 

to become specialists in esports training and that is why I believe you have to be 

open-minded and understand very well what kind of exercise are important for them 

and for improve the cognition performance. This kind of things is important for the 

players and also, I encourage people who are interested in esports to focus their re-

search on office workers. They have some similarities to esports players.

Right now, my best advice is to listen to anyone who, however small, has experience 

in this field, as well as to go deeper into this world with the aim of contributing and 

opening a path that is still to be discovered. This is very important.
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HOW DOES PRACTICING A PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
HELP TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE? 
First of all, I must stress that, as there is still no logical way to measure real perfor-

mance in esports, we cannot insure their performance improvement either. What 

we can currently do is try to improve their movement precision, reduce their fatigue, 

improve the cognitive capacity or affect certain number of variables that I consider 

relevant to esport performance. This is where sport science fits perfectly as it can 

influence both in cognitive and physical aspects, we can improve the hand-eye coor-

dination, the tolerance to stress and physical education.

What is undeniable is that if during your training, you are able to maintain your neu-

romuscular performance for a long time and in the best of five competition or five-

hour training sessions. The players who tolerate the load best, it doesn’t affect them 

so much, we have an advantage.

This is something we are demonstrating to our research now. Combined with this, 

we can improve the decision-making ability, fine motor skills, visual acuity, react on 

time... And all these kinds of things can improve with sport sciences and with the 

correct use of a sport time training. This is very important.

HOW IS A TRAINING DAY OF A PROFESSIONAL PLAYER? 
Well, an average day starts around 10:00 a.m. when they have breakfast and get 

ready for the day. Then, depending on the day, they record content for social me-

dia or do physical training for an hour and a half, more or less. Then, after taking 

a shower, they start their individual training sessions, trying to train out new fea-

tures of their games, new weapons, new champions and this kind of things. There is 

a lunch break and, in the afternoon, the time training session began, usually involving 

games against other teams in which they analyze plays and try out strategic actions 

for missions. Afternoon training initially lasts from 3 p.m. to 9:30 pm, when there’s a 

dinner break and the free time is allowed until the bed time.

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO ACHIEVE THE OBJECTIVES? 

Regarding in-game hours in the past, it was considered that the more, the better, 

but now the situation has been rationalized and training has become more judicious.

Although there is no key numbers so far to reach a high level of performance as 

there are many players with a high competitive level with 16 years or 24 years old, 

what is usually the age limit approximately.
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With regard to the physical part of the training, I will not go below three, four ses-

sions per week, including different types of training in order to warranty a state of 

fitness that contributes to improve the player’s level and the prevention of injuries.

HOW DO PLAYERS REACT TO PHYSICAL TRAINING? 
At first, most of them, because there are always exceptions, react badly. They don’t 

understand it and don’t consider it necessary for their careers, they don’t see it is 

useful as a performance enhancer and an injury prevention method. For them, inju-

ries are not a problem, they are 20 years old and health is not paramount. But after 

a while, when they start to feel better when they play and listen to you and unders-

tand the usefulness of sport, they end up asking you for more: extra sessions, com-

plementary work, work during holidays... and this kind of things. It’s very important 

not only that they work out, but that they understand why it’s good to work out. This 

will change their perspective and it will not be an obligation, but a help for them.

CAN YOU BECOME A PROFESSIONAL PLAYER 
WITHOUT INCLUDING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY?
Of course, just as you can see examples in traditional sport, of players who don’t 

have good physical qualities, but who go pro because they have a lot of talent. In es-

ports that does not depend so much on the physical level this is even more the case. 

It can certainly be achieved and unfortunately, it’s very common. But what we have 

to think about is if you have reached professional level without using physical activity 

as a tool to improve your level, how far you could get if you use it?

All players who don’t workout much this kind of questions think about it and try to 

improve in this kind of things, because it can help so much.

ANY ANECDOTE ABOUT THE EVOLUTION 
THANKS TO PHYSICAL TRAINING?  
Luckily, many. In the first split that was implemented, the physical training for UCAM 

esports League of Legends first team, players tripled their strength in basic exer-

cises over a period of eight weeks and at the same time as improving their strength, 

they began to decrease their effort perception during the in-game training, allowing 

them to maintain their level of performance for longer. This is the best thing we can 

achieve. This is part of the research we are in the process, you know, publishing.
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Similarly, there are examples of players who, after leaving the club, continue to send 

me messages telling me that I was a great inspiration, that they now work out almost 

every day because they feel better, both playing and in their daily lives. That is the 

best compliment they can give you a personal trainer or strength conditioning coach 

that you have managed to influence a player and change their lives for better.

HOW WILL PHYSICAL TRAINING & COACHING 
INTO THE FUTURE OF ESPORTS? 
In my opinion, it’s going to be basic and fundamental and with any doubts, it’s going 

to be integrated part of the routine of any clubs and just like psychologist, analysts 

and so on. They are figures that have been appearing and establishing themselves 

because they have a direct influence on the game and, of course, because they have 

been proven to be effective which I think is fundamental, as soon as we demonstrate 

that it’s effective for the improvements of the player, any team and professional 

player will make use of it, since in the high-performance sport any improvement mat-

ters and physical training can contribute to take a step forward in many aspects.
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Hello and welcome. My name is Janus Pitkänen and this week you are stuck with me. 

This week’s topic covers esports and business around it alongside with some timely 

topics in esports. First, few words about esports on a very general level. As you may 

have heard, esports is much more than just playing video games at home 24/7. For 

people living in developed countries, it is even more rare nowadays not to play any 

video games. Not all video gaming is esports, but all esports is related in some way 

to video games. Esports is also not a new phenomenon but it has gained a lot more 

attention in the recent years. The development of network infrastructure has led mul-

tiplayer games to be available in almost every home. The increase in availability may 

have led playing video games to become a popular youth activity and since the time of 

COVID-19, gaming became even more acceptable. 

For the esports business week naturally it will be necessary to take a deeper look at the 

industry. The industry is unlike any other out there, unique, so to say. On the general 

industry overview, we will go through how the industry looks like. Included in the gene-

ral overview we go through what kind of stakeholders exist in the industry space and 

what kind of special characteristics they have.” Also, we will go through coopetition, 

co-destiny and convergence and how they fit into the esports industry perspective. 

Later in the course we will discuss about some intriguing subtopics on esports such as 

the viewership, esports athletes and their career and player profiling. This course will 

feature a test which is intended to be done after you have completed all the videos. 

Once again welcome to study esports and business.
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To start the week on esports let us look on how the esports industry looks like on a ge-

neral level. Before we go into the industry overview, it should be said that the esports 

industry has been studied academically quite little. However, there is a lot of business 

research available and esports bears resemblance to emerging industries. Naturally 

esports has its own industry peculiarities and in this general section of the industry 

we shall go through some of them. Most of what is covered is in accordance to what 

Tobias Scholz has written in his book on esports called Management in the World of 

Competitive Gaming.  

In the esports industry space, existing stakeholder can be categorized into primary 

stakeholders and secondary stakeholders. The primary stakeholders have been in the 

industry for a long time whereas secondary stakeholders are newer and may have 

different industry backgrounds. These secondary stakeholders have introduced new 

ideas and concepts for the industry. Usually they are not as well established in the 

industry as the primary stakeholders (Scholz 2018, 43). From esports value chain pers-

pective, it can be said that primary stakeholders in the esports industry have direct 

impact and contribute directly to the value chain. Secondary stakeholders affect indi-

rectly and can be seen as environmental or societal stakeholders (Darnall et al. 2010). 

Secondary stakeholders influence the primary stakeholders (and thus the value chain) 

by investing in the space with money, opinions or regulations (Easley & Lenox 2006.).

The industry has grown a lot during recent years – still the industry is not new, and a lot 

of stakeholders have been part of the industry from the early 2000s. Stakeholders are 

dependent of one another in many industries and esports is no exception. In practice 

this means that if there is no esports title there would be no tournaments thus there 

would be no teams or audience which would lead to no money to be made. One could 

argue that the audience is the key stakeholder.

Esports industry was created by the stakeholders who came from within the industry. 

At the beginning there wasn’t a lot of collaboration between other organizations and 

esports organizations. The esports organizations were mostly esports teams or “clans” 

trying to find sponsors or other supporters. However, at the time it was hard to prove 

your worth for the sponsors in the form of reliable numbers or success. The hard to 

grasp characteristics, evolved within the esports space, are distinguished by Scholz and 

Stein (2017) as follows:

1. The people involved with esports are highly focused on goal setting

2. The market’s orientation is truly “glocal” (the global and local are the two sides 

of a same reality)
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3. Esports are oriented towards change

4. Resources are allocated in a bottom-up fashion

5. Participants are over-energetic, over-enthusiastic and over-dynamic

6. Digitalization is integral to esports

First let us look at the high focus on goal setting. The ultimate goal for esports teams 

and players is usually to be the best. The best team, the best player etc. Well organized 

teams may also want to deliver the best possible experience for their fans and viewers. 

Constantly seeking new ideas and concepts for the sake of improvement is essential in 

and outside the game. It may be that the goal setting mentality transfers from wit-

hin the game into outside. Innovations don’t need to be radical but can include e.g. 

minor process innovations as well (e.g. executing tactics). People in esports always 

aim to get better and the mind-set can change from being a top gamer to owning 

a top gaming team.

Secondly, esports can be regarded as a virtual product so glocal thinking in esports 

may come as a surprise. However, as the mindset of esports, is global and games are 

followed globally still events are locally organized even though people attend from 

all over the world, still an offline arena needs to be set up somewhere and the tour-

nament needs a venue if spectators are wanted for arena attendance. Naturally these 

games are also broadcasted online where there are even more spectators from all over 

the world. Esports exists in two spaces - both real and virtual at the same time, this 

means that esports companies are positioned in both worlds which seems to work .

Change orientation means that when something doesn’t work, change it. Within es-

ports games you need to constantly adjust to the situation at hand. The tenacity mi-

ght come from within games to keep changing until you succeed. A strategy of trial 

and error is commonly employed in esports companies. When you find something that 

works, exploit it to the fullest. Exploitation and exploration happen simultaneously 

(Scholz 2018). 

Resource allocation relates to esports still not having a central authority today and 

most likely will not have as the games are owned by the game developers. In the 

beginning stages resources were scarce and no one to decide how to distribute them. 

There was a decentralized network that contributed their own resources for eve-

ryone’s benefit.
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However, the game designers have a lot of power over their games, still they have 

decided quite often to listen to the community. Esports is not forced in any way 

and if the game designer makes bad choices and don’t listen to the players, they 

will lose them.

What comes to being passionate about esports, it means that the esports media 

sphere is filled with actors driven by passion and dedication. This doesn’t only mean 

the companies but all the actors, including the customers. The dynamism of esports 

comes from the people involved. The traits in esports seem to follow the way of “pro-

ving themselves” by being “over-energetic”, “over-enthusiastic” and “over-dynamic”. 

Esports is born digital and the growth of esports is linked with the growth of techno-

logy infrastructure and more precisely the Internet. What is more peculiar is that the 

virtual teams, even the international ones, have existed in the esports space since the 

very beginning (early 2000s). This includes the key organizations, teams, tournament 

operators, infrastructure providers and communities. Virtual collaboration is common 

nowadays, but it wasn’t in the early 2000s. 

All the above-mentioned characteristics make the esports media sphere what it is. 

People in esports companies are very committed not only to their employer but to 

the industry as well. Improving organizational assets while being globally networked 

and connected at all times is very common. The clash between esports industry and 

traditional industries will influence the development of esports in the future. Everyone 

in the esports field generally wants that the industry does well even though there are 

rivalries within the industry. 
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In this video we will apprehend the primary stakeholders. As mentioned before, the 

primary stakeholders are the stakeholders that have been in the industry since the 

very beginning. We will go through more in depth the primary stakeholder group and 

their roles in the industry. It can be argued what stakeholders are the primary ones but, 

in our case, we identify four primary stakeholders. These stakeholders are the game 

developers, tournament organizers, professional teams, and professional players. We 

will go through each in this order. Even though audience plays a crucial role in the 

industry it is not counted as a stakeholder. Importance of audience should not be for-

gotten. 

We will start with game developers as they are a crucial stakeholder in a sense that 

without game developers there wouldn’t be any games nor any esports titles to play. 

Esports value chain or the audience’s esports experience, builds around a dedicated 

video game with esports title potential. At the beginning the game developers did not 

understand the impact of competitive gaming and the industry developed regardless 

of game developers’ actions. Slowly the game developers started to realize that up-

dating the game and bringing more content to the game increased the lifespan of 

the game. Using games as esports titles was only a small part of the strategy and the 

full potential was not cared of or the impact was not realized in the beginning. When 

the competitive landscape started to emerge, the game developers didn’t understand 

what was happening. For example, in case Starcraft in South-Korea, a whole new in-

dustry was created around it, and it was not Blizzard who benefitted from this the 

most. Rather it was the other organizations who gained the benefits thanks to a very 

committed audience. This is part of the history and nowadays the game developers 

are well aware of what esports is and whole titles are made only for competitive 

online gameplay. It can be said that game developers understand their roles in the 

value network. As a remark we can say that majority of esports games are created by 

small group of game developers such as Valve, Tencent, Activision Blizzard. 

Second group is the tournament organizers. Tournament organizers connect game de-

velopers with the audience and furthermore work on improving the interconnection 

between these two stakeholders and are thus vital for the esports ecosystem. Profes-

sional teams are also more interested in the ecosystem where there are reliable and 

professional tournament organizers. Tournament organizers still have a fair amount 

of power even though the game developers have started creating tournaments from 

within the organizations. Especially in the history of esports, the importance of tour-

nament organizers is undeniable as game developers weren’t aware of the popularity 
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of their games and didn’t organize tournaments by themselves. Without dedicated 

section within the game developer company, the game developers must focus on their 

games rather than organizing tournaments. Healthy and competitive ecosystem is the 

best for tournament organizers. Moreover, tournament organizers are needed in hos-

ting tournaments in areas that are neglected by the game developers, naturally there 

needs to be a demand for the tournament. Some game developers have learned from 

tournament organizers before jumping into creating their own tournaments. This was 

the case with Riot games and ESL for example. 

Third group is the professional teams. Professional teams are necessary for creating 

a sustainable environment for competitions at the highest level. These professional 

teams are the ones with the fans like in traditional sports. Professional teams 

create safety and support around the professional players. The support includes 

training possibilities, coaches, competitive environment, and salary. All this is to ensure 

they can focus on getting better at the games and beating the competition. Players 

in teams can also get income from prize money and other sponsorship deals. The big-

gest esports teams nowadays can even compete with some of the biggest traditional 

sports teams in terms of value. Other perks for players can include certain premiums, 

health insurance and even pension funds. Professional teams aim to keep their players 

in good shape and care for their future, contracts are also aimed to be long-term. Many 

companies want the players to have a healthy diet and offer psychologists services to 

keep the players in the playing roster long as possible. Monetizing players and finding 

and landing sponsorship deals to keep the business profitable is important for profes-

sional teams. It is important for the professional teams to be able to keep their best 

players as well as constantly identify and train new talents.

Lastly, perhaps the most important stakeholder group, is the professional players. 

There is a sufficient amount of players in the market as many amateurs want to beco-

me professionals and make money while gaming at the same time. It is perhaps even 

more challenging to break through in esports than in other traditional sports as it can 

be argued that it is harder to become a professional player making salary and winning 

prize money to support living than in traditional sports. Players usually need to commit 

to a specific game and playing competitively is possible at younger age. Games, howe-
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ver, don’t have planned longevity. There is a sharp focus for players to earn as much 

money as possible in a short period of time and it is rewarding to be highly opportunis-

tic. Teams can also be opportunistic as there is a lot to choose from. All this has led to 

a highly competitive environment where only the stars shine and have enough power 

in their so-called personal brand to negotiate.
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In this section we talk about secondary stakeholders, which are an important part of 

the modern esports industry. It is due to raised awareness towards esports that attrac-

ted stakeholders from outside the esports industry. All the secondary stakeholders 

have entered to the industry for their own reasons, but the fundamental idea is the 

same: to make money in some way. The secondary stakeholders include governing bo-

dies, sports organizations, sponsors, general public and as their own separate group, 

investors, entrepreneurs, media and shareholders.

What can be said in general is that esports is lacking governance and there are various 

entities trying to create specific governance for the industry. For example, the Olym-

pic Committee demand esports to have a governing organization. This is to enforce 

the rules and regulations of the Olympic movement and it means that esports should 

adopt the structures and regulations of traditional sports. However, esports may not 

fit within these structures. In esports governance is understood in having an entity 

who has power and legitimacy to decide on the norms and regulations. Governance 

model mimicking from traditional sports can be harmful to the industry. Governing 

body in esports should be something that focuses on creating a thriving environment 

for the industry, something that is traditionally seen in corporate governance. On-

going creation of governing bodies and governance is typical for emerging industries. 

The definition of esports is “difficult” which makes it hard to find the right method 

of governance. One approach could be a bottom-up corporate governance with all 

stakeholders working together.

Whether esports is sports or not does not affect the fact that more and more sports 

businesses invest in esports. Sports businesses struggle to gain an international au-

dience and sports market itself does not have the same growth potential as esports. 

Traditional sports audience is aging, meaning that the average audience age is increa-

sing steadily, due to this it can be said that there are problems in reaching younger au-

dience. Esports industry makes sense as the market is global, there is massive growth 

potential and younger audience to be reached. In 2018 there were more than 200 

sports teams with esports representation in their organization while the same number 

in 2015 was less than ten. There are multiple ways for sports organizations to engage 

in esports space. For example, a sports organization can buy a franchise team, they 

can do joint-ventures with existing esports teams or acquire individual players for the 

digital game version of sports they represent in.
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Next up, sponsors. Sponsors are the driving force in esports, and sponsorship contri-

butes one third of the economy according to PwC in 2018. According to SuperData, 

in the same year, nearly 60% of revenues derive from sponsorships and advertising. 

Many business models in esports depend on some form of sponsorship. Especially in 

the beginning there was no merchandise and there were few means to monetize pro-

ducts and business. So called endemic sponsors are more believable and have been in 

the industry for longer but during recent years more and more non-endemic sponsors 

have entered the field. Endemic sponsor is like Intel, a company that has been sup-

porting esports for a long time, whereas a non-endemic sponsor is like Coca-Cola, a 

more recent addition to the sponsor stakeholder group. In the esports industry there is 

space for innovations for example in the form of branding opportunities for young and 

global audience, key to winning the audience seems to be authenticity. From sponsors 

we go to the next group which is the general public.

General public influence the general perception of esports and thus it has influence 

on businesses. The perception that video games are bad and unhealthy hinders the 

growth of esports as they can be regarded dangerous for the general public. Video 

games are also regarded addictive which relates to losing control over life, another 

bad thing. There have been some studies showing beneficial effects of videogames, 

still they do not outweigh the negatives in the minds of people. More precisely if the 

image of video games is negative it creates a challenge for esports to create profitable 

business models. What comes to general public, the diversity issue also needs assess-

ment. A lot of women play videogames yet appear underrepresented in esports. In 

terms of general public, I feel like it is easy to agree and follow everyone else. It is more 

comfortable and easier to condemn video games and esports rather than finding out 

what they are and are they actually a bad thing.

For the group consisting of investors, entrepreneurs, media and shareholders it is safe 

to say that focus of this group is in making profit out of esports. Money is flooding into 

esports with an eventual demand for the return on investment. In esports space the 

valuations are inflated and highly speculative. Costs are higher than they should be, 

salaries are getting out of hand but still it is believed that esports will be the next big 

thing. Media businesses can use esports as means to digitize their industry. Esports 
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can learn a lot from traditional media and vice versa. Shareholders in esports are often 

unknown but what they need to understand is that esports is a long-term investment 

and there are no quick wins in this industry. 
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Before jumping into coopetition, co-destiny and convergence I would like to say few 

words about the business model network of esports. As in many other industries, 

stakeholders are dependent on one another’s work and success at least to some 

extent. Industry is also driven by innovations and technologies and creative people 

in the industry aim to exploit technology to the fullest. The driving force of every bu-

siness model in the esports industry network is to monetize the audience. The focus 

is on value integration which means that the emphasis is on cooperation rather than 

threat. The network simultaneously relies on cooperation and competition meaning 

that stakeholders may compete in some markets and cooperate in others and this is 

called coopetition. If esports industry would crumble it would be a disaster for all the 

companies involved in the industry. This means that all the competitors and collabo-

rators share the same vision of a prosperous industry, so it can be said that they are 

co-destined. Coopetition and co-destiny take us to business model network convergence.

Coopetition is not something that was born in the esports industry. The concept of 

coopetition, according to some sources, date as far back as to year 1913. It can be 

argued that for emerging industries coopetition can foster growth and that is most 

likely the case in the esports industry as well. Probably one of the most used examples 

of coopetition is the case with Apple and Samsung. They compete in the smartphone 

consumer market, but Samsung is also one of the main suppliers for Apple. Why it is 

worthwhile to discuss about coopetition is because it is one of the driving forces in the 

esports industry. The recognition of being an independent stakeholder is a precondi-

tion for coopetition. In practice a game developer may require tournament organizers 

for their tournaments, but they are ultimately depending on having professional teams 

and players to play their game competitively. Coopetition can also mean learning from 

each other – sharing knowledge, inspiring creativity and staying innovative.

Long term goal and strategy for esports growth is shared by the esports stakeholders, 

this is where the co-destiny derives from. The difference between coopetition is that 

coopetition may end if it is not seen profitable. The concept of co-destiny is interesting 

as it may be hard to grasp and it is hard to calculate how certain things may affect the 

industry. For example, terminating a coopetition relationship may be harmful for the 

industry even if they may benefit the stakeholders. It is hard to see very far. Indus-

try-wise there are no governing bodies or institutions big enough to create shared vi-

sion in esports. Still, esports is driven by certain co-destiny. People who are involved in 

the industry generally want esports to grow and succeed as an industry. It can be said 

that co-destiny is perhaps share more with long-term stakeholders whereas younger 
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ones are still adopting this way of thinking. For co-destiny, the trust between individual 

companies is important.

Convergence is based on the rules of coopetition and co-destiny and can relate to 

convergence of successful concepts and ideas. There are talks about so called Sig-

ma-convergence which could imply that esports organizations are becoming more 

alike. It is not a surprise that stakeholders, who coopete and are co-destined, are beco-

ming similar. The aspect that changes the companies may come from elsewhere, from 

so called new entrants to the industry. Convergence can be seen to be the boosting 

force for esports as common goal for every network member is to take esports further. 

The business model network will change and evolve, it is inevitable. With the massive 

influx of new stakeholders, a raise in capital is to be expected. This can be seen from 

the industry overviews which show that the industry revenue is still climbing quite fast. 

Cooperative approach has been leading to a steady growth. More popular esports tit-

les, teams and players will emerge and it is possible that there will be increased frag-

mentation in the esports industry. Are the actions made by esports companies profi-

table or will there be a new bubble? It is hard to say but it seems that spectating and 

playing competitive video games are here to stay. 
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In addition to esports industry related matters, there are few topics in esports we 

would like to discuss. These topics were chosen as they are very timely and come up 

in different discussions related to esports quite often. Esports is a wide concept and 

includes a variety of topics that could be discussed for days. For the MOOC we have 

chosen three topics to go through so in the following videos we will cover the esports 

viewership, esports athletes’ career and player profiling. Remember, the test at the 

end of the course will have questions from the sub-topics as well!

In the esports viewership topic we try to identify why people tune in to watch esports 

and what are the factors that retain the viewers. Esports viewership is a wide concept 

as watching esports can relate to watching esports tournaments or individual players 

in their free time. Esports is a lot about content creation and people want to watch the 

content in many forms. It can be it in the form of tournaments, highlights or “let’s play” 

-videos for example.

Esports athletes’ career is an interesting topic. There are many aspiring professionals 

in the highly competitive esports scene where only the top players can earn subs-

tantial income. Esports athletes’ career has been researched mainly using existing 

frameworks which have been used to study traditional athletes and their career. A pro-

positional framework was created by Markus Salo in 2017 by taking the elements from 

career progress stages, introduced by various researchers and combining it with career 

narratives by Carless & Douglass. More about that as we go through the topic itself.

The player profiling also relates to different stages in the game, however these stages 

are more related to emotions. In competitive esports games the players enjoy, strug-

gle, achieve, slump and reform. Personally, I argue that as esports is not very physical, 

the mental aspect grows in importance. Derived from this, I state that people with 

stronger mentality have a higher chance to succeed in esports. Mental capabilities can 

be enhanced by playing and conscious control of emotions. It is not always easy and 

even the best players get frustrated sometimes. Optimal performance, certain mental 

skills and taking down mental barriers are discussed in this topic. 
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Rather than focusing on viewer numbers in the viewership matter, the main idea is to 

focus on why people watch esports. For the why question a motivation scale for sports 

consumption, from now on referred to as MSSC, was used in studying the consumer 

behavior in different sports fields. The same scale has been used for identifying mo-

tives for esports consumption. In an article by Hamari and Sjöblom (2016), they used 

the MSSC to study the motives on why people watch esports. In the study the MSSC 

scale was slightly modified and consisted of ten constructs. These constructs were vi-

carious achievement, Aesthetics, Drama, Escapism, Acquisition of knowledge, Skills of 

the players/athletes, Social interaction, Physical attractiveness, Novelty and Enjoyment 

of aggression. We will look esports viewership from the point of view of the MSSC. 

Vicarious achievement means empathizing and co-living with people and characters 

coming from achievements of teams and players. You can feel like you are belonging 

in a community and are one with the teams and players, like being the sixth player 

of a five-man roster, as a fan. Since the platforms used in esports are interactive, the 

spectators get a deeper connection with the players as they can directly interact with 

the player. In esports tournaments this is not possible in the same way as they are in 

personal streams, which some of the professional players also may host from time to 

time. I also believe that professional and ex-professional players may have stronger 

feeling of vicarious achievement as they may have experience feelings and emotions 

of the players themselves.

Aesthetics do not seem to be one of the reasons esports is being watched. This may 

be because the game in question might be complex and requires a lot of concentration 

to be followed effectively. Spectators thus cannot focus on the aesthetics while a lot 

is going on in the game. However, in most cases, people who watch esports are the 

people who play the game themselves; it is presumed they understand the fundamen-

tals of the game. People usually do not watch all esports games but tend to focus on 

the game they play, it is hard to believe that the game they play would be too com-

plex for them to understand. From watching perspective, games in the esports field 

are indeed hard to follow without any understanding of the game. However arguably 

there are spectacular performances in esports games and relate somewhat to drama 

(comebacks, pentakills etc.) but it might not be the main reason why spectators tune 

in. There is another point of view to this. People who play themselves and watch the 

esports games are no longer paying attention to the aesthetics. Esports players know 

the game and have seen the game so many times they do not necessarily pay atten-

tion to the graphics or beauty of performance but rather want to copy and perform 
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themselves. It could mean that the acquisition of knowledge for esports enthusiasts 

is more important than aesthetics. According to the referred study, drama does not 

significantly associate with spectator frequency. Drama is a part of esports but do not 

dictate their viewing habits. Dramatic events happen rarely and are indeed part of eve-

ry esports game, but it is not the reason people tune in to watch esports.

Escapism is the same in esports context as in any other: it relates to escaping from 

day-to-day routines. This can relate both to playing and spectating esports. The whole 

motivation of escapism is less dependent on the actual outcome of the game and it is 

similar in terms of providing a means to escape as other forms of media and traditio-

nal sports. It is hard to measure if it is stronger in esports than in traditional media or 

sports and I feel like it is even a bit unnecessary. I feel that people find different ways 

to escape daily routines and settle with the ones best suited for them. Playing esports 

needs concentration and skill in an interactive environment so overall experience of 

escapism can be very strong”. 

Acquisition of knowledge was positively and significantly affecting esports consump-

tion. As most esports spectators are gamers themselves, there is much to learn in real 

time from the professionals. The professionals are not hiding their skills in a tourna-

ment where they need to perform their best and are thus at least partially used by 

esports players to develop their own gameplay. There seemed to be only small and 

statistically insignificant correlation between players’ skill level and watching frequen-

cy. This would mean that people are not interested in the players skill level but pe-

rhaps some other aspects. From my own experience, I feel like more people tune in 

for more highly skilled players. It does not necessarily mean that it affects watching 

habits. People who tune in for the big events might have watched some esports even 

if the big event had not taken place. Non-esports enthusiasts rarely tend to watch big 

esports events as it is not relevant to them and they might not understand the game.

Social interaction did not seem to have any impact on watching frequency either. 

Many streaming services have tools for social interaction such as chat. The chat is used 

by some people, but people would still tune in to watch the games even without the 

chat. This article supported this hypothesis. People come to watch the game not the 
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chat even though it is fun to speculate certain situations. Moreover at least the chat 

in Twitch does not add any extra value and is usually used to spam emotes and copy 

pasted memes. This is what I would have said before, however I cannot help but feeling 

that the Twitch chat brings a sense of belonging to some people and it is a social chan-

nel to express yourself, even if it is in the form of spamming emotes. It is safe to say 

that it is hard to have a constructive discussion in a chat that has thousands of people.

Physical attractiveness relates more to traditional sports even though in the past few 

years we have seen esports player become more “fit” and to be more in shape. This 

maybe because esports teams want their players to be healthy for various reasons, and 

probably have hired a personal trainer for the team and a nutritionist. Withstanding 

stressful situation in long games require good physical condition. Also, the ability to 

focus on the game is important, and a good physical and mental balance may help to 

keep focused. The esports spectators still come mainly for the game and not for the 

shape of the athletes.

Esports is a fairly novel phenomenon still in minds of many people. Esports enthusiasts 

are interested in it as well as those who want to know more about it. As was discussed 

from the industry perspective there are constantly new teams and players entering 

the competitive scene along with the rising new talent. Scene is constantly evolving, 

meaning that esports feels “fresh” and in a way sustains the novelty feeling as there 

are continuously new things happening.

Enjoyment of aggression seemed to be positively and significantly affecting esports 

consumption. Even though the players themselves may rarely behave aggressively, 

the games that are played usually relate to violence in some way. Sometimes when 

watching live streams, you can see the professional gamers getting frustrated and 

behaving aggressively. Sometimes the enjoyment of aggression may stem from the 

rivalries that exist between esports teams and players.
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In this video we will talk more about esports athlete’s career, while there may be mul-

tiple ways to approach it, our way is to take some perspective from athlete’s career 

from traditional sports. Esports athlete’s career is quite different from a career of a 

traditional sportsman. This type of career is regarded as shorter and with less physical 

injuries. There is very little grassroots activity compared to traditional sports and fewer 

leagues to make a living. Also, the career income gap is huge between the best players 

and the rest. While understanding esports athletes’ road to success and potential bar-

riers hindering the path requires more research, it has been studied a bit already.

There has been research considering career-transitions focusing on career ending 

such as retirement, termination, and post career transition. Transitions throughout 

the entire career are important and is in rising demand in research. Currently there 

is a need for career transition research for esports athletes alongside with the need 

of career propositions and alternative career opportunities. This kind of research and 

knowledge is important for esports athletes whose career as professionals don’t last 

very long or do not make it into income level in esports as professional players. There 

are limited opportunities in employment of esports sector. There are a lot of esports 

players, spectators, and other type of enthusiasts. However, there is not enough places 

to work in the field of esports or some of the places require higher education degree. 

It is also understandable that some people who are tied to esports as their hobby, 

don’t want to combine it with work. Four stages of athlete’s career progress are iden-

tified as initiation, development, mastery and discontinuation by researchers such as 

Bruner, Pummellet and Wylleman. Next we will go through these progress stages.

Initiation stage is considered the introduction stage. It is the stage when individuals 

engage different types of sports activities and practice them simultaneously. Initiation 

usually happens in childhood and there may be variety of influencers behind children’s 

choice of sports. Influencers may include friends, family, and media for example. Ta-

lents of different individuals in different sports activities can be identified at this stage. 

I think it is safe to say that parents’ introduction to esports for their children is still quite 

rare. This is at least what it used to be for the current generation players dueling in the 

big stage. This however may change if the public image of esports changes. Esports 

is becoming part of mainstream media and will be found easily by diginative children.
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Development stage is when a particular sports activity is chosen amongst the many. 

There is more dedication and practice towards the chosen sports activity making it 

more time consuming. Development stage usually starts when individuals are rela-

tively young, adolescent. In this stage, there is usually a specific goal towards which 

individuals work for but at the same time sports is still mainly a fun free time activity. 

For traditional sports, this stage typically includes coaching on an individual or team 

level. However, the esports grass roots-level has not developed enough yet and there 

is usually no coaching until professional level or close to it.

Mastery is the stage where the individuals can be called athletes and have reached 

their best competence and skill level. At this point the leisure activity shifts to profes-

sionalism. Sport becomes an essential part of the athlete’s life and the athlete must 

invest a lot of time and effort in the sport. To reach and maintain the mastery, ath-

lete may have to give up on certain areas of life. Mastery stage is the optimal stage in 

which the athlete can compete at the highest level possible. There are many players 

in esports who reach the mastery level, but competition is so fierce that reaching the 

mastery level will not guarantee any income. Esports as an income sport is currently so 

marginal that even though there are many individuals who have achieved mastery-le-

vel the ones that can make a living out of it is a small percentage out of very talented 

players.

Discontinuation stage is the end of the career -stage, the so-called retirement -stage. 

There are differences in how athletes retire. Some athletes plan retirement careful-

ly whereas some people’s career may end because of an accidental injury. Disconti-

nuation can lead to problems as the sport has been a dominant aspect of life. After 

discontinuation new opportunities may arise. Esports discontinuation may refer to 

burn out or lack of motivation. Many esports players discontinue their careers as it 

is too hard to make it to the top and earn income. Majority of esports players cannot 

use their skills to bring the food to the table. Those athletes who have made it to the 

top usually transform their career to coaching the specific esports game or become 

an analyst for example. Even the best esports players who make a significant income 

can be burned out as the high training hours and travelling across the globe wear the 

players out. Players should be allowed enough rest.
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In addition to the career progress stages, few career narratives can be identified which 

relate to success aspects that athletes should consider and sustain. There three main 

aspects are the performance aspect, discovery aspect and relation aspect.

The performance aspect is considered perhaps the most important aspect as there will 

be no successful sports careers without successful performances. Some researchers 

have started to think that performance is probably too emphasized for athletes to 

sustain a healthy and successful career. Performance relates to monitoring and deve-

loping athletes’ skills and setting aims and goals. All the development leads to winning 

which is essential part of performance aspect. Performance becomes so important to 

the athlete that non-sports-related relationships may suffer. It is important to be very 

successful and perform very well constantly in esports. The level of competition is so 

high that if you keep underperforming on top, you will be replaced by someone. World 

of competitive esports is so performance driven it is almost brutal and you need to sa-

crifice non-esports-related relationships to some extent and sometimes even esports 

related relationships to push your own career forward. Some people would call this 

backstabbing.

Discovery aspect relates to experiences and explorations related to sports. In addition 

to work, the sports activities should be fun. Discovery aspect is more about learning 

and having a good time. Discovery aspects focuses on experiences such as travelling 

and lifestyle. Top athletes in esports get to travel around the world and have fun and 

experience the world. There may be some discovery type of players in the world of es-

ports, but rarely have I heard you go to a LAN party to another country just for the fun 

of it. In esports the tournaments are the thing and you must perform well if you don’t 

want to pay for the trip yourself. However, you might go to a local LAN party with your 

friends just to play for fun in a not so serious competition.

Relational aspects are related to sports relationships. You maintain relationships 

through sports and may find new ones. In short, if relational aspect is the driving one, 

it means that relationships maintained through sports are more important than good 

performances. Relational aspect is highlighted in the beginning of the career as you 

meet new people and build, maintain, and deepen your relationships through sports 
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with others. Esports relationships are quite different from traditional sports rela-

tionships as they are usually built, maintained, and deepened through tools online. If 

you don’t have any friends to play with you can go play solo with players unknown to 

you. This experience, depending on the game, playing with tend to sometimes awaken 

negative emotions rather than good ones.
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There are many different motivations to play. Some people play video games for the 

story whereas some play them in a more competitive setting with the goal to beat the 

opposition. Higher motivation in competitiveness correlates positively with the skill 

level in esports. While playing esports games the players can experience high self-es-

teem, accomplishment, and social recognition. The main elements to attract players 

for the gaming career are argued to be celebration of mastery of skills, the pursuit 

of self-improvement and important of fairness, equality, and mutual respect. Esports 

activities are serious but fun and can thus be self-motivating.

When the first esports game is found the first games are played the gaming is quite 

casual and fun leisure activity.  And initial perceptions in the social world of esports are 

formed and the player may feel a sense of belonging in the esports community. Some 

gaming communities are more accepting than others and some people may feel the 

need to be accepted more than others, if the player doesn’t feel accepted he might 

quit the game already in the early stages. The journey of an esports player can be di-

vided into different stages, as Kim and Thomas did in their research. The five stages 

identified are enjoying stage, struggling stage, achieving stage, slumping stage and 

recovery stage. We will go through what these different stages mean from the pers-

pective of an esports player.

Enjoying stage is where the player is still inexperienced and solving game related tasks 

that are new. At this stage, as you are new to the game, you do not put too much em-

phasis on success in gameplay and have much lower expectations. In the struggling 

stage the player has improved skills, but they are losing their enjoyment of gaming. 

Feelings, such as gaming is a waste of time or that you should be better than you are 

common at this stage. If the player overcomes the struggling stage, they enter the 

achieving stage. At this stage a certain competency has been developed and the en-

joyment of gaming is found again. After the achieving stage some players may end up 

into the slumping stage in which the player has failed to maintain the achieving stage 

and no longer has the professional capacity to play. All the satisfaction and glory expe-

rienced earlier are gone. After this the player may quit or enter the recovery stage in 

which the slump is overcome, and reformation happens. Just like games, players have 

different stages and some of them are easier to pass than others.
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Due to the high competitiveness of esports, certain mental skills are required to 

achieve optimal performance. According to Himmelstein’s study certain claims were 

given regarding successful performance in esports. These claims can apply not only es-

ports, but to other aspects in life as well. Naturally you need to have great knowledge 

about the game in question. You also need to think strategically and make fast and 

smart decisions. Going forward and staying motivated is important, dwelling in the 

past may lead to uncertainty. Focus is important and separating daily life from in-game 

performance is important. If there is harassment, it is important to cope with it adap-

tively. This can relate to muting some players in-game. Maintaining positive attitude is 

hard sometimes, but for a successful performance it is important. Warming up physi-

cally and mentally is a great way to start the games on the right foot. 

For optimal performance, adapting to your opponents is important, just like in chess. 

Focus should be on outplaying the enemy and not doing same things repeatedly. Even 

though starting with “an-autopilot mode” might work in the beginning, if the oppo-

nent adapts well, they have the upper hand. Talking and communicating with the team 

is of utmost importance and helps in being proactive. A player should also have trust in 

their own skills, lack of self-confidence may have a big impact.

This takes us to barriers for optimal gameplay. Barriers may include confidence issues, 

inadequate or bad coping strategies with anxiety, haunting of bad achievements or 

mistakes – so called misplays, harassment, lack of self-and team development or diffi-

culty separating gaming from real life. Every player should identify the biggest barriers 

on a personal level to take them down. Sometimes a player may suffer from psycholo-

gical problems which can relate to negative impacts of excessive gaming. The activity 

of playing may feel like work and maybe addictive and nullifies the concept of “free 

activity”. Players also face stress during practice and competition, especially if they 

must perform. Excessive gaming can negatively impact performance in-game as well 

as psychological wellbeing and daily life. Arguably anything excessive is bad for you.
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Hello, and welcome tou you all for the last week of our MOOC “Understanding esport”.

During this week, you are going to have the opportunity to express how your percep-

tion has evolved on the subject. You will have that opportunity both through a big live 

session in English which will allow you to ask questions and share your impressions 

with specialists, actors in the industry and professionals; but also through a forum in 

which you can write in details your feelings, the people you have met and the expe-

riences you have had on the subject.

To conclude on the five weeks of the MOOC, we will analyze the perspectives of the 

esport industry, notably in relation to the importance of government recognition in 

the structuring of its ecosystem. This last week will also be time for us to analyze how 

governments and national entities try to get structured and to see whether a global 

international framework may be possible.

We will also focus on how the current pandemic background has impacted the esport 

industry.

And of course we will not let you go before giving you the opportunity, for the last 

time, to have a test which will take up all the contents of the MOOC. So I wish you good 

luck for that great test!

And I wish you all, for the last time, a very very good week!
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WEEK 5 
DEBRIEFING AND EVALUATION
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This session will reflect on the notion of digital acceleration and how the COVID-19 

pandemic has forced the pace of this acceleration to increase. 

Under normal circumstances, the ongoing advancement of gaming software and hard-

ware, including those related to virtual and augmented realities, would constitute a 

key part of digital advancements beyond just gaming and esports. 

With the enforced isolation of populations across the globe, communication platforms 

such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams, for example, have gone from useful subsidiary 

tools to the primary means of continuing our personal, professional and academic lives. 

Should we consider this a paradigm shift, where our lives beyond the pandemic are 

fundamentally changed? Or will life return to where we were in late 2019? Are gamers, 

esports athletes and those involved in the industry actually better placed to unders-

tand and appreciate this new world?

The following discussion will pick up examples of where we were with digital accele-

ration before COVID-19, with examples of where gamification, for example, has in-

fluenced my own field of Architectural Design Technology and the built environment, 

as well as examining whether everyone is ready for the change the forced acceleration 

the pandemic and the lockdowns have brought.

WHICH REVOLUTION?
Several years ago, I was asked to speak at a conference and was given the title “How 

will the digital revolution transform design and delivery in the Built Environment?” The 

first slide of the presentation asked a better question, which digital revolution? Be-

cause across my industry, and indeed all sectors, there are various digital revolutions 

occurring, simultaneously and occasionally independently of each other. 

The same applies to digital acceleration. How this looks in certain sectors will differ, 

and some, such as gaming and esports, by their very nature, will be at the head of this 

particular race. 

Just as we spoke in Week 2 about seeking commonalities with regards to inclusion, 

why not start with a common point where we can all recognise a significant digital 

accelerator we all have?

…and it is not the computer.

You begin to show your age when you start talking about Smartphones, because there 

is now a whole generation of people who now just call them phones, having never 

needed to use what I guess we may call a dumb phone, or a traditional dial up landline 

phone. 
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However, in your pocket is a piece of technology operating a computer more advanced 

than the one that placed a man on the moon a mere 51 years ago. 

It has replaced numerous other devices we once had in our lives, such as portable mu-

sic players, cameras, video recorders, calculators, watches, as well as analogue items 

such as books, notepads, sketchbooks etc.

Indeed, if you are anything like me, one of the things you rarely use your phone for is 

to make actual phone calls, as texting, messaging, Whatsapping etc. become preferred 

forms of communication. 

At your fingertips is access to a world of information, though it is somewhat disap-

pointing to see, in many debates, how little use some people make of that amazing 

capability.

What the Smartphone represents is one of the most significant disruptors in our recent 

history, with a disruptor being understood as a piece of technology which significantly 

changes our way or life, essentially disrupting it for the better, or worse, depending 

on your point of view. There was an interesting article about disruptors on the Forbes 

website showing how significant the race to be the inventor of the next disruptor has 

become: “The term “disruptor” has developed a unicorn status in Silicon Valley. If you 

didn’t know better, you might think the Race to Disrupt was an extreme sport.” (Gol-

din, June 2017)

As a useful example of just how many potential applications Smartphones have, there 

was a paper produced by Canadian academics titled Smartphone Sensors for Health 

Monitoring and Diagnosis in 2019. One of the starting points for this study was to 

consider what common sensors and technology have emerged over the evolution of 

Smartphones.

The illustration below shows this against a timeline from 1992 to 2013.
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2019 - EVOLUTION OF SMARTPHONES FROM SMARTPHONES SENSORS FOR 
HEALTH MONITORING AND DIAGNOSIS

Current Smartphones include, as standard, sensors for proximity, ambient light, humi-

dity, temperature, pressure, fingerprint and touch, as well as a global positioning sys-

tem (GPS), accelerometer, gyroscope, microphone, magnetometer etc. I am not 100% 

sure what some of those items are, but just as the paper the image is from sees these 

as tools applicable to health monitoring, I too can see how a number of these are use-

ful for the digitisation and digitalisation (more on these terms in the next section) of 

my own sector.

If that smartphone in your pocket can aid the medical sector as well as the industries of 

the built environment, what can they do for all our lives?

And, if we are talking about disruptors, it is certainly the case an argument can be 

made for computer gaming, the evolution to consul gaming, and esports are disrup-

tors to both the entertainment sector as well as the sporting world. 

DIGITISATION AND DIGITALISATION IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
The digitalisation (the use of new digital technologies) of the built environment has 

been occurring since the 1960s with the advent of computing in the office place, and 

in particular with computer aided design (CAD) becoming, by the 1990s, a primary tool 

for architectural education and practice. 
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Over the last 20 years, the advancement of CAD-based programs and technologies has 

seen the production of hyperreal virtual environments, as well as the development of 

parametric modelling where all graphical and data outputs for a design are based on a 

virtual model. The easiest way to describe a parametric model is if I move a door by a 

metre in a plan drawing, because that plan is generated graphically from a permanent 

link to the virtual model, the door will move in any stored output from this model, as 

well as in the model itself.

If I then change the size of the door, say from a single door to a double door in the plan, 

all outputs will reflect this, including any schedules or specification documents 

Parallel to the development of this software was an approach now commonly known 

as building information modelling, or BIM. It recognises not only the benefit for a de-

signer in using CAD within their own working environment, but as a collaborative tool 

for the sharing of a common digital model across several of the professions involved 

in the design, development and construction of buildings and infrastructure. Further-

more this approach on a data rich model also means the digitisation of design can be 

seen as a whole-life project for a building, with the same model acting as the data 

source for the management of the building operations right through to the end of its 

existence and eventual demolition.

This BIM approach also represents a digitisation (the conversion of the analogue to the 

digital) of the paper based process of project management, offering the collaborative 

planning and strategising requirements in a virtual environment.

Sound impressive, right? It is, and the potential alone for greater efficiencies in time 

management, cost, materials etc. are significant. Sounds expensive too, right? Indeed, 

some of the key software and licenses run into the thousands of pounds.

Except, remember that disruptor, the Smartphone? There is now freely available Open 

Source CAD and BIM software that can be used on your phone. 

What has this example of digital acceleration to do with esports? At the core of CAD 

and BIM are many of the same technologies developed in gaming. The visualisation 

software, and the growing use of virtual and augmented reality are technologies 

driven in large part by the commercial power of the gaming industry (worth more than 

130,000,000 dollars in the United States alone). 

I have worn a virtual reality headset to walk across the building a colleague had de-

signed, which allowed me to navigate the building as if it was real, as well as accessing 

service ducts and other areas no human being could usually enter. I have also worn the 

same technology to join my fellow Erasmus+ colleagues in a deep dungeon, filled with 

vampires and zombies, on our visit to Caen. In both instances my motion sickness got 
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the better of me, however I can easily see future planning meetings for student buil-

ding designs occurring in a virtual environment where their building is full size in front 

of me… as long as I keep very very still.

The potential is huge, and the last 11 months have accelerated the use of these tech-

nologies in my sector because students and built environment professionals have had 

to work from home. 

Furthermore, gamification has long been a feature of built environment education, 

both to encourage younger people into the sector, and to use enhanced gaming envi-

ronments to progress designs. Colleagues at the University of Ulster, Northern Ireland 

have developed tools using the popular block-based game Minecraft to teach BIM. Fur-

thermore, two of my students have, during the lockdown where they did not have ac-

cess to University computers, used both Minecraft and Sims (the life simulation game 

where you can design your own homes), to create environments to sell their design as-

signment schemes. There are a few examples of the use of Sims to show a warehouse 

conversion project on the course sheet.

2021-2021 STUDENT DESIGN VISUALISATION 
FOR THE FORMER DEWINTON IRON FOUNDRY PROJECT

While we are on the subject of Sims, one of the 2020 students who participated in 

the Erasmus project, and whose work was featured in the Week 3 session on esports 

centres, actually became interested in architectural design as a child through creating 

homes and spaces for her Sims family. 

Currently, it would be true to say a physical model of a building or a scheme has more 

reach with the public when selling a project, in part because of the tactile, tangible 

nature of a model they can touch. I have seen this when students have produced both 

CAD fly-through models and physical ones for public projects. The intangibility of the 

CAD model still leaves some people unimpressed if a physical one is available. Howe-

ver, imagine as immersive technology advances, sensory elements such as smell and 

touch are added to the visual modelling. Match that against the growing use of virtual 

technology and we could be approaching a point where virtual visualisation of built 
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environment projects becomes as impactful as physical models. This is again technolo-

gy driven by gaming with implications beyond just esports and the built environment. 

Imagine if your online shopping during the lockdown was more like a walk through a 

digital environment where you could pick up and feel the product, rather than scrol-

ling through a series of 2D images. 

WHAT HAS COVID-19 SHOWN US?
How we have all individually coped with the lockdown, and how this will be considered 

and reviewed on a wider social scale will be understood better when the pandemic is 

finally over. Personally, I have had to create and record all my content for this MOOC 

at home, just as I have delivered a year of lectures, seminars for work, and assessed 

student presentations. 

Gaming and esports will have been a key feature of how many people will have coped 

with the pressures of the lockdown, and it will be interesting to see how escaping 

to virtual worlds has helped in these instances. Even before the pandemic, there was 

both anecdotal and study-based evidence of the positive impact gaming can have on 

notions of wellbeing. A University of Oxford study, announced in November 2020, 

stated while gaming alone cannot help a player feel happy, the study not only sug-

gested gaming helped people feel happy, but prolonged periods were seen as a fac-

tor in this outcome (Kleinman, November 2020). Such studies should help counter 

the stereotypes of gamers and esports we discussed in Week 2, and hopefully start a 

different discussion of how the sector can be seen as a positive for people, as well as 

drawing down the obvious links we have considered here in this session to the built 

environment, for example.

However, there is a pertinent statement a number of people have shared in the United 

Kingdom, when our leaders tell us we are ‘in the same boat’ with regards to COVID-19, 

that we are ‘in this together’. The statement is, we are in the same storm (the pan-

demic) but some of us are in boats while others are holding on to life rafts. This is 

also true for how we have separately experienced the digital acceleration, before and 

during the pandemic. 

COVID-19 has exposed inequalities in our societies between those who have access to 

adequate broadband speeds, those who have digital hardware capable of handling vir-

tual events, and those who do not. This is before we even consider if everyone actually 

had access to a laptop or a computer for their sole use, or even have such equipment 

at all.
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Furthermore, we talk about the potential of virtual spaces as means of engagement 

knowing some people do not have the physical spaces in their homes to engage with 

these virtual activities, be that because of overcrowding, sharing a bedroom etc.

As we race towards a potentially fascinating future of greater digital acceleration in 

how we live our lives, we need to acknowledge those already left behind by this pro-

cess, before during and likely after the pandemic.

Whether we are viewing this from the perspective of how esports has been a part of 

digital acceleration, and is likely to continue to be a key contributor, we need to ensure 

we promote gaming and esports as inclusive activities across measures that include 

addressing digital poverty.

A final consideration regarding digital acceleration is the need to consider those people 

who do not wish to participate fully or at all in this aspect of human development. Can 

a digital acceleration account for a blended approach, or still allow for more analogue 

engagement from others? In this instance, let me share with you one last anecdotal 

story. I once interviewed a Social Housing Chief Executive who wanted to give all his 

tenants an iPad so they could access his organisations services (paying the rent, repor-

ting repair requests) rather than calling his offices in order to allow his staff to engage 

with other work. There was some resistance with many people saying they did not 

know how to use such technology. However, he knew most of his tenants had Smart-

phones, and so he decided to visit the estates his organisation managed to conduct 

what he called ‘The Amazon Test.’ This involved checking with delivery drivers and 

postal staff to see how many of the homes received packages ordered online. Over a 

few weeks, he was able to confirm the vast majority were receiving such parcels. This 

meant someone in each house was using some form of device to order online and so 

he could justify sending out iPads to change the way his tenants engaged with his staff.

The future really is, at least in part, digital.
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HOW DO WE STORE AND SHARE ESPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS?
We have celebrated the digital nature of gaming and esports throughout this MOOC, 

but like much of our modern world, that digital nature does present us with a challenge 

with regards to how we store and share esports achievements as there is often not a 

physical output from what we do.

Take this example from the pandemic. The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) 

Radio 4 news programmes started asking listeners to share their everyday stories of 

lockdown, calling them the Covid Chronicles. These have been seen as important tes-

timonials charting our experience of living in the United Kingdom during the pande-

mic. Because of this, the British Library, the national library of the United Kingdom, will 

now add these to its digital archive for posterity. 

This publically accessible archive was the British Library’s answer to the shift, for exa-

mple, from correspondences and letters being written and typed on paper, to being 

primarily sent by email. They realised future historians would have no access to these 

digital communications unless they acted, and so the digital archive was created. Fur-

thermore, like many libraries and repositories of documents, they are currently digiti-

sing their analogue collections to widen their accessibility. 

What the British Library shows is there are many examples out there for digital ar-

chives accessible to the public. And certainly, during the evolution of this project, we 

have discussed the setting up of a Data Bank to both store and then celebrate and 

share esports achievements to promote the sport, and challenge misconceptions.

Is a Data Bank the correct format? Arguably it is for the storage of the data we gather, 

and for those who want to add to it and draw research from it to be assured a single 

repository, a single library, exists.  

When it comes to the actual sharing and promoting of the content of this Data Bank, 

we should take advantage of all the virtual spaces and virtual architecture we inhabit 

and create to share our successes and stories; virtually shouting from the rooftops! 

Consider an example from the first United Kingdom COVID-19 lockdown, when games 

such as Candy Crush Saga, Dirty Rally 2.0, and Sniper Elite 4 incorporated the key UK 

Government message at the time, ‘Stay Home, Stay Safe.’ As you can see from this 

image, if we can incorporate safety messages in virtual environment, then we can also 

seek to share these spaces, or create our own to immerse people in the stories and 

news we want to share.
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2020 IN-GAME SHOT OF DIRT RALLY 2.0 FROM BBC NEWS

WHAT SHOULD THE FOUNDING PRINCIPLES OF A DATA BANK BE?
A 2020 BBC News article reported on diversity in gaming. It quoted a researcher who 

had conducted a study into diversity with UKie, the United Kingdom’s trade association 

for the interactive entertainment industry and the University of Sheffield, England: 

‘Diversity isn’t a nicety - it’s a necessity if the industry is going to grow, thrive and truly 

reflect the tens of millions of people that play games every day in this country,’ Dr Jo 

Twist says.

‘A diverse industry that draws on myriad cultures, lifestyles and experiences will lead 

to more creative and inclusive games that capture the imagination of players and drive 

our sector forward.’ (Powell, February 2020)

Diversity is sometimes only seen as relating to what many view as visible identifiers 

such gender, race, age etc., but included in this are the need to ensure what we pro-

duce, be they virtual or physical structures and systems, are accessible to all. With re-

gards to a Data Bank where we want anyone who wishes to engage with its content, 

regardless of how they identify or what cognitive or learning differences they present 

with, our Data Bank should be created in as accessible format as possible.

What does that mean in practical terms? It means we should start with a useful English 

acronym, K.I.S.S.: Keep It Simple, Stupid! While I appreciate this may not translate to 

the other languages of the MOOC, it is the notion simplicity in language and structure 

should prove useful for all the people we hope will use the Data Bank. 
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This suggests 3 opening recommendations for the establishment of a Data Bank:

1. Keep the structure and the language used within the Data Bank simple and 

accessible.

2. Ensure any structures and aims within the Data Bank are SMART, to support 

accessibility and to aid us in managing the Data Bank.

3. While the start of our project is based in educational practice, the core of our 

project is inclusivity and esports.

You will see another acronym here, SMART. There are number of variations on this, but 

the one commonly used is Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound. 

This means however we establish the Data Bank, its purpose and the aims that flow 

from this must be clear and reviewable. 

What next? If our Data Bank is an opportunity to gather and share esports data and 

achievements, then it needs to be as innovative as the sector we are seeking to cele-

brate. This suggests the following recommendations:

4. We have, as our topic, electronic sports, a rapidly developing sector where aca-

demic research is still trying to catch up, therefore we need to think outside of 

the box with regards to what we think should go in here.

5. We have four core themes for this Erasmus+ project, they should be the star-

ting point for how we initially structure the Data Bank:

Across this MOOC, we have considered a number of academic and user presentations 

and experiences, as well as examining reported stories, both positive and negative. 

You may recall the FAQ sheet on esports stereotypes from Week 2, which mentions 

stories linked to gaming leading to gambling addiction and suicide. This means our 

subject here is a controversial one. However, for those stories that often rely on the 

lazy use of stereotypes, there are numerous tales demonstrating positive gaming and 

esports events and examples. Take, for instance, a story reported by the online page 

LadBible on Armistice Day, 11th of November 2018 which commemorated the end of 

the First World War as well as the 100th anniversary of the end of this conflict. The sto-

ry title ran ‘’Battlefield’ Players Stop Shooting To Commemorate End Of WWI.’ (Reid, 

November 2018) This demonstrated a level of respect within a virtual environment 

many may not have been aware of.

Perhaps one of the more touching stories from 2019 was that of the life of Mats ‘Ibe-

lin’ Steen as told by his parents following his death aged 25 from Duchenne muscular 
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dystrophy. Unbeknown to his parents, Mats, as Ibelin had an entire virtual life within 

the ‘World of Warcraft’ the massive multiplayer roleplaying game. When his parents 

announced his death online, they were unaware of this existence and were overwhel-

med with the outpouring of grief and support from Mats’ online family: 

“He transcended his physical boundaries and enriched the lives of people all over the 

world,” read one. “Mats’s passing has hit me very hard. I can’t put into words how much 

I’ll miss him,” said the next. “I don’t believe that one single person is the heart of Star-

light. But if one was, it would have been him.” (Schaubert, February 2019)

Such stories speak of the potential of gaming and esports to transcend many bounda-

ries, including those beyond death, and should be as celebrated in a Data Bank as any 

other commercial or competition stories, for example.

To ensure we capture all aspects of esports data and achievements, recommendations 

should include:

6. We are a captive audience here on this MOOC, but if the purpose is to make 

esports inclusive, our Data Bank needs to offer a wide range of opinions.

7. Where we court controversy, is it not our role to offer context and counter 

evidence?

8. A key purpose must also be a mission, in the Data Bank and the ethical charter, 

to challenge perceptions. 

Moving forward to how a Data Bank will operate, with regards to perceptions, we are 

likely never going to arrive at a complete, universal set of agreed definitions of esports 

and its various elements. Therefore recommendations should include:

9. Any Data Bank will require space for differing opinions and discussion, for 

blogs, vlogs and whatever technology will take us to next.

10. As research becomes available, we can complement opinion with the depth of 

academic, peer reviewed data, which we may have produced ourselves, or are 

able to gather from our networks.

The final set of requirements relate to the practicalities of the operating of a Data 

Bank once established:

11. A Data Bank requires daily management, particularly if there is ‘live’ content 

and posting elements.

12. It will require editing protocols, which should rest with all 4 institutions but 

with a lead from the University of Caen or Kajaani University for example, or 

on a rotating basis.
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13. Just as our Erasmus+ project has created an Ethic Code for esports, so too will 

this Data Bank require a similar Code or Charter for its operation.

14. There are models we can use, from common digital environment protocols to 

managed WIKI pages. 

15. Whatever format we take, we should consider weekly updates and commenta-

ry as a minimum, otherwise we have “dead-air” where there is no new content.

We would welcome any comments and suggestions to help in the creation of this Data 

Bank.
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